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ABSTRACT 

Indian Residential Schools (IRS) separated children from their families with the goal of 
acculturating them to dominant Canadian society by suppressing Indigenous languages, 
traditions, and spirituality. Enforced residential schooling was the determined 
assimilationist policy of the Canadian government for approximately 130 years, with 
boarding schools for Indigenous children in operation in all parts of the country from 
the 1880s to the mid 1990s. Despite these goals the schools were consistently 
underfunded and often badly managed by the government of the day; abuse and disease 
were rampant and death rates were high. The schools became the subject of litigation in 
the 1990s. The resulting 2007 IRS Settlement Agreement (IRSSA) between former 
students, and jointly; the Government of Canada and the churches that administered the 
schools was the largest legal settlement agreement in Canadian history. A truth finding 
and reconciliation process was one element of this multi-faceted agreement. The Truth 
and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (TRC) was tasked to investigate all aspects of 
the residential school experience and to address the past historic injustices of forced 
assimilation, including school deaths. School records are incomplete and recorded 
numbers are lower, however TRC Commissioners estimated that 6000 students, and 
likely more, did not survive long enough to benefit from their education. Most of these 
children were buried in small unofficial cemeteries on or near the school grounds. Often, 
parents were not notified about the death of a child and in many cases descendant 
families still don’t know where their relatives are buried. Over the past several decades 
these small, largely unmarked, burial places are increasingly disappearing from the 
landscape. In the context of Canada’s international obligations under the UN 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People and recent interpretations of the 
Convention for the Prevention of the Crime of Genocide, I argue the case for a nationally 
funded, comprehensive, multi-disciplinary, archaeological program for the identification 
and commemoration of these spiritually important sites. With the signing of the IRSSA, 
many Indigenous communities have begun a healing journey to reclaim their histories, 
locate relatives’ unmarked burial places, and restore and commemorate lost cemeteries 
in ways that have meaning for them. The Indigenous communities most impacted by 
these deaths are leading this work. Not the least of these impacts is the lack of ‘knowing’ 
where the dead are buried. In the aftermath of the TRC there is much talk among 
Canadians about the need for reconciliation. Support for the identification and 
commemoration of IRS burial sites is a tangible and concrete way for the archaeological 
community to contribute to that endeavor. 
 
 





PREFACE 

For four and a half years from 2009 through 2013, I served as the Research 

Project Manager of the Missing Children and Unmarked Burials Project for the 

Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (TRC). In that capacity I 

managed a team of historical researchers and archaeologists engaged in 

conducting a large archival document review and a smaller archaeological 

fieldwork program designed to collect and record information relating to the 

deaths and burial locations of former students of Indigenous boarding schools in 

Canada (known as Indian Residential Schools or IRS).  

I was responsible for directing a multi-disciplinary research project within 

the Commission’s overall research scheme. The Missing Children Project was in 

fact a suite of research projects, each one focused on a different aspect of the 

research required to identify the students who died or went missing while at the 

schools and to locate their, largely unmarked, burial places. Finally, I was 

responsible for overseeing the production of a project report in support of the 

Commission’s final report on the Missing Children with recommendations to the 

Government of Canada in 2015. The work required coordination of multiple 

historical and archaeological research projects and took us into Indigenous 

communities in every part of the country. The work would not have been 

possible without the active participation and assistance of those communities, 

and especially the generous guidance of the Elders in communities and on the 

advisory committees of the Commission.  

Each project was designed to address one of the four recommendations of 

the Missing Children and Unmarked Burials Working Group, (included here in 

Appendix 2). These recommendations evolved into four distinct research 

projects, including: 

a) A major document inventory and review of relevant documents produced 

under the requirements of the IRS Settlement Agreement to record student 

deaths, and their causes, and place of burial. Once compiled, a series of 
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statistical analyses were performed to determine rates of death and other 

information. A total of approximately 3 million documents were produced 

under the IRSSA, however not all of these were available to be reviewed 

during the project’s mandate, nor were all these relevant to school deaths 

and burials.   

b) A comprehensive study of IRS operational policies and custodial care. 

c) An archival study, a desk-based assessment, and a small but regionally 

representative fieldwork program, to identify, record, and document IRS 

cemeteries and unmarked burials, and commemoration initiatives. 

d) Specific case research in response to individual Survivor requests over the 

period of the Commission’s mandate.  

These projects are described in greater detail in Chapter Four below. Each 

distinct research project came together in a final report, which formed the basis 

of the fourth volume of the Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission of Canada, entitled "Canada's Residential Schools: Missing Children 

and Unmarked Burials," Vol 4 (Montreal & Kingston: 2015). I was responsible for 

overseeing the research for the death register; for overseeing and compiling the 

various research reports; and for drafting the final project report, elements of 

which formed the basis of this volume.  

The third of these projects described above, the identification and 

recording of IRS cemeteries and unmarked graves associated with the schools –

and particularly the recommendations it generated – became the motivation and 

inspiration for the work that comprises this dissertation. This research has been 

supported by the work of others in a number of important ways. The case studies 

presented in Chapters Five, Six, and Seven, draw on original draft site reports on 

file with the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada authored by 

researchers and archaeologists, Simon Solomon and Kristina Bowie. Their finely 

honed research skills and persistent determination, both in the archives and in 

the field, resulted in the documentation of many student deaths and unmarked 
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burial sites that would otherwise remain unrecorded. Where maps or 

photographs from these reports have been used they are credited individually. 

The chapters that precede and follow the case studies form my own original 

contribution including, but not limited to, the analysis presented in the case 

studies chapters, the commemoration and restoration discussion that follows in 

Chapter Six and the additional data in Chapter Seven on the Kuper Island school. 

The research on residential school cemetery sites was carried out, in part, 

so descendant families would have the preliminary information they needed to 

conduct their own search on the burial locations of missing relatives. However 

for a variety of logistical reasons the Commission and the National Centre for 

Truth and Reconciliation – the holder the TRC’s document collection – have been 

unable to date to make this data readily available to aging Survivors and their 

families. For this reason I felt it was important to include the case study data. I 

am indebted to Dr. Eldon Yellowhorn for his assistance, advice, and unfailing 

good company on reconnaissance surveys conducted together for the TRC at 

residential school cemeteries in various parts of Canada (Ontario, BC, Nova 

Scotia), but especially at the St John’s cemetery in Chapleau, Ontario discussed in 

Chapter Five. Alison Biely and Andrea Migone managed the Missing Children 

document review and statistical analysis respectively. While primarily involved 

in the larger research project on student deaths, they served as the project’s 

overall lead researchers and occasionally assisted with data collection and 

analysis related to the cemeteries project. Both were responsible for insightful 

and invaluable contributions to the final report.  

After the TRC research wound up I continued to work with an Indigenous 

community on a small island off the west coast of British Columbia to identify 

unmarked graves associated with the residential school in this community. I 

continued this work with two colleagues, Kristina Bowie of the University of 

Victoria (UVIC) and formerly with the TRC, and Dr. Andrew Martindale of the 

University of British Columbia (UBC) who generously provided access to UBC 
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Archaeology Lab’s ground penetrating radar equipment (GPR). A third 

colleague, Steve Daniel, GPR specialist extraordinaire, contributed his time and 

expertise in the field and in the lab. All are principled and committed 

collaborators who willingly volunteer their archaeological skills in the service of 

Indigenous communities whenever they are requested to do so. Kristina Bowie in 

particular has been deeply committed to the TRC’s Missing Children project and 

is tireless in her willingness to travel and undertake fieldwork. 

This beautiful, peaceful island is located in the protected waters of the 

Inside Passage, between mainland British Columbia and Vancouver Island, a 

body of water known as the Salish Sea. The Indigenous villages on this island 

date back long before the arrival of Christian missionaries; the Hul'qumi'num 

people of this area have millennia of history on this island and some of the oldest 

continuously inhabited village sites on the Northwest Coast, including one that 

sustained a devastating attack in 1863 by a British gunboat. And yet the influence 

of the residential school wrought damage so deep during its 85 year presence on 

their island that the community it is still recovering from it.    

We visited the community several times to meet with a committee of 

Elders over a period of eighteen months. After a number of these discussions we 

visited a site and conducted an archaeological survey and then a small GPR 

study to locate what was revealed to be a school cemetery plot dating to the early 

1900’s. Although this small cemetery had become completely obscured from the 

ground surface, its presence remained in the memories of the Survivors who had 

walked past it daily as children on their way to the school. 

Communities have increasingly begun to reclaim their IRS histories and to 

preserve the many rapidly disappearing cemeteries associated with almost all the 

residential schools in a system that reached every part of the country. My 

experience in this community, and the many similar stories I heard in my travels 

with the TRC, in Indigenous communities from one end of the country to the 

other, convinced me of the pressing need for a comprehensive and systematic 
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national plan to recover and preserve these spiritually important places. My 

intent and my hope, is to contribute to that national plan with what follows here.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Yet the importance of truth telling in its own right should not be underestimated; it 
restores the human dignity of victims of violence and calls governments and citizens to 
account. Without truth, justice is not served, healing cannot happen, and there can be no 
genuine reconciliation between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples in Canada.1 
 

For more than 130 years the Canadian government pursued a policy of 

assimilation of Indigenous children by promoting and then legislating their 

attendance at residential schools managed in cooperation with the Roman 

Catholic, Angilcan, and Protestant churches. Reports of the emotional, physical, 

and sexual abuse that many children experienced during their school years 

began to come to light with early testimony to the 1996 Canadian Royal 

Commission on Aboriginal Peoples.2 Subsequently, from the mid-1990s, 

thousands of former students took legal action against the churches that 

administered the schools and the federal government that funded them. These 

civil lawsuits sought compensation for the injuries that individuals had 

sustained, including for loss of language and culture. After several large class 

action lawsuits emerged and were certified by the courts, the government sought 

to resolve them in 2007 with the signing of the Indian Residential Schools 

Settlement Agreement (IRSSA), the largest class-action settlement in Canadian 

history. The Agreement, because of its genesis, was implemented under 

Canadian court supervision. It is intended to begin repairing the harms caused 

by the residential school system, as is therefore comprehensive and has a number 

of components, including provisions for compensation to former students for the 

loss of their languages and cultures, as well as for physical and sexual harms, 

where claimed. Schedule N to the Agreement established the Truth and 

                                                
1 Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, “Reconciliation” in Final Report of the Truth 
and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, Vol 6 page 7 (Winnipeg: Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission of Canada, 2015).  
2 Canada, Canadian Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Vol. 1-17 (Ottawa: Government of 
Canada, 1996). 
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Reconciliation Commission of Canada (TRC) with a budget of $60 million and a 

five-year term.3  

The Commission’s overarching purposes4 were intended to: 

• Reveal to Canadians the complex truth about the history and the 

ongoing legacy of the church-run residential schools, in a manner that 

fully documented the individual and collective harms perpetrated against 

Indigenous peoples, and honours the resiliency and courage of former 

students, their families, and communities; and 

• Guide and inspire a process of truth and healing, leading toward 

reconciliation within Indigenous families, and between Indigenous 

peoples and non-Indigenous communities, churches, governments, and 

Canadians generally. The process was intended to work to renew 

relationships on a basis of inclusion, mutual understanding, and respect. 

Background  

The first joint government funded, church administered schools opened in 

the Canadian mid-west in the 1880s. Fifty years later there were in excess of 70 

Indian Residential schools (IRS) representing every region of the country. Some 

were situated on reserves, or later in urban areas, but most were in remote 

locations far from the home communities of the Indigenous children who 

attended them. Catchment areas were deliberately broad with children sent to 

schools hundreds, or thousand of kilometres from the influence of their families 

and culture.  

                                                
3 "Indian Residential School Settlement Agreement, Schedule “N”: Mandate for the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission of Canada," Truth and Reconciliation Comission of Canada,  accessed 
14 February 2015  http://www.trc.ca/websites/trcinstitution/index.php?p=7. It should be noted 
here that the Commission’s mandate was extended in February 2014 for one year by the 
Canadian Government, so that the completion of the mandate was extended to June 2015 with 
the final report submitted in December 2015. 
4 Ibid. 
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It is estimated that some 150,000 Indigenous children were sent to these 

schools before the last one closed in 1996, but no completely reliable numbers are 

available as enrolment records are incomplete for the earliest period of the 

schools’ operation. The schools were funded on a per capita system and were 

intended to be partially self-supporting. This meant that until the 1950s, the 

children were taught reading, writing, and arithmetic in the morning and in the 

afternoon the boys worked the farmland on which the school buildings were 

often situated, tending crops and livestock, while the girls performed domestic 

duties including cooking and cleaning the school buildings. The conditions were 

harsh; early church buildings were inadequately equipped for their function, and 

while the government subsequently provided purpose built accommodations, 

the schools were always under-funded particularly during the war years. As a 

result disease was wide spread and death rates were high.5 

The government policy of assimilation through education was intended to 

“civilize and Christianize” Indigenous children and this could be best 

accomplished by separating children from the influence of their parents. In fact 

the schools were intentionally designed to undermine Indigenous family 

structures, spirituality and culture. Indigenous languages were suppressed. For 

many children the language of instruction was foreign and there was a conscious 

policy of punishment for speaking their mother tongue as a means to force 

children to learn English or French, they were given new names and sometimes 

simply referred to by the number each was assigned, they were dressed in 

European clothes and fed unfamiliar and often unpalatable food. Former 

students, now in their fifties, sixties and older, while testifying at hearings held 

by the Commission (TRC), often cited the lack of food, and a sense of always 

being hungry. Many still remembered the number they had been given in place 

                                                
5 J. Milloy, A National Crime: Canadian Government and the Residential School System, 1876-1986 
(Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press, 1999), 77. 
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of a name. Corporal punishment was common, and many children ran away, 

sometimes with fatal results. With the publication of the Royal Commission on 

Aboriginal Peoples in the mid-nineties, it became apparent that many children 

had been subject to physical and sexual abuse in the schools.6 Although parents 

often raised their concerns with both church and government officials17 they 

were not permitted to have any direct involvement in the running of the schools.  

In fact, once at the schools, Indigenous children were wards of the state 

and no longer under their parents’ control, as a 1948 Christmas letter to parents 

from the principal of the Kamloops IRS serves to illustrate. It begins with the 

words “It will be your privilege”7 and conveys the reality parents faced well after 

the introduction of international conventions and laws for the protection of the 

rights of children and their parents8. It demonstrates the unapologetic colonial 

attitude of the day; and an apparent lack of cultural awareness that Christmas, a 

Christian holiday, might have been of little significance for the parents to whom 

he was writing. The letter makes clear that the custody of Indigenous children 

was in the hands of school principals and Indian agents.9 Pass systems were in 

place in some regions of Canada, so that parents needed permission from the 

local Indian agent to leave the reservation to which they were registered even to 

visit their children at school.10 In some schools the nuns went so far as to arrange 

                                                
6 Canadian Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 1-17. 
7 BC Teachers Federation, Project of Heart: Illuminating the hidden history of Indian Residential 
Schools in BC, (Ebook published by the BC Teachers Federation 2015), 
http://www.bctf.ca/HiddenHistory/eBook.pdf. 15. 
8 The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child came into force in 1990. It was 
preceded by the Geneva Declaration of the Rights of the Child (1924)

 
and the UN Declaration of 

the Rights of the Child (1959). 
9 Indian Act  R.S.C. 1985, c. 1-5. 
10 F. Laurie Barron, "The Indian Pass System in the Canadian West, 1882–1935," Prairie Forum 13, 
no. 1 (Spring 1988). 
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marriages for the girls to “suitable” Christian boys at nearby schools before they 

were allowed to leave, when discharged at 18 years of age.11 

 

 

 

The disruption in Indigenous family life had a profound and ongoing 

intergenerational impact, both on individual Indigenous people and on their 

                                                
11 On arranged marriages at IRS see: Touchwood Hills A.E. Forget to Indian Agent, 31 January 
1896, Vol 6318, File 657-1 pt 1, Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, RG 10, 
Library and Archives Canada.	
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communities. It was not until 1969 that the federal government ended its 

partnership arrangement with the churches and slowly began to close the 

schools.  In 2008, under mounting legal and political pressure, the government 

finally acknowledged that the primary purpose of the schools had been one of 

assimilation over education, and that the impact of the schools was harmful, with 

Prime Minister Harper offering a formal apology to former students in 

Parliament in June 2008.12  

Missing Children 

Large numbers of the Indigenous children who were sent to residential 

schools never returned to their home communities because they ran away, went 

missing13, or died while they were in attendance at the schools. Often their 

parents and families were not informed of their disappearance or death and in 

many cases the fate of these lost family members remains unresolved even today. 

These children have come to be known as the Missing Children because they 

never returned to their home communities, either because they died, or because 

the school system lost track of them after they were transferred to tuberculosis 

hospitals or other institutions, including adoption agencies. As families were 

often not informed of the death or transfer of a child, it follows that the burial 

locations of many deceased former students remain unknown to descendant 

families even today.  

The Missing Children were the focus of intensive research conducted by 

the Commission beginning in July 2009 and continuing over the course of its 

mandate. Working within the limits of the Indian Residential School Settlement 

                                                
12 Stephen Harper, "Prime Minister Harper offers full apology on behalf of Canadians for the 
Indian Residential Schools system,"  accessed 2018  http://www.ainc-
inac.gc.ca/ai/rqpi/apo/index-eng.asp. 
13 Many children “went missing” in the system because they went away to the schools and were 
subsequently transferred to sanatoriums, Indian hospitals, foster homes or other institutions and 
were “lost track of” as a result. 
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Agreement and with the Parties to the Agreement, particularly with Indigenous 

organizations, Survivors14, and Indigenous community members; the Missing 

Children research project was intended to document the fate of those children 

who went missing while in attendance at a residential school and to produce as 

complete a record as possible of the children who died and the cause of their 

deaths. Finally, it set out to identify the many small cemeteries and unmarked 

burial sites associated with the 139 recognized residential schools where it is 

likely that these children were buried. 

The Missing Children research showed that many schools had established 

small informal cemeteries near the school grounds intended to receive the 

remains of students who died at the schools, or while in nearby medical 

facilities.15 In fact, it was the policy of the Department of Indian Affairs (DIA) to 

bury children near the schools rather than return their remains to the families. 

The site plans for some schools showed that cemeteries had been laid out even as 

the schools were being designed, prior to being built by the Department of Public 

Works.  

The government schools themselves were built to a consistent model and 

design after the 1920’s. The layout and dimensions for a cemetery were often 

included and were seen to be identical on site plans for schools in widely 

distance parts of the country, indicating that deaths were anticipated and 

preparations were being made well in advance of their occurrence. This further 

supports the research that indicated the intention was not to return the bodies of 

deceased students to often distance, home communities.  

                                                
14 “Survivors” is the term many former IRS students use to refer to themselves and is the term the 
Commission also adopted, although not all former students prefer this term, some arguing that 
they have done more than simply survive.   
15 Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, "Canada's Residential Schools: Missing 
Children and Unmarked Burials," in The Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of 
Canada, Vol 4 (Montreal & Kingston: 2015). 
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Today, along with the school buildings themselves, many of these small 

informal burial sites have disappeared from the landscape. Some have simply 

been allowed to become overgrown to the point where they are obscured from 

sight, while others have been deliberately disappeared by subsequent 

landowners who came into possession of former school lands.16 Research has 

shown that some school cemeteries were also decommissioned by Church 

authorities as the schools were closed; fences and wooden crosses were taken 

down and fields plowed over.17 

 

The Healing Journey 

“Residential School Survivors do not need reports or studies to tell them that 
recovering their stolen cultures can assist them on their healing journey. They know this 
from their own experiences.” 18  
 
“Many of us have returned to a traditional path as the source of our strength … some of 
us have come to realize that we were abused not only physically but spiritually. For us, 
the Native Way with its Sacred Circle and respect for all living things is a means of 
healing that abuse.” 19 
 

On September 19th, 2014, Romeo Saganash, NDP Member of Parliament 

for the Quebec riding of Abitibi—Baie-James—Nunavik—Eeyou, made an 

emotional speech while addressing the House of Commons on the need for a 

                                                
16 See Chapter Five below for continued discussion pages 122-147, Red Deer Industrial School, 
Alberta. The Red Deer newspaper reports local landowner brings wooden headboards from 
former cemetery school site to Red Deer Museum, after he had removed them from his field. 
17 In one infamous case the cemetery at the school in Fort Providence, NWT, recorded to have 
close to 300 individual burials including both children and adults, was ploughed and planted 
over with potatoes by the Catholics when the school they administered was moved to a new 
location. The bodies of the teaching nuns and school priest (also the school principal) were 
exhumed and reburied in a location closer to the new school site before the rest of the burials 
were ploughed over. (For continued discussion see Chapter Six below, Fort Providence, NWT). 
18 Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, "The Legacy" in Final Report of the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission of Canada, Vol 5 (Winnipeg: Truth and Reconciliation Commission of 
Canada, 2015), 128. 
19 Isabelle Knockwood, "Out of the Depths," 160 quoted in ibid. Isabelle Knockwood attended the 
Shubenacadie Residential School in Nova Scotia, as did her four siblings, and subsequently four 
of her own children. 
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federal inquiry into the disproportionately large number of Indigenous women 

who have been murdered or gone missing in Canada in recent years. A 2013 

RCMP 20 report indicated that almost 1200 Indigenous women and girls had been 

murdered or are unaccounted for in the 32 years between 1980 and 2012, four 

and a half times the national average for non-Indigenous women. Although most 

of these disappearances have occurred in the years subsequent to the closing of 

the residential schools, many of the young women Romeo Saganash was 

referring to were barely adults at the time of their death. And many were likely 

former students or had come from families impacted by the inter-generation 

trauma of the residential school experience.  

In making the connection Mr. Saganash related a story about the loss of 

his brother Jonnish, who died age six in 1954, less than a year after being taken to 

a residential school 500 km from his home. He discussed the impact that loss had 

on his mother. Jonnish died of rheumatic fever after being transferred to a 

tuberculosis hospital while a student at Bishop Horden IRS on James Bay but his 

mother was never informed of her son’s hospital admittance or of his death. She 

didn’t learn about it until two years after the fact and it would be 40 years before 

she came to know the location of his burial place. And even then it was only by 

coincidence in 1994 when her daughter Emma Saganash, a well-known television 

journalist, happened to be on assignment in the area. She was recognized, and 

then approached, by a local Indigenous woman and former school supervisor 

who remembered where Jonnish had been buried. Emma Saganash made a video 

showing her brother’s gravesite to take home for her mother. Romeo Saganash 

watched his mother cry tears of relief at learning, forty years after his death, 

where her son was buried. In his speech that day in the House of Commons, 

Saganash addressed the Speaker of the House:  

                                                
20 Royal Canadian Mounted Police, "Missing and Murdered Aboriginal Women: A National 
Operational Overview,"  accessed 2018  http://www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca/en/missing-and-murdered-
aboriginal-women-national-operational-overview. 
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I don’t know if you have seen your mother cry, I had seen my mother cry 
many times, but the day she saw that video, I had never seen her cry that 
way. That’s closure Mr. Speaker, that’s what we call closure.  That’s the 
closest she could get to final closure for her son. And this is what 
Indigenous families need in this country - that is what they want. That is 
why they are calling for this national inquiry.21 

	
 

About a year after Romeo Saganash’s speech in the Canadian parliament, 

in July of 2016, an item appeared in the local news media with the headline: After 

50-year search, Inuk mother finds daughter's grave 2,000 km from home.22 Therese 

Ukaliannuk gives an account of seeing her daughter, Marieyvonne for the last 

time when she was only four years old as she was sent from her home in Igloolik, 

Nunavut, to the residential school in Chesterfield Inlet, 777 km away on the 

northwest coast of Hudson’s Bay. Marieyvonne died four years later in 

November 1967, when she was just eight years old. But for close to half a 

century, Therese Ukaliannuk and her family did not know where Marieyvonne 

had died, or where she was buried. The child’s long journey began with a head 

injury in the playground at the residential school in Chesterfield Inlet. She was 

sent to Churchill, in Manitoba, for treatment, but she contracted tuberculosis 

while she was there. It developed into tubercular meningitis, resulting in a severe 

mental disability. As a result, she was sent from Churchill on to Winnipeg, 

Manitoba, to be treated for tuberculosis. From Winnipeg she was sent to Toronto, 

Ontario and then transferred to Montreal, in Quebec, but the proper treatment 

was still not available there and so she was finally sent to Austin, Quebec about 

                                                
21 Ryan Cleary, "NDP MP Romeo Saganash's speech on missing and murdered aboriginal 
people's in Canada,"  accessed October 15, 2017  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8DfNMxdiYY. NDP MP Romeo Saganash's House of 
Commons speech on September 19, 2014 calling for a national inquiry into the rising number of 
missing and murdered Indigenous women and girls in Canada. 
22 Jane Sponagle, "With heavy heart, mother returns to Iqaluit without finding daughter's grave," 
CBC.ca Jul 19, 2016. http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/north/nunavut-mother-still-hoping-to-
visit-daughter-s-grave-1.3685344. 
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130 km east of Montreal. And this was where she died and was buried, 2000 km 

from her home in Igloolik. Each time she was moved without her parents’ 

knowledge, so that many years later Therese Ukaliannuk still had no idea what 

had become of her daughter.  

As the result of a government sponsored program begun in 2008, called 

Nanilavut, meaning: “Let's Find Them”, in Inuktitut, researchers were able to 

find Marieyvonne using her "Eskimo identification number or "E-number."23 This 

was a numbering system employed by the federal government commencing in 

the 1940s to track Inuit by assigning a number on a tag worn around the neck or 

wrist. Therese Ukaliannuk was finally able to trace the circuitous route that took 

Marieyvonne to the small town in southern Quebec and a little cemetery close to 

the care home in which she died. In 2016 at the age of 76, with the help of friends, 

Therese Ukaliannuk made the 2000 km journey from her home in Nunavut to the 

Quebec cemetery where she expected to find her daughter’s grave, only to be 

faced with the uncertainty of numerous unmarked graves and no clear idea 

which one belonged to her daughter.  

 

Commemoration and Memorialization 

Thousands of Indigenous children died in residential schools and they lay 

for the most part in unmarked graves, in small rapidly disappearing cemeteries24. 

The state and the churches have attempted to obscure the presence and 

significance of IRS cemeteries, and even to destroy the sites altogether, by selling 

off the land into private ownership once the schools had closed, or disposing of 

the land into other crown holdings while neglecting to provide access, and 

generally failing to provide protections for these sites. All this speaks to a refusal 

                                                
23 Ibid. 
24 See Chapter Four for a discussion on total number of deaths, pages: 101-103. For rates of death 
see also: Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, "Canada's Residential Schools: 
Missing Children and Unmarked Burials," in The Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission of Canada, Vol 4 Executive Summary 1-12. 
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to acknowledge the presence of unmarked IRS cemeteries in every part of the 

country. In fact these cemeteries serve as a necessary physical reminder of the 

attempted wholesale cultural assimilation of generations of Indigenous youth 

over a period of 130 years.  Although the cost of that ill-conceived policy resulted 

in thousands of deaths, the total number of these deaths may never be fully 

known, due to an incomplete historical record. With rare exception, every school 

in the system is known to have experienced the death of students; even so, when 

the death itself was documented, the exact location of the burial site rarely was, 

making the need for a national fieldwork program to identify and commemorate 

these sites all the more pressing. 

A number of Indigenous communities have carried out individual 

cemetery recovery and restoration projects during and since the TRC wound up; 

they have undertaken to do this work for themselves sometimes in collaboration 

with willing archaeologists. Some of these initiatives will be discussed more fully 

in subsequent chapters. However this thesis sets out to provide the rationale for a 

much larger project. One that responds to families’ wishes for appropriate 

commemoration ceremonies, markers, and reburial in home communities where 

requested. This also raises the potential for repatriation of human remains if 

desired by the family.  

There is a natural trajectory between the individual need of the families of 

former students for memorialization or commemoration and the more public 

conversation that many Indigenous and non-Indigenous scholars are having 

about the residential school experience in the Canadian historical context. As 

Trina Cooper Bolam has discussed, for two years of its mandate the TRC was in a 

position to allocate funding for a variety of commemoration projects; a total of 20 

million resulted in a nation-wide Indigenous commemoration initiative on an 
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“unprecedented scale”.25 These local-level Indigenous restoration initiatives, 

primarily of sites owned by Indigenous communities themselves, responded first 

and foremost to the needs of the communities initiating them, with little regard 

for heritage criteria set at the national level. Nor have these projects received 

official federal government recognition by the Historic Sites and Monument 

Board, the body that promotes Canada’s overarching national heritage program 

for historic site protection and management. It follows that there is no national 

policy currently in place to protect and maintain these sites for the long-term.    

 

 

 

Setting Up The Research Question 

This thesis will position the issue of unmarked IRS burial sites in a series 

of nuanced questions concerning the needs of Survivors for commemoration in 

the context of current national and international discussions on genocide and 

human rights, and as a necessary path towards reconciliation between 

Indigenous and non-Indigenous Canadians. In this project archaeology becomes 

a useful tool that can be put at the service of descendant families and – working 

collaboratively with them – can assist in the national effort towards 

reconciliation. 

As described in the opening quote of this chapter knowledge is a 

component of truth telling, yet it is only one half of the whole equation. As the 

quote reminds us, the truth is a necessary corollary for justice, healing, and 

reconciliation. In its final report the Truth and Reconciliation Commission made 

94 recommendations framed as “Calls to Action”.  Several specifically address 

recommendations for the identification and recovery of unmarked burial sites 

                                                
25 Trina Cooper-Bolam, "Healing Heritage: New Approaches to Commemorating Canada's Indian 
Residential School System" (MA thesis, Carleton University, 2014) 4. 
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and the repatriation, when requested, of burial remains to families. These are set 

out below, from Commission’s Summary Report.26 

 

Missing Children and Burial Information 

73. We call upon the federal government to work with churches, 
Aboriginal communities, and former residential school students to 
establish and maintain an online registry of residential school cemeteries, 
including, where possible, plot maps showing the location of deceased 
residential school children. 

74. We call upon the federal government to work with the churches and 
Aboriginal community leaders to inform the families of children who died 
at residential schools of the child’s burial location, and to respond to 
families’ wishes for appropriate commemoration ceremonies and markers, 
and reburial in home communities where requested. 

75. We call upon the federal government to work with provincial, 
territorial, and municipal governments, churches, Aboriginal 
communities, former residential school students, and current landowners 
to develop and implement strategies and procedures for the ongoing 
identification, documentation, maintenance, commemoration, and 
protection of residential school cemeteries or other sites at which 
residential school children were buried. This is to include the provision of 
appropriate memorial ceremonies and commemorative markers to honour 
the deceased children. 

76. We call upon the parties engaged in the work of documenting, 
maintaining, commemorating, and protecting residential school 
cemeteries to adopt strategies in accordance with the following principles: 

1. The Aboriginal community most affected shall lead the 
development of such strategies.  

2. Information shall be sought from residential school Survivors and 
other Knowledge Keepers in the development of such strategies.  

3. Aboriginal protocols shall be respected before any potentially 
invasive technical inspection and investigation of a cemetery site.  

                                                
26 Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, "Truth and Reconciliation Commission of 
Canada: Calls to Action," (Winnipeg: Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, 2015). 
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The impetus for this kind of undertaking is the need to right a past wrong in the 

relationship with Indigenous peoples in Canada. And to carry out such a large 

project it is necessary to devise and then implement a comprehensive national 

strategy for the identification, recording, ongoing protection, and 

commemoration of IRS school cemeteries and unmarked burials. Following from 

these recommendations, this thesis will set out the argument for such a 

comprehensive national strategy, with particular reference to families’ need to be 

informed of the burial location of missing relatives; and the importance of respect 

for Indigenous spiritual and ceremonial protocols27. This means that descendant 

families and Indigenous communities will necessarily take the lead to determine 

how the work can best be conducted.  

The work of identification, documentation, and preservation is the truth-

telling component. Decades of neglect, often as a result of government action or 

inaction, have meant that families and entire communities have been alienated 

from their sites of spiritual significance. And so for families these sites hold the 

potential to bring an element of closure for them personally and more generally 

for all those impacted by the residential school experience. Therefore it is the 

need to be informed of these burial locations that may allow for the second 

component; commemoration, healing and reconciliation. Call to Action #74 

above, clearly sets this first task as the responsibility of the federal government to 

accomplish – and to bring the necessary resources to bear to do so.  

In the chapters that follow this thesis will:  

• Locate the issue of lost IRS cemeteries and unmarked graves in the context 

of current literature on international human rights and in that context set 

out the Government of Canada’s obligations to families of IRS students, 

the whereabouts of whose remains are unknown. This will include an 

                                                
27 With the exception of quotes and citations, where underlining or italics have been used for 
emphasis throughout the text, the emphasis is the author’s unless otherwise stated.   
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examination of the UN Convention on the Prevention of Genocide, and 

the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. 

• Describe what is currently known about the status of the research on IRS 

cemeteries and unmarked burials including the number and condition of 

known sites. 

• Present a series of cases studies, which will provide an overview of the 

current status and condition of a selection of known sites. And examine 

some examples of restoration and commemoration initiatives, which can 

be viewed as best practice when using a community or collaborative 

research model. 

• Demonstrate that, to date, Indigenous communities have led the work to 

identify and commemorate lost and unmarked IRS burials, using the 

methods and honouring the protocols they define for the reasons that 

have meaning to each community. 

While this thesis will explore the need for a national program for the recovery 

and conservation of unmarked IRS graves sites, it will also consider the power of 

archaeology to assist in truth telling – not as we have often gone about our 

discipline deciding what to research for the furtherance of our own professional 

aspirations, or to promote nationalist aims, but rather by building relationships 

with Indigenous communities to put our unique skill set to use in their service. 

This is the basis of reconciliation. Reconciliation can only be achieved, whether 

by large or small gestures, working in a daily, respectful way as researchers and 

archaeologists, in close collaboration with Indigenous communities. 

Canada has a legal, ethical, and political obligation to the descendant 

families of deceased residential school students. These will be presented here in 

the context of an archaeological methodology that employs a comprehensive 

multi-disciplinary and community-driven approach to: 

1. Provide the evidence surviving families need for clarity regarding the 

whereabouts of deceased relatives’ human remains,  
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2. Elucidate Canada’s obligation to meet the TRC’s recommendations by 

centering this evidence in the context of international human rights 

conventions, 

3. Posit this obligation as a necessary component in support of  

o Families’ need for culturally appropriate commemoration of IRS 

burial sites as spiritually important places, and  

o Indigenous and non-Indigenous Canadians’ goals for 

reconciliation. 

Chapter Outline 

Over the next seven chapters this dissertation will provide the legal 

framework, the archaeological methodology (using the tools we have available to 

us, standard archaeological methods, collaborative/community based research) 

and the commemorative mechanisms to map out an approach to achieve these 

objectives. In Chapter Two, I lay out how Canada is obligated in this regard by 

providing an overview of two international legal instruments which the country 

is a signatory to, and which have bearing on Canada’s commitments at the 

international level including: the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 

Indigenous Peoples and the UN Convention on the Prevention of Genocide.  

Chapter Three sets out how archaeological investigations can contribute to the 

accomplishment these goals with a focus on using a collaborative, community-

oriented approach. This chapter further discusses the essentials of a 

multidisciplinary methodology required for the success of this type of research. 

It proposes an approach driven by, and in collaboration with affected 

communities, while making full use of available historical and narrative records, 

in-depth archival research, and standard, as well as more recent, non-invasive 

archaeological methods.  Chapter Four describes the status of our current 

knowledge and reviews the results of research conducted by the TRC, including 

the extent and causes of school deaths and the status of known burial sites 

located and recorded by the Commission. Chapter Five presents a series of case 
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studies that detail the deteriorated condition of many IRS school burial sites. And 

Chapter Six discusses and illustrates the concerted efforts by a number of 

Indigenous communities to restore and commemorate the unmarked burial sites 

associated with a nearby former school – often the same one that generations of 

their families attended. Chapter Seven, which is entitled “Working towards 

Reconciliation”, describes recent work with the Penelakut Tribe – a West Coast 

First Nations community that sustained one of the highest recorded death rates 

of all the communities that sent their children to the residential schools. It 

illustrates the methodology described in Chapter Three as it has been put into 

practice in collaboration with this community over the past several years. Finally, 

Chapter Eight summarizes and makes concluding remarks. 

The appendices provide some reference material (Appendix 1 and 2), a 

Cemetery Register listing all of the known cemetery sites recorded to date 

(Appendix 3), a complete listing of the 94 Calls to Action (Appendix 4), and a 

map showing all the school locations throughout Canada (Appendix 5).  



CHAPTER TWO 

Overview of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples, and the Convention on the Prevention of the Crime of Genocide 

 

The act of burying and honouring the dead is among the earliest acts of 

human cultural behavior – as early as there are signs of human habitation there 

are also burial caves, stone burial cairns, and earthen burial mounds that speak 

to the millennia-old cultural need to mark and honour the burial places of the 

dead.28 

Consequently, we are not surprised by the strong desire expressed by 

Indigenous Canadians for information on the death of a child while in the care of 

state schools, and the whereabouts of the deceased’s remains. This need 

continued to be an overriding theme voiced by Indian Residential School 

Survivors, during six years of statement-taking by the Canadian Truth and 

Reconciliation Commission (TRC).29 Simply put, family members – both parents 

and descendant generations – have a need to know where their dead are buried 

and a right to the repatriation of those remains, if desired. A wealth of 

information lies with the aging Survivors of the IRS system and the officials that 

operated the schools. However, the number of people with institutional 

knowledge is diminishing at a steady rate creating a real sense of urgency; one 

that the Commission was cognizant of and attempted to address in its statement 

gathering efforts. 

                                                
28 See Georg Gerster, The Past From Above, Aerial Photographs of Archaeological Sites, ed. Charlotte 
Trumpler (Los Angeles: The J.Paul Getty Museum, 2005); Henri Duday, The Archaeology of the 
Dead: Lectures in Archaeothanatology, trans. Anna Cipriani and John Pearce (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2009). 
29 Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, "The Survivors speak: a report of the Truth 
and Reconciliation Commission of Canada," (Library and Archives Canada: Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission of Canada, 2015). 
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While residential schooling for Indigenous children and the aftermath of 

its effects have been a pressing domestic issue in this country, Canada was only 

one of several colonialist countries to pursue this solution to the assimilation of 

Indigenous populations in the nineteenth century. In this chapter I begin by 

providing an international context in which to consider the reality of residential 

school cemeteries and a brief overview of two international legal instruments: 

the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, and the 

Convention on the Prevention of Genocide. These documents in particular are 

increasingly considered in current discussions and are of use in exploring 

Canada’s legal, political, and ethical obligations to the families and relatives of 

deceased IRS students in the Canadian context.30 The Genocide Convention 

preceded the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples by more than fifty 

years. However, in the passages that follow I discuss the Declaration first, as it is 

the document with the broader sweep and has overarching implications for the 

discussion of the Genocide Convention to follow. 

United Nations Universal Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 

While the Universal Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 

(UNDRIP)31 is hailed as an aspirational document by its signatories, Indigenous 

peoples in Canada and elsewhere have experienced its coming into force as 

profoundly empowering. Coates and Holroyd have said that “UNDRIP is one of 

the most significant international political achievements of this generation.”32 In 

fact, its passage marks the first time Indigenous people have been engaged in the 

                                                
30 For example, Grand Chief Edward John, "Protection of Natural Resources: Cultural Heritage 
Strategies of First Nations and Native Americans" (paper presented at the Society for Applied 
Anthropology: Intersections, Vancouver, March 29 - April 2, 2016).  
31 Universal Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, GA Res. 61/295, UNGAOR, 61st Sess., 
UN Doc. A/RES/61/295, (2007). 
32 Ken Coates and Carin Holroyd, "Indigenous Internationalism And The Emerging Impact Of 
UNDRIP In The Internationalization of Indigenous Rights: UNDRIP in the Canadian Context ed. Terry 
Mitchell, Special Report (Waterloo, ON: Centre for International Governance Innovation, 2014), 5. 
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drafting of a UN document that concerned them. International consensus 

“achieved through extensive participation and decades of dialogue and debate 

involving hundreds of Indigenous peoples from across the planet” provides a 

kind of “global validation and political recognition” of the Indigenous experience 

in Canada and elsewhere, that was inconceivable when the idea originated 25 

years ago in 1982.33  

At that time the UN Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) tasked 

Special Rapporteur Jose Ricardo Martinez Cobo with conducting a study on the 

problem of discrimination faced by Indigenous peoples and the development of 

human rights standards for their protection. A working group began drafting a 

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. The draft was finished in 1993 

and was submitted to the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and 

Protection of Minorities, which gave its approval the following year and referred 

it to United Nations Commission on Human Rights. 

The Commission then referred the draft Declaration to another working 

group to examine its terms. Progress was slow over the following years because 

of concerns regarding certain key provisions of the Declaration, such as 

Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination and the control over natural 

resources existing on Indigenous peoples' traditional lands. The final version of 

the Declaration was adopted in June 2006 by the Human Rights Council, the 

successor to the Commission on Human Rights, from there the Declaration was 

referred to the General Assembly for adoption the following year during its 61st 

regular session. 

The Declaration’s slow progress was due in part to the strong opposition 

of four member states all of whom find their origins in the former British colonial 

empire and have large non-Indigenous immigrant majorities and much smaller 

Indigenous populations. Andrew Thompson and Paul Joffe have both discussed 

                                                
33 Terry Mitchell, "Introduction," ibid. (Waterloo), 2. 
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how the Canadian government worked to actively block efforts to move its 

passage forward and ultimately opposed the Declaration at the General 

Assembly in 2007, only agreeing to sign the Declaration in 2010 as a non-legally 

binding, aspirational document.34 Canada's eventual statement of support 

enumerated its many concerns with the provisions of the Declaration: 

In 2007, at the time of the vote during the United Nations General 
Assembly, and since, Canada placed on record its concerns with various 
provisions of the Declaration, including provisions dealing with lands, 
territories and resources; free, prior and informed consent when used as a 
veto; self-government without recognition of the importance of 
negotiations; intellectual property; military issues; and the need to achieve 
an appropriate balance between the rights and obligations of Indigenous 
peoples, States and third parties. These concerns are well known and 
remain. However, we have since listened to Aboriginal leaders who have 
urged Canada to endorse the Declaration and we have also learned from 
the experience of other countries. We are now confident that Canada can 
interpret the principles expressed in the Declaration in a manner that is 
consistent with our Constitution and legal framework.35 
 

The UN General Assembly passed the United Nations Declaration on the Rights 

of Indigenous Peoples on September 13, 2007 by a vote of 144 to 4.36 The four 

abstaining member states were Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United 

States, all countries with substantial Indigenous populations and a history of 

colonial assimilationist polices.  

Australia and New Zealand reversed their decisions to oppose the 

                                                
34 Andrew S Thompson, "The Slow “Evolution of Standards”: The Working Group on Indigenous 
Populations and UNDRIP," in Indivisible Indigenous Human Rights, ed. Joyce Green (Halifax: 
Fernwood Publishing, 2014); Paul Joffe, "Undermining Indigenous People’s Security and Human 
Rights: Strategies of the Canadian Government," ibid. 
35 Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, "Canada's Statement of Support on 
the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples," last modified 30 July 2012  
http://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1309374239861/1309374546142. 
36 Victor Menotti et al., "A Summary Report from the International Forum on Globalization and 
Tebtebba Foundation, October 27-28, 2008, Washington, DC," (San Francisco: International Forum 
on Globalization, 2009), 1. 
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Declaration in April and July 2009, respectively.37 Canada had initially refused to 

adopt the Declaration citing certain articles the government saw as 

“fundamentally incompatible with Canada's constitutional framework”38. In 

giving Canada’s statement at the 61st Session of the to the General Assembly, 

Ambassador John McNee was emphatic that the Declaration had “no legal effect 

in Canada”, and was “not a legally binding instrument”, nor did it  “represent 

customary international law.”39 Canada eventually signed the declaration on 

November 12, 2010, a year after Australia and New Zealand, followed by the 

United States a month later.40.  

As a declaration rather than a convention, UNDRIP cannot be ratified by 

its signatories. Nor does UNDRIP have a supervisory body assigned to monitor 

its implementation.41 Nevertheless, a ”Declaration adopted by the General 

Assembly reflects the collective views of the United Nations, which must be 

taken into account by all members in good faith.”42 Although international 

declarations cannot invoke legal obligations for the State Parties who are 

signatories to them, they do carry weight in the interpretation of law in Canada.  

In June 2016, with the coming into power of a new Liberal government the 

                                                
37 NZPA, "Government to endorse UN indigenous rights declaration," Fairfax New Zealand 
Limited, last modified 7 July 2009  
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/2570689/Government-to-endorse-UN-indigenous-
rights-declaration. 
38 John McNee, "Statement by Ambassador McNee to the General Assembly on the Declaration 
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples," news release, September 13, 2007. 
http://www.ceaa.gc.ca/050/documents/42451/42451E.pdf. 
39 John McNee, "Statement by Ambassador McNee to the General Assembly on the Declaration 
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples," news release, September 13, 2007. 
http://www.ceaa.gc.ca/050/documents/42451/42451E.pdf. 
40 John Ibbitson, "Ottawa wins praise for endorsing UN indigenous rights declaration.," The Globe 
and Mail 12 November, 2010. 
41 "ILO standards and the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples: Information note 
for ILO staff and partners," International Labour Organization,   
http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_norm/---
normes/documents/publication/wcms_100792.pdf. 2.  
42 Ibid., 3.  
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previous November 2015, Canada formally withdrew its “objector status” and 

fully endorsed the Declaration.43 More significantly, the new government 

campaigned on a platform that declared its intention for a “renewed Nation to 

Nation relationship” with Indigenous people and a promise to “fully implement” 

the Declaration.44 With regard to IRS cemeteries in particular, this will prove to 

be a much more complex and daunting task than was contemplated in a mere 

election promise. 

Applicable Provisions 

There are a number of provisions in the Declaration that reference 

children, the repatriation of human remains 45, and genocide that are potentially 

relevant and may be used to address questions, in a human rights context, 

concerning the identification of unmarked burial sites and the repatriation of 

human remains.  

Article 7 specifically sets out the right to live in freedom from genocide 

including the forcible transfer of children. By referencing clause 2e of the UN 

Genocide Convention which prohibits the forcible transfer of children, UNDRIP 

deliberately makes the much debated connection between genocide and the 

removal of Indigenous children from their communities to institutions of the 

state, including residential schools, over the course of the 19th and early 20th 

                                                
43 Tim Fontaine, "Canada removing objector status to UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples," CBC News May 8, 2016. http://www.cbc.ca/news/indigenous/canada-position-un-
declaration-indigenous-peoples-1.3572777 
44 Globe Editorial, "The UNDRIP, drip, drip of Liberal native rights policy," The Globe and Mail 
Sep 11, 2016. http://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/editorials/the-undrip-drip-drip-of-
liberal- native-rights-policy/article31807191/.  
45 Jessica Iveson, “Canada’s International Obligations to the Missing Children of Indian 
Residential Schools”. (Unpublished paper prepared for the Truth and Reconciliation Commission 
of Canada. 2011). In the following discussion I have drawn on the analysis in this paper, 
commissioned by the TRC, in which the author considers how UNDRIP, as well as other legal 
instruments not discussed here, may be applied in the context of IRS cemeteries. 
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centuries, in those colonial countries that aggressively promoted assimilationist 

programs, notably Canada, the United States, Australia and New Zealand 

(CANZUS) among others. 

 

Article 7 states that:  

1. Indigenous individuals have the rights to life, physical and mental 
integrity, liberty and security of person.  

2. Indigenous peoples have the collective right to live in freedom, peace 
and security as distinct peoples and shall not be subjected to any act of 
genocide or any other act of violence, including forcibly removing 
children of the group to another group.46  

Although referenced in UNDRIP, the forcible transfer of Indigenous children 

from their communities to “another group” i.e., to residential schools where they 

became wards of the state, will be discussed in its original context, in the section 

on the Genocide Convention below. 

To return to UNDRIP, Article 11 states that: 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to practise and revitalize their 
cultural traditions and customs. This includes the right to maintain, 
protect and develop the past, present and future manifestations of their 
cultures, such as archaeological and historical sites, artefacts, designs, 
ceremonies, technologies and visual and performing arts and literature.  

2. States shall provide redress through effective mechanisms, which may 
include restitution, developed in conjunction with Indigenous peoples, 
with respect to their cultural, intellectual, religious and spiritual property 
taken without their free, prior and informed consent or in violation of 
their laws, traditions and customs.47 (Italics the author’s) 

                                                
46 Universal Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, GA Res. 61/295,61st Sess., UN Doc. 
A/RES/61/295, art. 7. 
47 Ibid., art. 11.  
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In the clauses cited above, and depending on their age, burial sites can be treated 

as archaeological sites. Although many Indigenous people prefer not to think of 

them this way for a variety of well considered reasons,48 IRS school cemeteries 

are certainly historical sites requiring preservation, as they hold the human 

remains of Indigenous children dating as early as the 1860’s. The largest number 

of school deaths occurred in the latter part of the nineteenth and early part of the 

twentieth centuries. With regard to their status as archaeological sites it should 

be noted that heritage legislation in Canada comes under provincial jurisdiction, 

and in some provinces these dates are not early enough for IRS cemeteries to 

come under the protection of the relevant acts.49 

Where cemetery sites have been sold or disturbed when the schools were 

closed and the lands they stood on disposed of, Canada has failed to provide 

continued access to these sites for family members. Moreover, this clause may 

put an onus on the federal government to implement TRC Calls to Action 73, and 

76 (Appendix 4), which provide for redress and restitution by undertaking work, 

in conjunction with Indigenous peoples, to identify and restore school cemeteries 

and to commemorate them as desired by the Indigenous communities concerned.  

However the provision, which has the most bearing on discussion at hand is 

Article 12, which states that: 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to manifest, practise, develop and 
teach their spiritual and religious traditions, customs and ceremonies; the 
right to maintain, protect, and have access in privacy to their religious and 
cultural sites; the right to the use and control of their ceremonial objects; 
and the right to the repatriation of their human remains.  

2. States shall seek to enable the access and/or repatriation of ceremonial 
                                                
48 E McLay et al., "’A’lhut tu tet Sulhween - Respecting the Ancestors: Report of the 
Hul’qumi’num Heritage Law Case Study," (Hul’qumi’num Treaty Group., 2004). 
49 See for example Heritage Conservation Act of British Columbia,  RSBC 1996, c 187, art 13 (c). Which 
only clearly provides automatic protection to heritage sites predating 1846. 
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objects and human remains in their possession through fair, transparent and 
effective mechanisms developed in conjunction with Indigenous peoples 
concerned.50A 

Significantly, Article 12(1) provides Indigenous Canadians with the right to the 

repatriation, or restoration of their relatives’ remains. The second provision that 

requires Canada to enable access to, or to repatriate human remains in its 

possession would normally refer to remains within museums and similar 

facilities, but could be applied to the IRS case where Canada continues to own 

the land on which these human remains are located. In order to meet this 

requirement, Canada would be required to implement TRC Call to Action 75 

(Appendix 4) to discover the whereabouts of unmarked IRS cemeteries and 

gravesites. With the caveat that where a burial site containing human remains is 

no longer situated on land in the possession of the Crown, it may not be obliged 

to enable access or repatriation of those remains. 

Lastly, Articles 39, and 40 provide for Canada, in consultation with an 

Indigenous party, to comply with its duties under the Declaration to ensure 

procedural fairness and provide financial and technical assistance where 

appropriate. In the case of repatriation technical assistance may be interpreted to 

include forensic or archaeological services.  

Article 39 states that: 

Indigenous peoples have the right to have access to financial and technical 
assistance from States and through international cooperation, for the 
enjoyment of the rights contained in this Declaration. 

And Article 40 states that: 

Indigenous peoples have the right to access to and prompt decision 
through just and fair procedures for the resolution of conflicts and 

                                                
50 Universal Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, GA Res. 61/295,61st Sess., UN Doc. 
A/RES/61/295, art. 12. 
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disputes with States or other parties, as well as to effective remedies for all 
infringements of their individual and collective rights. Such a decision 
shall give due consideration to the customs, traditions, rules and legal 
systems of the Indigenous peoples concerned and international human 
rights. 

Although not often considered in this context51, when taken together with TRC 

Calls to Action 73 through 76 (Appendix 4), UNDRIP sets out clear avenues of 

recourse for Indigenous family members whose relatives have gone missing or 

been buried at the site of a residential school. It places the onus on Canada to 

provide access, thereby implying the need to locate unmarked cemeteries and/or 

burials, and importantly it provides for the possibility of repatriation should 

family members so desire. 

The Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide  

 
“The need to remember often competes with the equally strong pressure to forget.”52 

The UN Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of 

Genocide (Genocide Convention) is a further international instrument that is 

increasingly relevant in discussions that attempt to set out Canada’s obligations 

to the relatives of deceased residential school students. 53 The 1948 Convention 

on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (Genocide 

Convention), Article 2, sets out five prohibited acts, which when committed with 

intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial, or religious 

group may constitute genocide:  

 (a) Killing the members of the group; 

(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;  
                                                
51 Iveson, Ibid. 
52 "About Us," International Coalition of Sites of Conscience website, accessed March 15 2018. 
http://www.sitesofconscience.org/en/who-we-are/about-us/. 
53 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, 78 U.N.T.S. 277, UNGAOR, 
(1948). 
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(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to 
bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part;  

(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent birth within the group. 

(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group. 

The following discussion will centre on Article 2(e), which declares that the 

forcible transfer of children from a protected group to another group is an act of 

genocide when carried out "with intent to destroy" the group, "as such," at least 

"in part.”54  

Assimilationist educational schemes targeted Indigenous children in 

many parts of the globe during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The 

major colonial powers – Australia, Canada, and the United States – all pursued 

programs of acculturation that removed indigenous children from their parents 

care, to state - or church-run residential schools designed to prevent the 

transmission by the group of its culture and indigenous language.55 

Anthropologist Alexia Bloch has described efforts by the Soviets, from 1920 

onward, to force the indigenous children of nomadic Siberian reindeer herders 

into remote residential schools far from their grazing grounds.56 New Zealand 

also engaged in efforts to assimilate the Maori population by insisting on 

English-only schooling in the Education Ordinance of 1847, with acculturation 

                                                
54 Genocide Convention, 78 U.N.T.S. 277. The following discussion on forcible child transfers draws 
on arguments developed in an article by Kurt Mundorff, Other People’s Children: A textual and 
contextual interpretation of the Genocide Convention, Article 2(e)," Harvard Journal of International 
Law 50, no. 1 (2009), 61-127. I have cited this article throughout, but as the concept is his, I wished 
to credit the origins of the argument at the outset.  
55 For the Canadian discussion see: J. R. Miller, Shingwauk's Vision: A History of Native Residential 
Schools (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997); J. Milloy, A National Crime; (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1996). D. Neu and R. Therrien, Accounting for Genocide: Canada's 
Bureaucratic Assault on Aboriginal People (Black Point, NS: Fernwood Publishing, 2003); E. B. Titley, 
A Narrow Vision: Duncan Campbell Scott and the Administration of Indian Affairs in Canada 
(Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1996). 
56 Alexia Bloch, Red Ties and Residential Schools: Indigenous Siberians in a Post-Soviet State 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004). 
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the dominant theme in Maori education policy until the 1930s.57 

In Australia, Canada, and the United States state-run educational 

programs for Indigenous children began winding down in the 1970s, as 

government policy changed to one of integration rather than separation. The last 

residential school in Canada closed in Saskatchewan in 1996. One year later, on 

the other side of the world, the Australian Human Rights and Equal Opportunity 

Commission released its report on that country’s indigenous child removal 

program entitled: Bringing Them Home: Report of the National Inquiry Into the 

Separation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Children From Their Families.58 To 

the outrage of many Australians, the Chair of the Commission Sir Ronald Wilson 

AC, KBE, CMG, QC determined that, in his legal opinion: 

"[t]he policy of forcible removal of children from Indigenous Australians 
to other groups for the purpose of raising them separately from and 
ignorant of their culture and people could properly be labeled 'genocidal' 
in breach of binding international law.”59 

Commissioner Wilson subsequently stated his regret at the use of the term due to 

the political controversy and resultant distraction it caused, but not to the legal 

considerations, as he continued to believe the definition applied to the Australian 

                                                
57 Ross Calman, "Story: Maori education – matauranga," Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New 
Zealand,  accessed 21 September 2015  http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/maori-education-
matauranga/page-1. Maori-driven initiatives supported by government policy in the 1970s led to 
the establishment of Maori-language preschools and later to Maori-medium schools. Maori is 
recognized as one of New Zealand’s three official languages with an indigenous population of 
approxumantely 500,000; ("2013 Census totals by topic," Statistics New Zealand, last modified 
Dec 10, 2013  http://www.stats.govt.nz/Census/2013-census/data-tables/total-by-topic.aspx.) 
58 Australian Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission, Bringing Them Home: Report of 
the National Inquiry into the Separation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Children from their 
Families (Sydney: Sterling Press Pty. Ltd., 1997).The Australian policy involved the forced 
removal of aboriginal children from their families and their subsequent placement with white 
adoptive parents or in white-run boarding schools. The victims of this policy have been referred 
to as Australia's "stolen generation." 
59 Michael A Innes, "Genocide, Ethnocide, Or Hyperbole? Australia's ‘Stolen Generation’ and 
Canada’s ‘Hidden Holocaust," Cultural Survival Quarterly 25, no. 4 (2001). 
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child removal policies of the period (1920 to 1980).60 

The public reaction was due in part to the popular misconception of 

genocide, which equates the term with mass killings. In fact only one of the five 

named acts in the Convention addresses killing and at that does not stipulate any 

requirement for a minimum number of deaths. While the Genocide Convention 

protects against the most egregious forms of violence, it was intended primarily 

to protect the group. And as such it prohibits actions that undermine the 

continued existence of defined human groups – including the forcible transfer of 

children.  

And while there is no equivalency between the forced transfer of children 

and mass killings, research conducted by the TRC has shown that, once they had 

been transferred from their communities, Indigenous children in Canada died at 

shockingly high rates.61 Although he was referring to the early period of the 

schools operations prior to the time of the publication of his 1912 article Duncan 

Campbell Scott, Canada's Deputy Superintendent General of Indian Affairs from 

1913 to 1932 is known to have said: 

It cannot be gainsaid that in the early days of school administration in the 
territories, while the problem was still a new one, the system was open to 
criticism. Insufficient care was exercised in the admission of children to 
the schools. The well-known predisposition of Indians to tuberculosis 
resulted in a very large percentage of deaths among the pupils. They were 
housed in buildings not carefully designed for school purposes, and these 
buildings became infected and dangerous to the inmates. It is quite within 
the mark to say that fifty per cent of the children who passed through 

                                                
60 Ibid. 
61 Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, "Canada's Residential Schools: Missing 
Children and Unmarked Burials." in The Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of 
Canada, Vol 4. (Montreal & Kingston, 2015). See also Celia Haig-Brown, Resistance and Renewal: 
Surviving the Indian Residential School (Vancouver: Tillicum Library, 1989); J. Miller, Shingwauk's 
Vision: A History of Native Residential Schools; J. Milloy, A National Crime; Dean Neu and Richard 
Therrien, Accounting for Genocide: Canada's Bureaucratic Assault on Aboriginal People (Black Point, 
NS: Fernwood Publishing, 2003); Brian Titley, A Narrow Vision: Duncan Campbell Scott and the 
Administration of Indian Affairs in Canada.  
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these schools did not live to benefit from the education, which they had 
received therein.62 (Italics the author’s) 

Nevertheless, despite the impact of these programs, they were not primarily 

designed to result in the deaths of children. This is an important caveat, which 

speaks to the overarching intent clause in the Genocide Convention. 

The Acculturation of Children 

The authors of the Genocide Convention fully realized that a racial, ethnic, 

religious, or national group's ability to reproduce itself depended on the 

continued custody of its children.63 They understood that control of reproduction 

and child rearing and the ability to acculturate children underlay the continued 

viability of the group. And while recent discussion has centered on the 

application of Article 2e in the context of Indigenous assimilation schemes in 

colonial countries, the origin of the forcible child transfer provision lies in post 

WWII Europe64 and with countries such as Germany and Greece. In fact, child-

capture and/or transfer programs have long been a feature of war and they have 

particularly prevalent in the twentieth century.  

The Nazis kidnapped "racially valuable" children in Poland to support the 

war effort in Germany throughout World War II 65. Children, ages 6 to 12, were 

selectively held in group homes or made available for adoption by the families of 

German SS officers. Heinrich Himmler initially conceived and directed the Nazi 

eugenics program known as Lebensborn, in an attempt to increase the number of 

children “of good blood” produced for Germany each year. It ran from 

                                                
62 Duncan Campbell Scott, "The History of Canadian Indian 1867-1912," in Canada and its 
Provinces, ed. A. Shortt (Toronto: University of Edinburgh Press, 1913). 
63	Mundorff, Harvard Journal of International Law 50, no. 1 (2009). In	the	case	of	Canada,	Indigenous	
children	became	wards	of	the	state	once	they	were	enrolled	at	the	schools	(see	comment	3	above).	 
64 Mundorff, Harvard Journal of International Law 50, no. 1 (2009). 
65 Ibid. 
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approximately 1935 to 1945 66, and operated welfare programs and rest homes 

throughout occupied Europe for unwed mothers of suitable Aryan ethnicity. 

However, the program was not as successful as projected, and by 1938 Himmler 

had resorted to systematic child kidnapping for the purpose of 

“germanization”67. This practice occurred in all parts of occupied Europe 

resulting in tens of thousands of displaced children, many of whom were never 

reunited with their families.68  

Germanization involved a period at one of the “re-education” camps 

followed by foster placement with German families or in Nazi group homes. At 

the end of the war, when the Germans were in retreat many of the kidnapped 

children’s records were destroyed. As a result researchers have found it nearly 

impossible to learn how many children were taken. The Polish government alone 

has claimed that 10,000 children were kidnapped, and less than 15% were 

returned to their biological parents. Isabel Heinemann calculates that the number 

is more likely 20,000, with the same number again from the Soviet Union and 

10,000 more from Western and Southeastern Europe.69 At Nuremberg, the 

charges in the RuSHA trial, resulting in convictions for genocide, centered on 

Nazi racial cleansing and resettlement activities, including the removal and 

germanization of Polish children. The 14 defendants were all officials of the 

various SS organizations responsible for the implementation of the Nazi "pure 

                                                
66 Jennifer Morawetz, "The Lebensborn organization in Nazi Germany and Occupied Europe" 
(Master's thesis, University of Texas, 2011). 
67 The United States of America v. Ulrich Greifelt, et al. (the Race and Settlement Main Office Rasse und 
Siedlungshauptamt),  [1948]  Case 8. United States of America vs. Ulrich Greifelt, et al) cited in 
Mundorff, K. Taking 2(E) Seriously: Forcible Child Transfers and the Conventionn the Prevention 
and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. Diss., University of British Columbia. 31. 
68 Jennifer Morawetz, "The Lebensborn organization in Nazi Germany and Occupied Europe" 
(Master's thesis, University of Texas, 2011). 
69 Isabel Heinemann, "Until the Last Drop of Good Blood" in Genocide and Settler Society: Frontier 
Violence and Stolen Indigenous Children in Australian History, ed. A. Dirk Moses (New York: 
Berghahn Books, 2004), 260:14. 
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race" program, including the Lebensborn Society.70 

In neutral Switzerland, the Association for Assistance to Traveller 

Children (Oeuvre d'entraide des Enfants de la Grand-route) developed its activities 

in the period between the wars but continued long after. From 1926 to 1972, 

Yenish (German-speaking gypsy) children were systematically removed from 

their families by the government in a program of institutionalization and 

acculturation.71 In an era of increasing nationalism, "nomadism” was likened to 

“certain dangerous diseases," according to Alfred Siegfried in a 1964 report on 

the Oeuvre's activities.72 It was a problem of "social hygiene". Eventually in June 

1999, Ruth Dreyfuss, President of the Swiss Confederation, reported that the  

"policy of social assistance and welfare," was nothing less than a campaign of 

forced sedentarization intended to "free society from the evil of nomadic families 

and groups it deemed to be inferior.” And was ultimately “discrimination and 

persecution of a minority that does not share the way of life of the majority."73 

Swiss scientists were engaged in the eugenics discourse of the period and quickly 

applied it the elimination of nomadism. They were taken up with the Nazi 

ideology of national-socialism and a close collaboration between Swiss and 

German scientists developed such that, "Swiss psychiatrists played a large part in 

drafting the eugenics legislation of the Third Reich." Ernst Rüdin, director of the 

Basel University Psychiatric Clinic, was one such Swiss-German psychiatrist who 

by 1933 was chairman of Germany's Racial Hygiene Society, and a member of the 

Nazi Party, where he oversaw a policy that “ultimately led to the Nazi 

                                                
70 The United States of America v. Ulrich Greifelt, et al.  (the Race and Settlement Main Office Rasse und 
Siedlungshauptamt),  [1948]  Case 8. United States of America vs. Ulrich Greifelt, et al) cited in 
Mundorff, K. Taking 2(E) Seriously: Forcible Child Transfers and the Conventionn the Prevention 
and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. Diss., University of British Columbia. 
71 "Swiss to Compensate Persecuted Gypsies / Pro Juventute Foundation charity to make amends 
for children of the Country Roads programme," The Guardian 8 July, 1986. 
72 Alfred Siegfried, Kinder der Landstrasse (Zurich: Pro Juventute, 1964). 
73 Laurence Jourdan, "Past Abuses: Gypsy Hunt in Switzerland: Long Pursuit of Racial Purity," 
European Roma Rights Centre,   www.errc.org/cikk.php?cikk=1203. 
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extermination of at least half a million Gypsies during World War II”.74  

Evolution of the Genocide Convention  

Raphael Lemkin, a Polish Jew and legal scholar, first used the term 

genocide in his book Axis Rule in Occupied Europe, in 1944.75  Less than two years 

later in December 1946, the United Nations General Assembly unanimously 

adopted Resolution 96(1) identifying genocide as a crime and calling for the 

drafting of an international convention. 76 After much intense debate and 

rewriting of early drafts at various UN committees, the General Assembly’s Sixth 

Committee submitted a draft convention to the General Assembly and the 

Convention for the Prevention of the Crime of Genocide was unanimously 

adopted on December 9, 1948 just four years after Lemkin defined the term.77  

In a later autobiography, Totally Unofficial Man, Lemkin recounted his 

escape from Poland just ahead of the German army. Most of his family members 

would be caught up and lost in the German advance.78 And yet genocide, as 

Lemkin conceived it, was a crime intent on the destruction of the group itself, 

rather than the members of the group. The crime of genocide: “is intended rather 

to signify a coordinated plan of different actions aiming at the destruction of the 

essential foundations of the life of national groups, with the aim of annihilating 

the groups themselves.”79 Rather than mass killings this could be accomplished 

through the destruction of "the personal security, liberty, health, dignity,” and, 

only lastly, “the lives of the individuals belonging to such groups.”80 Lemkin had 

                                                
74 Ibid. 
75 Raphael Lemkin, Axis Rule in Occupied Europe: Laws of Occupation, Analysis of Government, 
Proposals for Redress, Reprint ed. (New York: Howard Fertig, 1973), 79. 
76 United Nations General Assembly Resolution 96(I), U.N. Doc. A/Res/96(I) (11 December 1946) 
77 Genocide Convention, 78 U.N.T.S. 277. 
78 Totally Unofficial Man: The Autobiography of Raphael Lemkin, ed. Donna-Lee Frieze (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2013). 
79 Raphaël Lemkin, Axis Rule in Occupied Europe: Laws of Occupation, Analysis of Government, 
Proposals for Redress (Washington: Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1944), 79. 
80 Lemkin, ibid. 79 
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conceived the crime of genocide in broad terms, to include any act that 

undermined the continued viability of a national, ethnical, racial, or religious 

group, leading to its potential destruction. Thus the initial text of the Convention, 

as drafted by Lemkin and two other legal experts, included distinct definitions 

for physical, biological and cultural genocide.  

Physical genocide is defined as killing members of the group with the aim 

to exterminate the group as a whole, biological genocide involves mechanisms 

that prevent reproduction within the group such as forced sterilization81 and 

more recently systemic rape 82.  Cultural genocide is more generally considered 

to involve prohibitions on the use of language, and systematic destruction of 

heritage, museums and libraries. Initially the clause on the forced transfer of 

children was included with the prohibitions on cultural genocide. 

Cultural Genocide and the Inclusion of Child Transfers, the Role of Greece 
The clauses on cultural genocide were controversial among the delegates. 

Canada, France, the US, and the UK opposed the inclusion of the clauses arguing 

that these crimes were more properly seen as crimes against humanity and that 

“too wide a definition of genocide would render the Convention meaningless”.83 

Consequently the clauses on cultural genocide were dropped from later drafts of 

the Convention thus eliminating the prohibition on forcible child transfer. 

Nevertheless, the mass kidnappings by Nazi forces and removals of thousands 

children all across Europe during and subsequent to WWII (see Greece below) 

meant that the child transfer provision had been strongly supported by the 

delegates from the start. Mundorff notes that: “The contracting parties acceded to 

Article 2(e)'s inclusion after minimal discussion and even less realization that 
                                                
81 Yearbook of the United Nations: 1947-1948 (Lake Success, NY: United Nations Department of 
Public Information, 1950), 595. 
82 Prosecutor v. Akayesu, Case No. ICTR-96-4-T, International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda 
(1998). 
83 Yearbook of the United Nations: 1947-1948 (Lake Success, NY: United Nations Department of 
Public Information, 1950), 598.  
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their longstanding practices might violate this provision. All three experts 

collaborating on the Secretariat's Draft agreed that the Genocide Convention 

should prohibit forcible child transfers.”84 

When the Secretariat's draft came to the Sixth Committee for debate the 

delegates that supported the child transfer provision argued that it did not 

properly belong with the provisions on cultural genocide. Many delegates who 

had lobbied aggressively against the cultural genocide clauses, argued for 

including forcible child transfers in the Convention saying that this clause was 

not comparable to prohibitions against the destruction of heritage and 

monuments. 85 

Ultimately the Greek delegate successfully reintroduced the clause during 

the final debate on the draft Convention.86 He argued that forcible child transfer 

was: "not primarily an act of cultural genocide. Although it could in certain cases 

be considered as such, it could be perpetrated rather with the intent to destroy or 

to cause serious physical harm to members of a group.”87 Danforth and Van 

Boeschoten discuss the design behind the Greek amendment, which came in the 

aftermath of WWII and with the forcible transfer of Greek children to several 

Balkan countries under communist control (estimates vary, but some may be as 

high as 25,000).88 

                                                
84 Mundorff, K. Taking 2(E) Seriously: Forcible Child Transfers and the Conventionn the 
Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. Diss., University of British Columbia. 
(2007) 27. See also Draft Convention on the Crime of Genocide, UN ESCOR, UN Doc. E/447, (1947).  
85 6th Committee Summary Records, UN Doc. A/C.6/SR.82. The Sixth Committee is the primary 
forum for the consideration of legal questions in the General Assembly. All of the United Nations 
Member States are entitled to representation on the Sixth Committee as one of the main 
committees of the General Assembly. 
86 Greek Amendment to the Enumeration in Article II on the Draft Convention, (E/794) UNGAOR, C6, 
3rd Sess., U.N. Doc. A/C.6/242, (1948). 
87 6th Committee Summary Records, UN Doc. A/C.6/SR.82.  
88 Loring M. Danforth and Riki Van Boeschoten, Children of the Greek Civil War: Refugees and the 
Politics of Memory (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2011). 
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Summary 

Canadian laws are presumed to respect the rights and values expressed in 

international law, which implies that Canadian law can also be interpreted to 

reflect the values and principles in international conventions. Accordingly, and 

increasingly, Canadian courts have shown a willingness to rely on international 

instruments to interpret domestic legislation.  

Further, genocide scholars have recently argued that the international 

courts are moving in the direction of finding that Article 2e, known as the 

“forcible child transfer” provision of the Genocide Convention is an act of 

physical genocide when applied to the forcible removal of Indigenous children 

from the custody of their parents to that of state run residential schools, as in the 

assimilationist programs of colonial countries such as Canada, the US, and 

Australia. 89 This is significant because while claims of cultural genocide are often 

made – and the findings of the TRC determined that cultural genocide was 

committed – only a finding of biological, or physical genocide meets the 

provisions as set out in the current genocide convention.90 

These scholars have suggested that this emerging direction is an extension 

of recent decisions taken in the international courts – the International Criminal 

Court (ICC), the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR), the 

International Criminal Tribunal for Yugoslavia (ICTY), relating to the genocides 

in Rwanda, and Serbia/Bosnia, in which cultural processes have been found to 

                                                
89 See Robert van Krieken, "Rethinking Cultural Genocide: Aboriginal Child Removal and Settler-
Colonial State Formation," Oceania 75, no. 2 (2004); Henry Reynolds, Indelible Stain: The Question of 
Genocide in Australia's History (Victoria: Viking, 2001); K Mundorff, "Other peoples’ children: A 
textual and contextual interpretation of the Genocide Convention, Article 2(e)," Harvard Journal of 
International Law 50, no. 1 (2009). 
90 Grand Chief Ed John Canada’s Indigenous representative to the United Nations indicated 
during a speech in Vancouver, BC, at the annual convention of the Society of Applied 
Anthropology in March 2016, that discussions were ongoing regarding efforts to revise the 
Genocide Convention and to re-introduce the provisions on cultural genocide.	
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contribute to the physical destruction of the group. Acts such as forced mass 

deportations, selective killing (of political or spiritual leaders), and systematic 

rape in highly patriarchal societies, are understood to undermine the social 

structures that support group viability and can be seen as intentional, culturally-

mediated acts of violence resulting in the “destruction of the group in whole, or 

in part.”91 

While it is unlikely that the international criminal courts (ICC, ICJ) will 

find that forcible child transfers are genocidal in the Canadian context in the near 

future, this emerging genocide case law does indicate that courts will be more 

likely to determine that prohibited acts constitute genocide where they are 

intended to destroy the group through cultural processes. And this will place 

greater onus on the Canadian government to provide Indigenous family 

members with information on the circumstances of school related deaths and the 

whereabouts of their burial places, including unmarked graves and disappeared 

cemeteries. 

Related to this, the passage in 2007, of the Universal Declaration on the 

Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) is heralded as an important advance in 

the human rights of Indigenous peoples. UNDRIP specifically requires State 

Parties to the Declaration to enable access to and repatriation of, Indigenous 

human remains in their possession. The Declaration, when used in combination 

with other relevant international conventions, may be a vehicle by which family 

members and relatives of former Indian Residential School students can pressure 

the Canadian government to repatriate the human remains of deceased child 

relatives or re-establish and provide access to cemetery sites, which have become 

alienated through the sale of schools lands, or have otherwise been allowed to 

lapse, become obscured, or disturbed subsequent to schools closures. 

                                                
91 Secretariat's Draft, UN Doc. E/447, art 2. 
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It is in this context that the Truth and Reconciliation Commission 

delivered its final report in June 2015. In it the Commission stated definitively 

that the Indigenous residential school experience in Canada as one of cultural 

genocide. Continued efforts towards the identification and recording of lost 

Indian Residential School cemeteries and unmarked burials will be a necessary 

element in the substantiation of the high student death rates at the schools over 

successive generations. Archaeologists, working in consultation with affected 

Indigenous communities, can assist in this work; work which may provide the 

supporting evidence for the argument that mechanisms of cultural genocide can 

lead to the culturally-mediated destruction of the group, as defined in the 

Genocide Convention. 



CHAPTER THREE 

Introduction 

             In the previous chapter I examined the international legal instruments to 

which Canada is a signatory, conventions that may be useful for the 

identification and protection of IRS burial grounds and for the repatriation of 

human remains if desired.  The use of these articles, and the relevant clauses in 

them, provide an avenue for Indigenous organizations to pursue remedies 

including legal options, but also a mechanism to bring political pressure to bear 

at the national and the international level – at UN organizations (e.g., the 

Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues) of which Canada is a member.  

Following on, in this chapter I will address the archaeological 

methodology that can be used to assist in the implementation of the instruments 

discussed above. I will explore some standard and recent methodologies that can 

be usefully applied in the specific archaeological context of the IRS cemeteries 

and cite some examples of cases where these applications have been effective. I 

will discuss how archaeological methodology can not only uncover and explain 

the physical evidence of the “missing children” but also be a useful tool for 

commemoration and memorialization. 

Descendant families are still in need of information about the fate and/or 

whereabouts of their relative’s burial places. As discussed in the introductory 

chapter, it is not uncommon for the location of gravesites to remain unknown to 

families’ decades later. In some cases whether a missing relative died at all is not 

confirmed. Children could be transferred great distances to the schools and as 

tuberculosis was epidemic in the schools especially in the early years, children 

could be sent on to Indian hospitals and sanitariums without notification to their 

parents, where they might remain for years. In this way they became “lost” in the 
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co-joint systems of Indigenous education, health care, and social welfare 

agencies.92 

This chapter will lay the groundwork for the discussion on 

commemoration in the subsequent chapters, which explores the question “what 

is meaningful” for IRS Survivors and their descendant families. Thus there is a 

need for information and also for commemoration to which archaeology can 

respond by uncovering the physical evidence of school burial sites. It is not 

necessary to excavate to accomplish this goal and in fact most Indigenous 

communities discourage disturbance of any kind to graves sites. Some exceptions 

are made where graves are in danger of environmental disturbance, however 

standard and newer noninvasive methods are increasingly available to 

archaeologists. Where there is the option, because the cemetery is on land owned 

by the group, Indigenous communities prefer to take ownership of the process to 

manage the sites themselves calling on the services of archaeologists and other 

professionals as needed. A community-archaeology model lends itself well to the 

concept of working with Indigenous communities in the service of putting right 

past wrongs.  

Following the release of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s final 

report Honouring the Truth, Reconciling for the Future,93 Prime Minister Justin 

Trudeau committed the federal government to implement all 94 of the 

Commission’s Calls to Action (Appendix 4) as well as the establishment of a 

Reconciliation Council to oversee the enactment of those recommendations – 

including those relating to Missing Children. He stated: 
                                                
92 This process of separating children from their Aboriginal families and communities – i.e., 
getting “lost” in the system continued after the schools were closed in a phenomena known as the 
“sixties scoop” whereby Aboriginal children continued to be removed from their homes to be 
placed with white adoptive families. The number of children removed by the child welfare 
system during the 1960’s and beyond is thought to rival or succeed the earlier number of those 
sent to residential schools, and is the subject of ongoing legal proceedings.    
93 Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, "Honouring the Truth, Reconciling for the 
Future: Summary " in Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, Vol 1 
(Winnipeg: Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, 2015). 
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No relationship is more important to our government and to Canada than 
the one with Indigenous peoples. Today, we reaffirm our government’s 
commitment to a renewed nation-to-nation relationship between Canada 
and Indigenous peoples, one based on the recognition of rights, respect, 
trust, co-operation, and partnership.94 
 

The practical implementation of the Missing Children recommendations 

(Calls to Action 73-76), specific to the identification of IRS burial grounds and the 

possible repatriation of human remains is a complex endeavor that presents 

many opportunities for archaeologists to use their skills in the service of 

Indigenous communities. It is also one fraught with possible pitfalls if not 

negotiated with careful thought and respect and most importantly, in 

collaboration with the communities we hope to serve.95  Community archaeology 

is a specific approach that can play a unique role in the work of the identification 

and recovery of children’s gravesites.96 In Chapter Seven I present a specific 

example of the use of a community research approach, in collaboration with the 

Survivors of the Kuper Island IRS on Penelakut Island, in British Columbia. 

Ethics and Protocols  

One of the lessons I took from my work with the TRC Commission was 

the importance of respect for, and sensitivity to local, Indigenous protocols. We 

must be willing to develop personal inter-cultural competency and to approach 

                                                
94 "Statement by the Prime Minister of Canada on National Aboriginal Day," news release, June 
21, 2016, http://pm.gc.ca/eng/news/2016/06/21/statement-prime-minister-canada-national-
aboriginal-day. 
95 For a fuller discussion on Indigenous community approaches see D Schaepe and A Piccini, 
"The Messy Business of Archaeology as Participatory Local Knowledge," Canadian Journal of 
Archaeology 38, no. 2 (2014); N. Lyons and Y. Marshall, "Memory, Practice, Telling Community," 
ibid. 
96  Differing archaeological approaches to Community Archaeology have been the topic of debate 
among Canadian archaeologists recently, see in particular A. Martindale and N. Lyons, "Special 
Section: Community-Oriented Archaeology," ibid.; Marina La Salle and Rich Hutchings, "What 
Makes Us Squirm: A Critical Assessment of Community-Oriented Archaeology," ibid.40 (2016); 
A. Martindale et al., "Archaeology as Partnerships in Practice: A Reply to La Salle and 
Hutchings," ibid., no. 1. 
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the work with humility to be successful. We are in a good position as 

archaeologists and anthropologists to develop those skills as we start with an 

understanding of, and knowledge about, the diversity of human cultures. 

Nevertheless it is possible as Western archaeologists to be unprepared for the 

profound respect with which Indigenous cultures approach any work that 

concerns their ancestors. At an early TRC staff session, after I had given a 

presentation on the status of the research to date, one of the Commissioners 

instructed us by saying that in our work we must “never behave as if the missing 

children are not in the room with us.”97 

This comment brings with it an appreciation that - over multiple 

generations - Indigenous families have been prevented from simply burying the 

dead according to their traditions, unable to enact correct burial protocols and 

the ceremonies required to ensure deceased relatives are at rest. As a result the 

children who died at the residential schools continue to wander, waiting to be 

brought home through ceremonies and feasting of the ancestors.  

This accumulated neglect over generations is experienced as an ongoing 

absence of correct protocols such that community members have reported seeing 

the ghosts of children wandering through their community near the places 

where they formerly attended school or looking through the windows of houses 

that have been built on top of demolished schools and thus the need for 

reconciliation and commemoration continues (Figures 1 & 2 Mt Elgin).98 

In 2012 the Chippewas of the Thames First Nation, located approximately 

20 km southwest of London, Ontario, constructed a permanent memorial, 

including a garden with benches, on the grounds of the former Mount Elgin 

Residential School, as a place of healing and reconciliation. For the unveiling of 

                                                
97 Commissionner Wilton Littlechild personal communication  with the author, Winnipeg 
Manitoba, February 2009. 
98 An example is the haunting that continues at the former site of the Kuper IRS on Penelakut 
Island as referenced in the quote by J. Harris at the beginning of Chapter 7 – see below, page 167.  
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the monument they held a regional event including ten neighbouring First 

Nation communities, with a commemoration and recognition ceremony to raise 

awareness and promote healing within communities.  

 

 

Figure 1. Monument on the grounds of the former Mount Elgin IRS. Credit: A. Maass, (2012). 

 
 
Former students of the Mount Elgin IRS were invited to submit their 

names and those of their relatives both living and deceased, to be recorded on 

the monument. In the Seventh Generation tradition, 99 seven columns were 

                                                
99  The Seventh Generation tradition originated with the Haudenosaunee, originally situated in 
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erected with the names of former students spanning the 100 hundred-year 

history of the school. 

 

Figure 2. Monument columns displaying the names of IRS students. Credit: A. Maass, (2013). 

 

Commemoration and Memorialization 

Commemoration funding available through the Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission created the possibility of Indigenous memorialization initiatives for 

                                                                                                                                            
modern day upstate New York, and lower Canada, (Ontario, and Quebec). It urged the current 
generation to live and work for the benefit of the seventh generation into the future. 
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the first time and this opportunity was realized all across the country.100 These 

local-level Indigenous restoration initiatives, at sites primarily owned by First 

Nations themselves, responded to the needs of the communities initiating them, 

while paying little attention to national, provincial, or municipal heritage criteria. 

And, as discussed in the Introduction, they have not received official federal 

recognition or funding by Canada’s national heritage programs, because for the 

most part they do not meet established heritage criteria and so there is no 

national policy currently in place to maintain these commemorative sites 

although they may have been restored.    

An example is the commemoration undertaken at the File Hills IRS where 

the cemetery restoration included putting up crosses, that were symbolic, but 

bearing little to no relation to actual grave locations, and including large and 

small crosses to represent both parents and children. The restoration responded 

to this community’s need to have a visible and physical representation children’s 

graves, whether or not they marked actual burials.  This project is discussed in 

greater detail in the review of cemetery restoration initiatives in Chapter Six. 

Contribution of Archaeology to IRS Research 

As with memorialization, it is the ability of archaeological methodology to 

reclaim the missing in a physical way that makes it useful in the IRS context. In 

this it has something of value to offer Survivors, which an historical accounting 

cannot do as fully. The TRC had a two-part mandate; the first part of the 

mandate was to establish the truth of the IRS experience and the second part was 

to engender reconciliation between Indigenous and non-indigenous Canadians, a 

much broader undertaking. Archaeology as a discipline has the ability to address 

this first aspect of the mandate, that of establishing the truth. 

                                                
100 Cooper-Bolam, "Healing Heritage." 
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Archaeology can make the missing known. History can illuminate the past 

and expose the truth, but only archaeology can reveal the truth in a concrete way 

and thus reclaim the missing, while also providing a kind of closure, which 

many Survivors seek. The nature of archaeology as a discipline is unique in this 

way because it provides tangible and physical evidence; whereas history can 

provide “a telling,” archaeology can provide “a knowing”. Archaeological 

methodologies can give communities a known physical place that may become a 

place of memorialization. In this way it can go some ways to alleviate the 

suffering of the living by providing a physical site for the dead. And so 

archaeology can contribute to the humanitarian effort to record and 

commemorate the places IRS students lived and died by providing the physical 

evidence that families need. This becomes more pressing as the numbers of aging 

Survivors diminishes. 

 

Recent Applied Methodologies  

Elements of the methodology proposed here are similar to the one 

developed to conduct the Missing Children Project at the TRC. That 

methodology and the results it produced are set out in further detail in Chapter 

Four. It has been further detailed and expanded here. This approach has also 

been informed by – and greatly benefited – from the interdisciplinary 

methodology outlined in Caroline Sturdy-Colls recent publication.101 She states: 

The methodology and associated discussion of the key considerations … 
although framed in the context of the Holocaust, will also be relevant to 
archaeologists addressing other genocides and conflicts in the 
contemporary past as well as other sites where the subject matter being 
considered is contentious or sensitive.102 
 

                                                
101 Caroline Sturdy-Colls, Holocaust Archaeologies Approaches and Furture Directions (Switzerland: 
International Publishing, 2015). 
102 Sturdy-Colls, Holocaust Archaeologies Approaches and Furture Directions.111. 
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The importance of a comprehensive multi-disciplinary community-based 

approach will be emphasized in the following passages, as it will always be at 

the centre of any successful approach. And community-based research should 

always be informed by working in close collaboration with the Indigenous 

organizations and communities who are the most closely associated with any 

particular school. The work is best accomplished when it is carried out at the 

request of, and in conjunction with, affected communities – and conducted 

within the context of an approach that makes full use of data derived from 

archival research, archaeological survey, Survivor testimony, and 

commemoration and/or restoration work, if any has been completed. 

The Value of Desk Based Investigations  

The IRS document collection103 produced for the Commission under the 

terms of the IRS Settlement Agreement, comprises more than three million 

individual primary source items, as well as secondary source material and 

concurrent research conducted by researchers both during the commission’s 

mandate and since. It is a vast resource that has only begun to become available. 

The collection includes archival and documentary data; letters between school 

authorities and the Department of Indian Affairs, between parents and school 

authorities, student enrolment and attendance forms, health records, and records 

that reference school deaths and cemetery locations. It also includes a 

contemporary and historical photograph collection. Added to this database are 

statements (testimony) gathered from approximately 8000 individual Survivors 

(former students) and school staff members. These narratives are especially 

useful in providing the opportunity to compare Survivor statements with written 

                                                
103 The IRS document collection is housed at the National Centre for Truth and Reconciliation, at 
the University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba. https://nctr.ca/map.php 
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accounts of school deaths and methods of burials. This kind of comparison 

provides a unique opportunity to identify anomalies in the written accounts.  

The Department of Public Works was the federal government agency 

responsible for building the schools and as such they produced architectural 

plans and general site plans for the schools, which form part of the document 

collection. Some of these include cemetery plans with general locations and plot 

maps. An early review of these revealed that many school cemeteries were laid 

out at the time of school construction to consistent dimensions across vastly 

different parts of the country, thereby anticipating and systematically planning 

for the high rate of student deaths that followed.  

A review of provincial archaeological site inventories can produce site 

records for previously recorded IRS school sites. Although usually lacking in-

depth historical details, these site forms, when available, provide useful 

information on the current physical condition of the school site, and may 

reference associated burial sites. However, as archaeologists have been unaware 

of possible burials associated with IRS schools until recently, we will be unlikely 

to find a reference to burial data on site forms for the few IRS schools that have 

been recorded as archeological sites. Nevertheless, a review of provincial and 

territorial site inventories will be useful, particularly as awareness of these sites 

increases.  

To this data it will be useful to collect further historic and contemporary 

cartographic materials, as well as aerial photographs and satellite imagery when 

available, so as to compare school site plans with historical and contemporary 

maps and to locate the schools in their larger geographic context. This allows the 

schools to be placed on the landscape where they can be associated with nearby 

towns, Indigenous communities, and reserves. Individual schools can then be 

associated with nearby cemeteries, including municipal cemeteries and those on 

local reserves, so as to identify possible IRS burial locations outside of the 

immediate school grounds. A search of online cemetery databases can provide a 
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record of historic and pioneer cemeteries, including those within the vicinity of 

the school. In fact, many of these databases include cemeteries on local reserves. 

By mapping these on the landscape surrounding the school a picture emerges of 

the historic and active cemeteries within a walking radius or within a relatively 

short driving distance, thus identifying potential burial locations of children who 

died but were not buried on the school grounds. Not all schools established 

cemeteries when one was available nearby, or when the children’s home 

community was close enough for parents to retrieve the body to be buried in an 

on-reserve cemetery. 

Many of the schools, particularly the early industrial schools and the more 

remote schools, were encouraged to be self-sufficient, producing their own 

foodstuffs and selling surpluses (see quote below). As a result, the school sites 

often encompassed lands well beyond the school building itself, which could be 

at the centre of a variety of associated outbuildings, cultivated fields, connecting 

roads, and one or more burial sites, although the latter were usually at some 

distance from the central area. An approach that takes in the whole of the 

landscape and treats the site as a complex is therefore essential.  

A description of the St Joseph’s Industrial School near Dunbow, Alberta, 

is included in its entirety here to give a sense of the expansiveness of some of the 

early industrial schools. 

The school’s primary objective was to provide the children with 
instruction in industrial trades. DIA Annual Reports describe many 
changes and additions to the school and its outbuildings that reflect this 
objective. By 1897, the school buildings consisted of a student dormitory, a 
girls’ dormitory (containing the kitchen, pantries, dining hall and chapel), 
men’s quarters, shed for paint, coal and lumber, carpentry and shoe shop, 
blacksmith shop, bakery, laundry, hospital, coal and wood shed, ice 
house, store house, hen house, stables for the livestock, wagon and tool 
shed, three corrals for hay and cattle, granary, calf shed, and pig pen.  

The school was described as having the appearance of a pretty little 
village. By 1912, the school had a telephone. For the boys the school 
offered training in farming, carpentry, making of shoes and harnesses, 
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baking, and caring for livestock. Older male students did most of the 
carpentry work at the school. In 1889, the school’s shoe shop provided 
shoes to the Qu’Appelle Industrial School (later called File Hills IRS). The 
girls received instruction in various household skills, including cooking, 
laundry, dairy, sewing, and knitting. The lands used by the school for 
gardening and farming increased from 480 acres in 1887 to 1,870 in 
1908.104 

 

In some cases the churches were able to negotiate the transfer of advantageously 

located and well serviced tracts of land from the federal government ostensibly 

for the purpose of running self-sufficient schools. By 1913, the Jesuit holdings at 

the Spanish IRS in Spanish, Ontario, for example, amounted to over 1000 acres of 

land. The schools, (there was a separate school for boys and girls) were at the 

mouth of the Spanish River, close to the Canadian National Railway line. The 

school site included approximately 300 feet of beachfront on the Spanish River 

and a gristmill, bakery and an arena.105  

In sum, an in-depth review of archival sources can serve several useful 

purposes not customarily taken advantage during standard archeological pre-

field preparation. An analysis of the archival record allows for the official history 

to be assessed in light of the physical evidence. For example, a review of archival 

sources subsequent to the closure of the school can show how the landscape 

changed106, which will have implications for what physical features remain, 

whether land ownership has changed hands, whether buildings have been 

demolished and new ones constructed, whether surface evidence of gravesites is 

likely to be disturbed or obscured.   

                                                
104 E. Brian Titley, "Dunbow Indian Industrial School: An Oblate Experiment in Education," in 
Western Oblate Studies 2, proceedings of the second symposium on the history of the Oblates in western 
and northern Canada, ed. R. Huel and Guy Lacombe (Lewiston, New York: Edwin Mellen Press, 
1992). 
105 David Shanahan, The Jesuit Residential School at Spanish: ‘more than mere talent’, vol. 15, Early 
Jesuit Missions in Canada (Toronto: Canadian Institute of Jesuit Studies, 2004). 
106 Sturdy-Colls, Holocaust Archaeologies Approaches and Furture Directions. 113. 
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Archaeology brings a unique approach to the study of both the historical 

and physical environment, as it can provide an understanding of the landscape 

through analysis of the deposition of physical remains and the relationship of 

those remains to the “people, places, and things” associated with specific periods 

over the more than one hundred years during which the schools were in 

operation. It will be useful in particular to understand how the school experience 

varied over time in relation to specific historical events, epidemics, WWII, 

changes in administration and so on.  

Where differing historical accounts exist archaeology can confirm107 what 

physical remains actually exist and therefore provide evidence or confirm 

whether historical accounts are accurate and shed light on aspects of a site’s 

history that may be unknown. In particular the school locations vary 

considerably in the documents, it was common for them to be expanded or 

moved and rebuilt completely at which time cemeteries could be moved, or 

decommissioned, and new ones established.   

Marked versus Unmarked Graves 

More problematic are the graves of the priests and nuns, or the other 

religious and non-religious staff (see Chapter Seven). These individuals were 

sometimes buried near or in the same plots as students. These graves were 

usually marked, while the graves of students in the same cemeteries were 

generally unmarked - or marked using wooden crosses or small tin markers (see 

St John’s IRS, Chapter Five) that quickly degrade or move over time.  

When the only marked graves in a cemetery plot are those of the staff (the 

priest, who was often the school principal, and other religious and non-religious 

staff), the student burials can gradually become obscured and then lost from 

memory by the local community. In the case of the Kuper IRS, the Penelakut 

                                                
107 Sturdy-Colls, Holocaust Archaeologies Approaches and Furture Directions. 263. 
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community was unaware that there were children buried in the small plot near 

the former school, although they were aware of the priest’s burial as it was 

marked with a large headstone. As a result parts of the cemetery became 

obscured from the landscape over time. In contrast, in the larger Penelakut 

community cemetery, known IRS burials – both unmarked and marked – are 

contained within an active graveyard and are well maintained (some in family 

plots) where the children are remembered and honoured. 

 

Next Steps:  

Once desk-based research is complete, next steps may include a variety of 

engagement and non-invasive activities. However the basic steps as outlined 

below will be required. 

 
 
 
Reconnaissance and Mapping/Remote Sensing /Geographic Information 
System Analysis: 
 

• Engage with local Indigenous communities to offer assistance and collaboration 

in locating unmarked graves.  

• Engage the archaeological community in each region of the country to seek 

assistance with locating and recording cemeteries and unmarked graves.  

• Carry out further ground-truthing and reconnaissance survey as additional 

cemeteries and unmarked graves come to light. 

• Confirm the current condition of all known IRS cemeteries; determine the status 

of ownership, whether Indigenous lands, private ownership, municipal or 

provincial jurisdiction. 

• Map and record locations of cemeteries and unmarked gravesites using Global 

Positioning System (GPS) and enter data into a Geographic Information Systems 

(GIS) database. 
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• Employ non-invasive technologies to locate graves and map these as requested 

by community representatives. 

• Produce GIS maps of cemeteries in consultation with local Indigenous 

communities so as to plan next steps; commemoration and/or further 

investigative survey as desired. 

Some Examples of Excavation 

Indigenous communities are rarely desirous of any form of excavation at 

burial sites. Where excavation has been carried out it has usually been a in the 

form of a salvage project in the face of proposed site disturbance, or as a result of 

prior disturbance, as discussed in the Muscowequan case study (see Chapter 

Five). However more recently, and in response to the TRC’s Missing Children 

project, two student projects have included remote sensing and test excavations 

at two former IRS school sites.108 The first of these two, the Victoria Jubilee Home 

study conducted at the Peigan Indian Residential School (Victoria Jubilee Home), 

Brocket, in 2011, yielded approximately 1000 artifacts with the majority (70%) 

related to building construction and debris.109 No burial features and little to no 

evidence of personal items or artifacts indicating the presence of children was 

recovered, likely indicating that the site had sustained considerable disturbance 

since its demolition. The second included preliminary GPP investigations of 

unmarked grave sites at the Brandon Residential School, in Manitoba. 

 

Phoenix Industrial Indian School  

Although few examples of excavations at IRS schools have been 

conducted to date, this is likely to increase in the future.  A notable early example 

                                                
108 K. Nichols, "Investigations of Unmarked Graves and Burial Grounds at the Brandon 
Residential School" (MA thesis, University of Manitoba, 2015); S. Dielissen, "Teaching A School 
To Talk: Archaeology of The Queen Victoria Jubilee Home For Indian Children" (MA thesis, 
Simon Fraser University, 2012). 
109 "Teaching A School To Talk." 
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is the 1996 excavation at the Industrial Indian School at Phoenix, Arizona, 

conducted by Owen Lindauer.110 This project produced over 100,000 artifacts 

from excavations associated with the early period of the school’s 100-year history 

(1891-1990). It produced a number of personal items such as toothbrushes, 

combs, and small amulets or native religious items; some had student names, 

dates or other identifying marks scratched into them. The author also recovered 

a number of items of European manufacture that had been adapted for use as 

tools by the students, including tools for working wood and leather. Window 

glass had been fashioned into scrapers and a glass lantern base made into 

spokeshave; a stone projectile point with use wear indicating it had been used as 

a drill and several ceramic dinner plates, that had been broken in half and bi-

facially flaked, were also recovered. While the plates do not have evidence of use 

as cutting tools, as with the other items, the determination to maintain a 

traditional technology indicated a subtle form of resistance to acculturation 

(Figure 3). The author posits that some of these tools were made for use on 

hunting expeditions and rabbit drives into the hills north of the school. These are 

mentioned in the school newspaper. He understood this evidence of adaptive 

use as resistance to acculturation.111 

Lindauer considered the material culture he found at the site in light of 

the students vastly different Indigenous systems of learning and maintaining 

cultural identity versus the Anglo-American identity students were 

indoctrinated into. In combination with personal students’ narratives, and 

administrative records, he used the artifact record to interpret individual student 

                                                
110 Owen; Ferguson Lindauer, Deborah; Glass, Margaret; Hatfield, Virginia; McKenna, Jeanette 
A.; Dering, Phil, Historical Archaeology of the United States Industrial Indian School at Phoenix: 
Investigations of a Turn of the Century Trash Dump. Anthropological Field Studies Number 42 (Tempe, 
AZ: Arizona State University, Office of Cultural Resource Management, Dept. of Anthropology, 
1996). 
111 Individual Struggles and Institutional Goals: Small Voices from the Phoenix Indian School Track Site, 
in The Archaeology of Institutional Life, ed. A.  Beisaw and J.  Gibb (Tuscaloosa: University of 
Alabama Press, 2009). 
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behaviors, including Indigenous emphasis on the importance of 

interdependence. School authorities identified a need to teach children to “say I 

rather than we” and “this is mine rather that this is ours” in an attempt to move 

them away from the communal life-ways of their home communities. Lindauer 

found that the items marked with names were an attempt to teach individual 

ownership which students resisted, as less than 6% of the toothbrushes (9 out of 

150 toothbrushes) and 12% (9 out of 78) of the combs that he recovered had been 

marked with individual names.112 

This American study conducted prior to this country’s current focus on 

residential school histories and the establishment of the Canadian TRC 

demonstrates the unique contribution an archaeological interpretation can offer 

to studies of the recent past when material culture can be examined in light of 

personal narrative and the historical record, as is often the case in the residential 

school context. 

 

                                                
112 Ibid. 97. 
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Figure 3. Bi-facially Flaked dinner plates from the Phoenix Indian Boarding School, Arizona. 
Credit: Owen Lindauer, (1996:141). 



CHAPTER FOUR 

In the following chapter the full scope of the TRC Missing Children 

Project is described in some detail, including the limited investigations of IRS 

cemeteries and unmarked graves, so as to provide the context for the research 

conducted subsequently for the present study. 

Part One  

Background to the Commission’s Missing Children Research 

To answer questions about children who died while attending an Indian 

Residential School and to address the issue of lost cemeteries and unmarked 

burials, the Missing Children research project focused on four key questions: 

1. Who and how many IRS students died? 

2. What did IRS students die from? 

3. Where are IRS students buried? 

4. Who went missing? 

A Working Group of multi-party representatives identified these four questions 

as the fundamental issues that needed to be answered to address the increasingly 

urgent expressions of concern voiced by Survivors. In fact the Working Group 

was struck after questions were raised in the House of Commons in April of 

2007, regarding former students who had died or gone missing while at the 

schools. The Working Group’s primary objective was to explore options and 

make recommendations to the Commission. These were presented to the 

Commissioners and adopted in February 2008. 

The Working Group felt it was particularly important to address these 

questions in the context of the larger historical experience of Indian Residential 

Schools because the impact for many families of student deaths at the schools 

was the most significant part of the history of the Canadian government’s policy, 
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enforced through legislation after 1880113, to require Indigenous parents to send 

their children to residential schools many miles away from their homes. 

The Missing Children Working Group 

The Missing Children Working Group was established in response to a 

question tabled in the House of Commons by the Liberal Member of Parliament 

Gary Merasty (Desnethé/Missinippi/Churchill River,) on April 24, 2007, 

regarding historical incidents of deaths and disappearances over the period of 

operation of the residential school system. He noted that the schools; 

    …were set up to assimilate a people against their will. They were places 
of disease, hunger, overcrowding and despair. Many children died. In 
1914 a departmental official said “fifty per cent of the children who passed 
through these schools did not live to benefit from the education which 
they had received therein.”114 Yet, nothing was done…. Mr. Speaker, 
above all else, I stand for these children, many of whom buried their 
friends, families and siblings at these schools…. Will the Prime Minister 
commit to the repatriation of the bodies and an apology to the residential 
school Survivors?115 
 

In response James Prentice, the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern 

Development and Federal Interlocutor for Métis and Non-Status Indians, as well 

as Minister responsible for the Office of Indian Residential Schools Resolution 

Canada, responded; 

    We will get to the bottom of the disappeared children. The Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission will hear much about that. I have instructed 
our officials to look into that and to work with Oblate records of the 
churches to get to the bottom of this issue, and this sad chapter in our 
history.116  
 
Gary Merasty raised the issue that day in response to a growing 

awareness in the press about persistent reports by former IRS students of high 
                                                
113 An Act further to amend The Indian Act, 1880,  SC 184, C 27, s 3. 
114 The full quote by D.C. Scott is here: Scott, "The History of Canadian Indian 1867-1912," 615. 
115 House of Commons Debates, 39th Parliament, 1st Session, Volume 141, (Tuesday April 24, 2007). 
116 Ibid. 
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death rates at the schools. Among Survivors the death of immediate relatives and 

more distant family members over generations had always been understood as 

the most painful impact of the school experience. John Milloy was among the 

first in 1999, to document the high rates of death in his history of the schools, A 

National Crime: Canadian Government and the Residential School System, 1876-

1986.117 Two years earlier James R. Miller had produced the first comprehensive 

study of the history of Indigenous education tracing the foundations of 

residential schooling to seventeenth-century New France in  Shingwauk's 

Vision :  A History of Native Residential Schools .                                                                                                                   118                                                                                                                                                                                   

Despite this growing consciousness, the mandate of the Truth and 

Reconciliation Commission made no specific mention of the need to investigate 

this aspect of the IRS experience more than setting out the requirement for the 

Commission to “create as complete an historical record as possible of the IRS 

system and legacy.”119 Subsequent to the Member’s question Mr. Robert Watts, 

Interim Executive Director for the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, was 

charged by then Deputy Minister Peter Harrison with establishing a Working 

Group to examine the issue and explore options for further research. 

As a result a Working Group made up of representatives from major 

national Indigenous organizations, a national organization representing former 

students of Indian Residential Schools, the churches, and the federal government 

was established. Its membership included representatives from the Assembly of 

First Nations, Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami, Métis National Council, and the National 

Residential School Survivor’s Society, Catholic and Protestant Church 

representatives and church archivists, the (so named, at the time) Department of 

                                                
117 Milloy, A National Crime. 
118 J. R. Miller, Shingwauk's Vision: A History of Native Residential Schools (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1996). 
119 "Indian Residential School Settlement Agreement, Schedule “N”: Mandate for the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission of Canada," Truth and Reconciliation Comission of Canada. 
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Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada, and Library and 

Archives Canada.  

The Working Group met on a regular basis throughout the summer and 

fall of 2007 and the winter of 2008. The Working Group also engaged Dr. John 

Milloy, who had been the chief researcher for the earlier 1996, Royal Commission 

on Aboriginal Peoples for issues pertaining to the history of the Indian 

Residential Schools and subsequently the author of the fore-mentioned in-depth 

history of the schools.120 

The Working Group identified the key questions and priorities, which 

then governed research on the Missing Children. It emphasized the need for the 

research to be comprehensive, professional, timely, and sensitive to the needs 

and concerns of Survivors and their families. And it recommended that 

information derived from the collection of historical documents, personal 

statements, and other related data be used to form the basis of a series of Missing 

Children research projects:  

1. Who and how many IRS students died? 

2. What did IRS students die from? 

3. Where are IRS students buried? 

4. Who went missing? 121 

In response to their four key questions, the Working Group proposed four 

distinct research projects using both archival records and personal statements. 

Three of the four projects were to be completed in preparation for the 

Commission’s report; the fourth project was expected to run through the 

Commission’s five-year mandate. 

 

                                                
120 Milloy, A National Crime. 
121  The Working Group on Missing Children and Unmarked Burials, "Missing Children and 
Unmarked Burials Research Recommendations," 21 February 2008, Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission of Canada Archives. (See Appendix 2). 
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Working Group Recommendations: 

The Recommendations of the Working Group outlined four distinct projects: 

1 A Statistical Survey 

• A statistical survey intended to achieve a precise estimate of 

student enrolment including rates of death and disease. 

2 IRS Operational Policies and Custodial Care: 

• A study intended to review administrative policies pertaining to 

death, illness and disappearances of IRS students and contrast it to 

the actual experience of the students as understood from personal 

reminiscences and historical records. 

3 Unmarked Burials and Commemoration: 

• A study intended to identify the location of cemeteries and 

gravesites in which IRS students were believed to be buried.  The 

project was to collaborate with communities to identify options for 

commemoration, ceremony and further community-based research. 

4 Specific Case Research: 

• The Commission in collaboration with its partner organizations 

was to help individual requesters to locate information regarding 

former students who may have died or gone missing while in the 

care of an IRS.  Where possible, this would include locating burial 

sites. 

• Research would be undertaken as required throughout the five 

years of the Commission’s mandate. 
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Working Group Recommendation for Document Review and Statistical 

Survey 

In response to the recommendations of the IRS Working Group, the Commission 

undertook research to: 

• Conduct a review of documents held by the signatories to the IRSSA; the 

churches and federal government departments involved in the operation 

of the schools for records of deaths, cemeteries and burial locations. 

• Collect information in the staement-taking process, which asked Survivors 

for information about deaths, causes, runaways, and burials.  

• Work with provincial agencies such as the Offices of the Chief Coroners 

and Medical Examiners across the country to identify records that may 

relate to IRS deaths and,   

• Conduct a review of archival documents and provincial archaeological 

site inventories, including maps and aerial photos taken within the 

vicinity of the former schools, to inform a ground search for cemeteries 

and unmarked graves in association with the schools. 

 

The Commission’s National Residential School Student Death Register is as complete 

a record as possible – given document and time constraints – of children who 

died and from what causes. The database contained records of student deaths 

and their causes, as well as incidents of missing and runaway students, and the 

presence of cemeteries in association with specific schools. The information used 

to create the database was based on a file review of archival records provided to 

the Commission by the Churches and the Government of Canada, and on 

testimony and statements received from former students and school staff by the 

Commission. 

Although the Working Group identified that many children went missing in 

the system – because they went away to the schools and were subsequently 

transferred to tuberculosis sanatoriums, Indian hospitals, foster homes and other 
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institutions, and were never heard from again – this was research that would 

involve tracking individual students through their years of schooling in the 

system and the Commission would not have the time or documentation to 

properly pursue it. Estimates of the number of children who died at the schools 

were being openly discussed in the media long before the Commission began its 

systematic research of the documents – however it was unlikely that a 

completely accurate count of the number of children who died at the schools 

would be possible.  

This was in part because:  

• The records spanned more than one hundred years and were necessarily 

incomplete. In some cases they had not survived at all, although some 

early government documents that had survived did record school deaths 

in great detail, indicating that the number of deaths occurring in some 

schools, and their causes, were well understood at the time, 

• There appear to have been fewer efforts made to record school deaths in 

an aggregated way and they stopped being reported at all in the Annual 

Reports of the Department of Indian Affairs after 1915.122    

Despite this caveat, the available documents revealed that for particular schools 

and in particular years, the death rate, especially during times of epidemic or 

disease was as high as twenty-five percent (25%) according to the government’s 

own records for the period.123 

The document review provided for a statistical analysis with the goal of 

obtaining as accurate an estimate as possible of rates of infection and rates and 

causes of death throughout the history of the IRS system. A complete file review 

of the approximately 3 million documents, which were produced by the parties, 
                                                
122 Annual Reports of the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, Department of Indian Affairs 
and Northern Development, (1865-1975). 
123 "Statistics on Discharges and Deaths since the Opening of Industrial Schools to December 
1898," Vol 3964, File 149,874, Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, RG 10, 
Library and Archives Canada. 
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was not a realistic goal due to the limited resources available to carry out the 

research. It was nevertheless possible to make general statements about rates of 

infection and rates and causes of death based on a summary review of the 

records. As a result more than 4100 deaths were recorded, with many of these 

deaths unnamed in the records.  

Accurate numbers for total enrolment and total deaths at the schools, 

which operated for over 100 hundred years in most parts of the country, may 

never be fully achieved. However continued research beyond the mandate of the 

Commission will likely achieve a more accurate estimate than is currently 

possible. The National Centre for Truth and Reconciliation (the national research 

centre provided for in the commission’s mandate) will continue to collect 

documents and provide an opportunity for future researchers and individual 

Survivors to pursue further research. The total number of documents produced 

by the Parties to the Settlement Agreement is estimated to be between three and 

five million documents, allowing for some duplication.  

Working Group Recommendation for an IRS Operational Policies and 

Custodial Care Study 

A complementary health study was conducted to examine operational 

policies and custodial care in the schools in an effort to understand the 

regulatory regime in which the schools operated with respect to the care of 

children, including the provision of health services, policies on discipline, 

runaways, deaths and burials, as well as commentary on compliance with these 

regulations. The study examined the degree to which school administrators, 

church and departmental officials and the government in general were aware of 

the phenomenon of schools deaths, disease and missing children. 
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Working Group Recommendation for a Cemetery and Unmarked Burials 

Study 

The final aspect of the research conducted by the Commission was a study 

to identify the presence of cemeteries and gravesites in association with the 

schools in which former students are likely to be buried. Historical maps, 

archival documents, archaeological site inventories, and oral testimony were 

used to identify potential locations of gravesites. In consultation with Indigenous 

communities, archaeologists visited a number of these sites to ascertain the 

location, current condition, and record disturbance. Researchers identified 

records of, or information about, more than 50 cemeteries or burial sites in all 

regions of the country containing both marked and unmarked graves. 

Researchers visited cemeteries and unmarked gravesites in the Northwest 

Territories, British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Nova Scotia and Ontario.  

As more deaths were reported and recorded it became clear that many IRS 

students were buried in unidentified graves in all parts of the country and many 

more burial sites remained to be located. Locating these sites is a large task 

spanning the entire country and would require more resources than the 

Commission currently had available for this work. A well funded national field 

program to include a ground search informed by archival research and carried 

out in close consultation with the concerned Indigenous communities, would be 

needed to complete the task of identifying the many small and large, unmarked 

IRS cemeteries across the country. 

In addition, initiatives were needed, in consultation with Indigenous 

communities and heritage conservation specialists, to protect and preserve those 

cemeteries and graves sites that were currently unmarked and/or under threat of 

development to restore these sites to their former state of repair.   
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Working Group Recommendations for Specific Case Research 

The Working Group anticipated that the Commission would receive 

requests or information from Survivors wanting assistance with regard to family 

members who died or went missing after being taken away to school. In these 

cases the Working Group recommended that efforts be made to identify the 

details of the case and results of this research released to the family upon request 

and subject to applicable privacy legislation. 

Until the fall of 2011 when the Commission first gained access to 

substantial numbers of government documents it had, for the most part, not been 

possible to track individual IRS students or confirm IRS enrolment with the 

documentation available to the Commission. Additionally, privacy issues were 

thought to complicate the process and therefore the Commission’s legal counsel 

recommended that these requests be referred to the national research centre once 

it was established (now the Centre for Truth and Reconciliation). However, as 

the Parties to the Settlement Agreement produced more documents, a more 

complete record collection was built. As a result it became possible - in some 

cases - to answer questions from individuals regarding missing relatives. The 

number of these requests increased with greater public awareness of the project.  

Research Accomplished 

Almost four years into its five-year mandate the Commission was still in 

the process of collecting documents from the Parties to the Settlement 

Agreement: the churches and the federal government. This process was slower 

and more expensive than anticipated and subject to particular difficulties.  

The federal government first provided access to substantial numbers of 

documents in the fall of 2011. These came to the Commission through an 

Indigenous Affairs departmental online database that contained documents that 

had been compiled from Library and Archives Canada and collected from the 

Churches, for the purposes of settling alternate dispute resolution claims brought 
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by former Indian Residential School students. Although it contained many 

relevant documents, this database had never been designed to collect documents 

related to deaths in the schools as it was intended for use in the settlement of 

claims by surviving former students of the schools. Over the rest of 2011 and 

throughout 2012 this database grew until it comprised almost one million 

documents at the end of 2012. Additional documents were sent directly to the 

Commission as other departments began to search their records. However 

relevant documents held by Library and Archives Canada were still outstanding. 

Subsequently a court reference in January of 2013 determined that the federal 

government, while is not obliged to turn over its originals, was required to 

compile all relevant documents in an organized manner for review by the 

Commission rather than simply providing access to Library and Archives 

Canada for Commission researchers.124 

• Researchers for the Missing Children Project reviewed tens of thousands 

of documents from a database of well over one million documents and 

conducted research for every region of the country. Researchers recorded 

student deaths in every province and territory and for almost every school 

in the system. More than 4100 student deaths were recorded along with 

information relating to the causes of death, and in some cases places of 

burial. 

• A specialized database, which formed a part of the larger Commission’s 

document collection, held all the collected information pertaining to 

deaths, their causes, dates of admission and discharge, and burial 

locations.  

• The database also contained information about fires and accidents 

resulting in death, and the presence of cemeteries in association with 

many schools.  
                                                
124 Fontaine v Canada  (Attorney General),  [2013]  ONSC 684. 
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• The Missing Children research team visited and recorded school 

cemeteries from Inuvik in the Northwest Territories, to Shubenacadie in 

Nova Scotia, and most regions in between. In addition, researchers 

collected information on the location and status of school cemeteries that 

they were unable to visit in person including in Alberta, British Columbia, 

Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Ontario, Quebec, the Northwest Territories, 

Quebec and the Yukon.  

• Researchers identified records of, or information about, more than 50 

cemeteries or burial sites in all regions of the country containing both 

marked and unmarked graves. 

Research Conducted by the Offices of the Chief Coroners and Medical 

Examiners of Canada 

Assistance also came from quarters outside of the Commission. At the 

annual 2012 Intergovernmental Conference of the Chief Coroners and Chief 

Medical Examiners of Canada, Chief Coroners and Medical Examiners in all 

provinces and territories of the country passed a unanimous resolution to 

support the Missing Children Project and, where possible, agreed to assist the 

Commission in identifying Residential School deaths in their records. At the 2013 

annual meeting the Commission was invited to attend and review the research 

accomplished to date. Prior to that time Commission researchers had been in 

contact with the various Chief Coroners offices across the country and many 

were generous with their time and offers of assistance. In most cases, as a 

starting point for their record searches, the Commission provided each office 

with the results of the Commission’s research, namely a record of residential 

school deaths for their province or territory. As a result, the various offices were 

able to assist with a review of their records resulting in additional information 

about previously unknown deaths and further details about known deaths. This 

was particularly useful for deaths that had occurred in the later years of the 
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schools operations where a coroner’s investigation had taken place, however this 

was not the case for most of the recorded deaths in the TRC database.  

Part Two 

Findings and Results 

Graves and Unmarked Burial Sites: Where are the Children Buried?  

Mrs. Annie Gaetz wrote on behalf of the Red Deer City Archives in 1970 to 

the Department of Indian Affairs to ask for the names of twelve children who 

died at the Red Deer Industrial School of scarlet fever and were buried “in a little 

plot by the river, southeast of the brick school. In 1970, one rough wooden cross 

was standing. Mrs. Gaetz lived in the area when the school was in operation and 

notes that sometime between 1919 and 1925 there were nicely made wooden 

crosses painted white with the names of the deceased inscribed on them standing 

by each grave. She concludes:  

 
“I trust you will not consider this too much trouble. It seems too bad for the 
things of the past to be forgotten.”125  
 

Mrs. Gaetz had no idea when she wrote her letter just how much trouble, 

time, and effort would be required for subsequent generations of former students 

of the Red Deer school to rediscover the missing names, nor did she understand 

the work that would be entailed in relocating and marking the little Red Deer 

cemetery after it had almost entirely disappeared from the surface of the 

landscape many years later.126  

Working with Indigenous communities, organizations, and individual 

Survivors, the Graves and Unmarked Burial project was designed to answer the 

third question posed by the Working Group: “Where are the children buried?” 

                                                
125 A. to DIAND Gaetz, 1970, Vol 7, File 701/25-1, Department of Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development, RG 10, Library and Archives Canada. 
126 "Ceremony to Mark Transfer of Wooden Headboards," Red Deer Advocate 28 June, 2011. 
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The results of the Commission’s research attempted to locate burial sites and 

cemeteries associated with the 139 schools across Canada where the many 

children who had not survived their education were buried. 

The research made use of oral testimony obtained through the 

Commission’s statement-taking activities as well as archival documentation 

collected from the Parties to the Settlement Agreement, including site maps, 

drawings, letters, and parish registries. Finally Commission archaeologists 

visited a number of burial sites in person and used standard field methods to 

inspect the ground surface and document possible gravesites and burial 

locations. Gravesites were located using these varied sources prior to making a 

site visit. Commission staff contacted and consulted with local First Nations 

communities before visiting any site or proceeding with mapping and 

photographing. 

Even today many families lack information about the burial locations of 

relatives who died at the Indian Residential schools. Therefore the primary 

purpose of the project was to identify and record cemeteries and unmarked 

grave sites in which residential school students are believed to be buried in all 

regions of the country for the purpose of answering questions about the burial 

locations of these children, who died while in attendance at the schools. A 

selected sample of these sites were visited by Commission researchers and 

further surveyed for information on school burial practices and the condition of 

school cemeteries subsequent to school closures.  

Research Methods: 

The task of identifying both marked and unmarked burial sites in association 

with Indian Residential Schools across Canada required the creative application 

of a variety of research methods ranging from standard archival file review, the 
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taking of statements from family members and Survivors, right through to 

community consultation, and groundtruthing.127 

1. Documentary Research 

• Relevant maps, site plans, diagrams, graphics, land descriptions, 

associated letters, and memos were identified in government and church 

records were reviewed. When relevant documents were located, the 

information was recorded and cited taking into account the school coding 

and noting this in a purpose-designed cemetery database; a brief 

summary was written based on the information in the document. The 

document collection was further searched using keyword terms such as 

“cemeter*”, “grave*”, and “burial” to identify additional relevant records. 

Over 500 entries were recorded in the cemetery database. In this way a 

record of residential school cemeteries began to emerge.  

• Where no documented cemetery records had come to light for particular 

schools in the documents produced for the Commission, Library and 

Archives Canada records were searched online. Priorities were set for 

archival files relevant for school cemeteries that had not been located and 

relevant records were identified and reviewed. 

• Provincial archaeological inventories were searched in British Columbia, 

Ontario, the Northwest Territories, and Alberta for relevant historic 

cemetery sites, or recorded residential school sites, and/or historic 

Indigenous gravesites situated in proximity to Indian Residential schools. 

These were mapped in relation to the schools they were close to. 

                                                
127 Ground trothing is the process used to determine the causes of patterns revealed by remote 

sensing, such as by examining, on the ground, features identified by aerial photography. 
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• In addition, modern cemetery and ancestry websites were consulted for 

the locations of historic cemeteries in the vicinity of Indian Residential 

school locations. Cemeteries on First Nation reserves and within 

municipal districts located nearby a residential school were also identified 

and mapped. This was done to identify contemporaneous cemeteries or 

burial grounds to account for the burials of those students who were 

buried in nearby municipal cemeteries, or in cemeteries on nearby 

reserves rather than at the school. 

• Historic maps and aerial photography collections (ortho-maps) were 

searched in areas with residential schools to identify ground features that 

may indicate informal cemeteries or unmarked burials.  

• The assistance of Anglican, Presbyterian, and United Church archives was 

engaged in locating cemetery locations for denomination specific schools. 

• Finally, where no information had been located for specific schools, a 

review was conducted of secondary source materials, newspapers, 

newsletters and church publications. 

2. Statement and Informant Information: 

• Specific interview questions were drafted for TRC Statement Takers to 

include during staement-taking interviews that pertained to deaths at the 

schools and cemeteries, burials and unmarked graves. As a matter of 

procedure TRC Statement Takers were instructed to consistently ask these 

questions, usually toward the end of the statement-taking interview 

process. A procedure to facilitate identifying those statements that 

included relevant information was put in place so researchers could easily 

find and recall them in the TRC document database.   

• Appropriate protocols for interviewers on issues of death and burials 

were reviewed with TRC Statement Takers and monitored throughout the 

TRC statement gathering process. 
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• Subsequently, researchers conducted a full review of all oral information 

(audio recordings or transcripts) obtained from former students and 

residents living near the schools. When relevant information was obtained 

the data was recorded and cited taking into account the school and noting 

this in the cemetery database; a brief summary was written based on the 

information provided. 

3. Site Assessments and Ground Search 

Researchers with the Commission carried out a number of (20) site visits for the 

purpose of establishing the current location and condition of a representative 

sample of burial locations. The rationale for carrying out this work was twofold:  

• The Commission learned about many unmarked burials places through 

Survivor testimonies and from informants and interested parties, yet there 

was often little or no archival documentation available for these places. 

Therefore site visits were targeted particularly at learning more about 

unmarked gravesites and/or the most disturbed cemetery sites. These were 

frequently the places that former students told the Commission about most 

often at public gatherings and events. 

• It would be difficult to report on these sites without first-hand knowledge 

gained through direct inspection and groundtruthing. Site visits would 

establish the current conditions and record the exact location and state of 

disturbance, particularly for unmarked graves, which in many cases was 

otherwise unknown.  

Six regions were identified and site visits planned for each: the Maritimes, 

Quebec/Ontario, Manitoba/Saskatchewan, Alberta, British Columbia and the 

North for a total of six trips ranging between two to four days each. Appendix 1 

provides a list of cemeteries and unmarked graves visited by the Commission as 

well as the list of all cemeteries identified by Commission researchers and finally 
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a list of corresponding cemetery reports prepared for individual school 

cemeteries. 

 

Research Results: Cemetery Database, Reconnaissance and Mapping 

The primary goal of all research undertaken was to collect information 

about where children who died in the schools are buried. The collected data was 

input into a centralized database for long-term storage and retrieval, and 

eventual archival disposition in the National Centre Truth and Reconciliation. 

Allowing for limited time and resources and with a total population of one 

hundred and thirty-nine recognized residential (139) schools, fifty-nine (59) 

cemeteries were identified in association with individual schools and a total of 

fifty-five (55) individual reports were prepared containing detailed information 

about the history and current condition of each particular cemetery.  

  

Continuing Challenges 

• There continued to be challenges with residential school document collection, 

particularly with the quality of some government records; many site plans were 

historically generated by the Department of Public Works. These often contain 

information about cemeteries on school grounds. However, when they are 

present in the collection at all, the initial reproduction was often so poor that they 

were illegible.  

• Parish records are often kept in local churches near the former school sites. 

These are another important source of burial information not generally 

available in the TRC document collection.  

• Provincial Archaeology Branch Inventories are a useful source of information 

as they often have records of historic cemetery sites and even some former 

Indian Residential School sites. TRC researchers accessed these inventories in 

some provinces, however greater use could be made of this resource. 
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• Current land ownership, jurisdiction and site access issues are a major area of 

research, which the project left essentially unexplored. Much more could be 

done at provincial facilities to discover ownership and jurisdiction as they 

relates to IRS cemeteries. 

• Most IRS cemeteries were informal and unregistered and/or established prior 

to modern provincial legislation for the regulation of cemeteries. Current 

information regarding land ownership is essential as a starting point before 

any initiatives can be undertaken toward the protection of IRS cemeteries 

whether under the relevant provincial cemetery acts or corresponding 

heritage legislation. 

 

 

Figure 4. Child’s headstone inset with marbles. Credit: Kitty Bernick, (2011).  
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 Although the majority of residential school graves are unmarked, Figure 4 

shows a rare marked grave in a well maintained Oblate cemetery in British 

Columbia. The grave of a young girl, a student at St Mary’s IRS who died in 1938 

at the age of eight, it shows her name and age inscribed by hand in the wet 

cement. The edges of this homemade headstone have been inset with children’s 

marbles. 

 

Research and Policy Recommendations  

Student Deaths 

Data collection relating to deaths and burial sites faces the common 

problems in historical analysis including: a lack of primary documentation; 

aggregated data that is difficult to disaggregate to the level at which it would be 

useful; and the issue of racial stereotyping embedded in older archival and 

policy documents. In keeping with the Missing Children Working Group 

recommendations, and under the auspices of the National Centre for Truth and 

Reconciliation, additional research must focus on acquiring data for admission 

and enrolment records for the missing years at the individual school level. This 

research would enable more detailed analyses of trends and more fully elucidate 

accurate rates of disease and death. 

 

Cemeteries and Unmarked Burials 

• A more complete examination of all documents within the collection must 

also be conducted for all schools within the system to discover further 

locations of cemeteries and unmarked burial sites. 	

• A national field program is required to complete the task of identifying all 

IRS cemeteries and unmarked graves. This work must be carried out in all 

regions of the country and in consultation with all affected Indigenous 

communities. 
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• In consultation with Indigenous community initiatives are needed to protect 

and preserve those cemeteries and graves sites, which are currently unmarked.  

• And in consultation with Indigenous communities and heritage conservation 

specialists, initiatives are needed to restore cemetery sites to their former state 

of repair. 

• Indigenous communities must be consulted to explore initiatives for 

commemoration of sites where children may be buried in unmarked graves 

and cemeteries. 

Individual Survivors  

• Individuals, families and Indigenous communities must be provided with 

open access to documents to enable research on missing relatives and/or 

unmarked burials, for example when future gravesites are located. They 

should also be provided with access to consultation and assistance with 

further research to develop initiatives for commemoration through the 

National Centre for Truth and Reconciliation. 

• The IRS National Centre for Truth and Reconciliation should have staff 

available for the specific purpose of assisting Survivors to carry out 

individual case research. 

In conclusion, given its time frame the Commission was unlikely to 

produce a complete record of deaths or burials places within the duration of its 

mandate. Much more work remains to be done; many future avenues will open 

up as more archival and historic government documents are received by the 

National Centre for Truth and Reconciliation subsequent to the end of the 

Commission’s mandate. An important start was made on this essential work and 

the mechanisms are now in place so that research can continue as resources 

become available.  

In the chapters above I have provided a policy and legal framework, as 

well as an archaeological methodology, for the continuation of the work 
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described here. In the chapters that follow I will present an overview of the 

current status and condition of some IRS cemeteries and discuss several 

examples of restorations undertaken by the Indigenous communities who are 

most impacted by the potential loss of this important national historical record of 

residential school burial sites. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

Case Studies  

In this section, a brief discussion on the burial practices of the Department 

of Indian Affairs during the period of the schools’ operation will be followed by 

descriptions of three IRS cemetery sites. These have been included for various 

regions of the country from the Northwest Territories in the far north, to 

Saskatchewan in the central Prairies, and northern Ontario in the east, to the 

illustrate the current state of marked and unmarked IRS cemeteries. This will set 

the context for the chapters that follow on restoration and collaborative research 

approaches.  

Burial Policy and Practice 

In answer to the question: “where are the children buried?” it is generally 

accepted that common practice was to bury children in cemeteries on the school 

grounds and this was often the case. It was not unusual for school site plans to 

include provisions for a cemetery, so that one could be laid out at the time the 

school was constructed. In fact research has shown that dimensions for the later 

cemeteries are consistent on the site plans from one end of the country to the 

other, indicating that even the size of the allotment had been given consideration 

in advance. 

The government schools themselves were built to a consistent model and 

design after the 1920s. The fact that the dimensions for a cemetery were included, 

and were often identical, on site plans for schools in widely distance parts of the 

country indicates that deaths were anticipated and preparations were being 

made well in advance of their occurrence. This further supports research that the 

intention was not to return the bodies of deceased students to their often, very 

distance, home communities.  

However, it was also apparent that children were buried in a variety of 

locales. There was no consistent policy regarding place of burial or 
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transportation of remains other than expedience. Even though the Department 

generated reporting forms used to record deaths, and there were several versions 

used throughout the history of the schools, they never included any information 

about place of burial.128 And although Indian Affairs attempted to avoid the costs 

of shipping remains long distances, there are numerous exceptions to the rule. 

What is true to say is that children were generally buried near the schools 

whether in a school cemetery, a cemetery on a nearby reserve, in a church 

graveyard, or even a local municipal cemetery.     

In the early years of the system, the churches often built schools as a 

component of a Mission settlement; children dying at these early mission schools 

were buried in the mission churchyard or in a larger cemetery nearby that served 

all in the community, both adults and children. Other schools were built near 

reserves, in part to facilitate recruitment. Due to the proximity of their families, 

children’s remains could be sent home or collected by their parents and taken 

back to the reserve for burial.129 In the case of the school on the Sechelt reserve 

the parish records for 1873 described the Benediction of the Sechelt Cemetery for 

this purpose by the Vicar "which the Sechelt have prepared and suitably 

enclosed about two hundred paces to the east of their church at Chat-ledge."130  

The practice of burying children in nearby cemeteries, rather than on the 

school grounds, was in evidence in Inuvik when Commission researchers visited 

there in June 2011; it was possible for example to match deaths of students at the 

Stringer Hall IRS recorded in the Anglican parish records, with the 

                                                
128 "Kuper Island Industrial School - Death of Pupils, 1935 - 1941," 1941, Vol 6457, File 885-23, pt 1, 
Reel C-8779, Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, Cowichan Agency - F.A. 
10-17 Perm, Library and Archives Canada. 
129 Assistant Superintendent of the St. John's Home Letter, Old Sun IRS,, 1895, Vol 3928, File 
117,004-1, Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, RG 10, Library and 
Archives Canada. 
130 Helen Dawe, The Peninsula Times April 11, 1979. 
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corresponding headstones at the local municipal cemetery. 131 This was also 

evident, at the Indian Brook reserve near Shubenacadie IRS when Commission 

researchers visited the reserve in October 2011, where it was possible to observe 

the headstones of residential school students buried in the cemetery there.132 

This school however was the only one in the Maritimes and served a large 

catchment area, so many children would have arrived from some distance. An 

intergenerational Survivor at the TRC’s Atlantic National Event relayed how her 

father had been sent as a young soldier on leave from WWII to collect the body 

of his sister at the school and take her back to a more distant reserve where their 

parents could bury her.133 Other examples in the TRC document collection for 

this school discuss the transport of children’s remains from the hospital in 

Halifax to their home communities; in April 1931 a young girl’s body was sent to 

her Mother’s house in Hantsport for burial, and a few years later in 1934 a 

second girl’s body was sent to Salmon River where her mother was living.134 As 

the school had only opened in 1930, this would suggest that at least during this 

early period the school had no cemetery to receive the children’s remains.  

Several other examples of the transport of children’s bodies are notable 

exceptions to the rule.135 In 1966 following the sudden death of David Neacappo 

at the Shingwauk School, the Department paid to ship his body to Timmins and 

then by air to his home in Fort George, Quebec; they also paid the costs for his 

three brothers to accompany his body despite the existence of a long established 

                                                
131 Anglican Diocese of the Arctic, accessed by the author, June 2011, Church of the Ascension, 
Anglican parish records, on file at 194 Mackenzie Rd. Inuvik, NT. 
132 Alex Maass, "Field Notes," October 25 2011, Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada 
Archives. 
133 Intergenerational Survivor, interview  In discussion with author, October 29 2011. 
134 1931, Vol 6058, File 265-13 pt 2, Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, RG 
10, Library and Archives Canada; 1934, Vol 6058, File 265-13 pt 1, ibid. 
135 nd., Vol 1, File 493/25-13-001, ibid.; "Akaitcho Hall," 1966-1968, File 630-105/12-1,2,3, Part 1, 
Archival Box 229-2, Archival Acc. G-1979-003, Government of Northwest Territories. 
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school cemetery at the Shingwauk School. His three brothers travelled from as 

far away as Toronto and Sudbury to accompany the body home.136  

Nor is it a coincidence that these events occurred later in the operation of 

the schools as parents were more demanding in the closing years. However, 

despite these examples when children were buried at the schools it was in 

general because the Department deemed the cost of sending their bodies’ long 

distances for burial in their home community prohibitive. In 1938 a mother 

requested that the body of her son, who was dying of tubercular meningitis at 

the Spanish IRS in Ontario, be sent to her in Cornwall, Ontario, for burial.137 The 

response from the official at Indian Affairs to the school was:  

I have to point out that it is not the practice of the Department to send 
bodies of Indians by rail excepting under very exceptional circumstances. 
Bodies so shipped have to be properly prepared by the undertakers for 
transshipments under the laws of the province, and the expense of a long 
journey such as this would be would entail an expenditure, which the 
Department does not feel warranted in authorizing.138 

 

The boy’s body was buried in Spanish at the Catholic cemetery near the school.139 

There was also a school for girls in Spanish, Ontario. Two weeks after it 

opened in 1913, a group of students were taken out for a picnic, travelling by 

boat up the Spanish River. The boat capsized and two girls from Garden River 

drowned.140 The school officials stated that they had buried one of the girls at the 

school after being unable to reach her mother within four days. However the 

second girl’s body was not recovered until a week later.141 While her mother 

                                                
136 nd., Vol 6462, File 888-1 pt 2, Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, RG 10, 
Library and Archives Canada. 
137 Indian Affairs J. Howitt to the Secretary, 20 August 1938, Vol 6129, File 471-13 pt 2, ibid. 
138 R.A. Hoey to Howitt, 23 August 1938, Vol 6219, File 471-13 pt 2, ibid. 
139 Shanahan, The Jesuit Residential School at Spanish: ‘more than mere talent’, 15, 96. 
140 N. Dugas to Dear Sir, 25 August 1913, Vol 6217, File 471-1 pt 1, Department of Indian Affairs 
and Northern Development, RG 10, Library and Archives Canada. 
141 Indian Affairs N. Dugas to Secretary, 2 September 1913, ibid. 
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requested that her body be returned home for burial, school authorities decided 

that it was too badly decomposed and the cost too high to ship her body home.142 

Funeral Costs  

Normally funeral costs were a charge against the school administrative 

expenses. In a letter from Principal Scott of Port Alberni IRS in 1941 he requests 

the Department cover burials costs because the child died in hospital. 143  The 

Department agrees to do so for this reason only, but states that transportation 

costs would have to be borne by the school if the principal wished to return the 

body to the home reserve.   

At the height of the influenza epidemic in 1918 Principal Woodsworth of the 

Red Deer Industrial School was overwhelmed by sick students and staff 

“without an isolation ward the dead, the dying, the sick, and the convalescent 

were all together” and found it was impossible to bury the dead. Therefore he 

had the undertaker from Red Deer “take charge and bury the bodies” in Red 

Deer at a cost of $30.00 each for a total approximate cost of $130.00 for which he 

wrote to ask the Department to partially cover the costs. They agreed, perhaps 

because he had been so frugal in his expenditures: 

 I instructed the undertaker to be as careful as possible in his charges, so he 
gave them a burial as near as possible to that of a pauper. They are buried 
two in a grave.144 

 

Christian versus Indigenous Burial Practices  

Christian burial practices were often in conflict with those of the local 

Indigenous community particularly in the early years. After the 1895 death of 

Mabel Cree at the St. John's Home, adjacent to Old Sun IRS, the child’s body was 

taken to the house of her parents on the nearby reserve so “the noise of the 
                                                
142 N. Dugas to J. D. McLean, 28 August 1913, ibid. 
143 Port Alberni IRS Principal Scott, 1941, Vol 6436, File 877-23 pt 1, ibid. 
144 Red Deer Industrial School to DIAND Principal Woodsworth, 1918, Vol 3921, File 116, 818-1B, 
ibid.   
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mourning” could be kept away from the Home premises. Subsequently when the 

Assistant Superintendent at the Home attempted to lead a funeral procession of 

school children, boys and girls two by two, to the grave site for a funeral service, 

several Blackfoot men and women who saw them passing rushed out of a nearby 

house “and shouted at us and would not allow us to go to the grave”. They 

intended to prevent him from taking the children to the grave site.145 

There is an important distinction to be made between traditional 

Indigenous burial practices conducted under normal circumstances where burial 

sites can be dangerous places and lost spirits sometimes roam versus the context 

at the schools where large numbers of children are buried together in a single 

place, often having died as a result of some tragedy such as the Spanish flu or a 

tuberculosis epidemic. The officiating school staff and priests often understood 

little about the cultural practices of the families concerned. In the latter context 

families believe that the children’s spirits continue to roam because there has not 

been a proper ceremonial process to help them on their journey – they remain 

unresolved decades later, still needing to be “brought home” and properly 

acknowledged, fed and feasted by their relatives.146 Communities understand 

this as an unfinished responsibility and a great burden of care, which they carry 

even in the present day.   

Lost Cemeteries Recovered 

The following examples provide a general sense of the current state of 

three IRS burials grounds. There are two examples of sites that had been 

deliberately obscured from the landscape by the Church groups that ran the 

schools. The third example is of a burial site that had become overgrown and 

                                                
145 Old Sun IRS Letter by Assistant Superintendent of the St John's Home, 1895, Vol 3928, File 
117,004-1, ibid. 
146 Morgan Baillargeon, "Walking Among Birds of Fire – Northern Plains Cree Beliefs Concerning 
Death, Mourning, and Feasting with the Dead, which discusses both Traditional and modern day 
adaptations of Cree burial practices" (PhD thesis, University of Ottawa, 2004). 
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almost disappeared into forestland because of the way in which the federal 

government allocated reserve lands subsequent to the closure of the school. As a 

result, they gave ownership of the parcel the cemetery was on to a neighboring 

Indigenous group that had no relatives buried there, cutting off access to the 

families who did have children buried in the cemetery. Despite attempts to 

obscure the physical evidence of these IRS burial grounds, or disregard them in 

subsequent federal land allocations, in all these cases the communities most 

impacted by the loss never allowed the knowledge of their locations to 

completely disappear. 

Fort Providence Indian Residential School Cemetery, Northwest Territories 

A Brief History   

The Fort Providence residential school was an outgrowth of Roman 

Catholic missionary activity that commenced with the establishment of the Notre 

Dame de la Providence mission at the new Fort Providence town site in 1861. The 

mission expanded over the next few years and in 1867 five Grey Nuns were sent 

from Montreal to Fort Providence to carry out teaching and nursing duties. Soon 

one of the sister’s residences was converted to the Sacred Heart Hospital and 

Orphanage and the first mission-run residential school in northern Canada 

began accepting Dene and Métis students.147  

The mission had been built with meagre funds provided by the French 

Catholic church and early conditions were extremely difficult, however by 1882, 

the federal government began supplying an annual $300 grant.148  In 1929, the 

federal government contributed 50% of the cost for a new purpose-built wooden 

                                                
147 Martha McCarthy, The Founding of the Providence Mission, Western Oblate Studies: Proceedings 
of the Symposium on the History of the Oblates in Western and Northern Canada (Edmonton: 
Western Canadian Publishers, 1990). 
148 Ibid. 
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school building. The new school, known as the Sacred Heart Indian Residential 

School was built some distance from the original mission and school.149 

A cemetery associated with the mission known as the Notre Dame de la 

Providence cemetery, had been in use since 1886. It was situated near the early 

mission buildings on the east side of the Mackenzie River (Figure 5). The first 

recorded burial at the cemetery occurred in 1868, and it remained in use for close 

to 60 years until 1929 when the new school was completed. At that point a 

second cemetery was established to the east of the town site, where it is likely 

that most IRS students who died while attending the new Sacred Heart IRS are 

buried.  

 

Figure 5. Old cemetery location as defined by elders and 2003 GPR survey, after Moorman 
(n.d.). Google Earth 2003. Credit: Simon Solomon, (2012). 

 

                                                
149 Ibid. 
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Moorman150 indicates that the names of approximately 150 individuals, 

thought to have died during the 60-year period that the cemetery was in use, are 

inscribed on a monument erected at the site of the cemetery in 1994.  However, 

Albert Lafferty, president of the Fort Providence Métis Nation,151 conducted 

research in 1992 that showed 298 deaths registered with the Notre Dame de la 

Providence Church during the same period, however not all of these were 

necessarily interred in the old cemetery. According to Lafferty, church records 

suggest the majority of those interred at the old cemetery were school children 

and orphans.  

In 1948, about 15 years after the old cemetery had ceased to be used, the 

Catholic school authorities had the remains of eight religious and teaching staff; 

priests, Christian brothers, and Grey nuns, exhumed and moved to the second, 

newer cemetery established to serve the 1929 school. They took down the fence 

demarcating the old cemetery, ploughed the field, and planted potatoes and 

other vegetables (Figure 6).152 Albert Canadien, a Dehcho Dene, was a student at 

Sacred Heart in the 1950s. He recalls that potatoes and other crops were grown in 

this field.153 It was expected that the schools would make efforts to supply 

themselves by cultivating any land they were allotted in conjunction with the 

school grounds. Tellingly, the old cemetery ceased to be cultivated in 1975, the 

same year the 1929 IRS, finally closed its doors.154 

                                                
150 Brian Moorman, Delineation of the “old” Graveyard at Fort Providence, Northwest Territories (On 
file with the Prince of Wales Norther Heritage Centre, Yellowknife: Department of Geography 
and Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of Calgary, n.d.). 
151 "Fort Providence Métis Nation," Dehcho First Nations, last modified 2010  
http://www.dehcho.org/members/fort_providence_Métis .htm. 
152 Chris H Hugenholtz, Brian J Moorman, and Tom Andrews, "Integration of Geomatics and 
Traditional Knowledge to Relocate the Original Fort Providence Cemetery, NWT," (Manuscript 
on file with the author, n.d.). 
153 Albert Canadien, From Lishamie (Penticton: Theytus Books, 2010). 
154 Ibid. 
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Figure 6. Map of Fort Providence ca.1944 with the cemetery and nearby cultivated fields shown 
(Taylor 1945: 210). Credit: Simon Solomon, (2012). 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, community Elders never lost sight of the 

cemetery and once the field was no longer under cultivation, in the mid-70s, local 

Métis Elders marked the corners from memory. They made the boundary 

markings more permanent in the 1990s, using six steel posts.155 And with 

support from local MLA Stephen Kakfwi,156 they erected a monument at the site 

on Treaty Day in June 1994, which listed 150 names of many children and adults 

buried there (Figure 7). 

Subsequently, the territorial archaeologist for the Northwest Territories, 

with geophysicists from the University of Calgary, conducted ground 

penetrating radar (GPR) investigations in 2003 to confirm the site boundaries as 

demarcated by the Elders some years earlier.157 Photogrammetry was used to 

analyze two aerial photographs taken in 1930 and 2001 respectively. The earlier 

photograph, taken from an oblique angle, showed the original fence outline. This 

                                                
155 Hugenholtz, Moorman, and Andrews, "Integration of Geomatics and Traditional Knowledge 
to Relocate the Original Fort Providence Cemetery, NWT." 
156 Stephen Kakfwi was the longest serving Member of the Legislative Assembly, of the 
Northwest Territorial government and Premier from 2000 to 2003. 
157 Hugenholtz, Moorman, and Andrews, "Integration of Geomatics and Traditional Knowledge 
to Relocate the Original Fort Providence Cemetery, NWT." 
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was digitally superimposed over the modern photograph allowing the site 

boundary to be recreated in plan view. The GPR survey revealed a plough layer, 

which extended approximately 40 cm below the surface, below that subsurface 

disturbances typically associated with burials were evident within 2 m of the 

surface. 

The GPR work was designed to cover an area considerably larger than 

that outlined by the Elders. Nevertheless, most of the burials fell within the area 

demarcated by them, or within 15 m outside of the metal posts they had erected 

to mark the cemetery boundaries in the 1990s. The territorial archaeologist 

worked with the community in support of their choice not to have the cemetery 

listed in the inventory of NWT archaeological sites so that they would have the 

option to reopen it should they wish to do so.  

This methodology demonstrates the power of community-based research; 

the knowledge of the Elders and other community members combined with the 

work of willing researchers with access to modern scientific methods allowed 

this community to reclaim a site of spiritual significance and in the process 

produce a fuller understanding a shared past. 
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Figure 7. Monument at Fort Providence Cemetery site. Credit: B. Moorman, (2003).  

 

Muscowequan Indian Residential School Cemetery, Saskatchewan 

Brief History:  

Originally constructed on the Muscowequan reserve in Saskatchewan, as 

one of the country’s early industrial day schools, the federal government 

converted the school into a residential institution in 1888.158 The Catholic Church, 

which administered the school, wished to bring children living at a distance to 

the school year-round and the government was glad to oblige.159 In fact many of 

the original Industrial Schools were converted in a similar fashion during this 

                                                
158 Annual Report of the Department of Indian Affairs for the year ended 31 December 1888, Department 
of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, (1889), xii. 
159 Ibid. 
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period. And once established, the Muscowequan Indian Residential School 

continued to operate, in various buildings, at various locations, and under 

various names, (it was also called Lestock and Torchwood) for almost a hundred 

years until 1997.160 After that year the federal government devolved the school to 

First Nation management and it became know as the Muscowequan Education 

Centre (MEC), which continues to operate today. 

At some point in the late 19th or early 20th centuries, a cemetery was 

established behind the original school building.161 Today this site is located on 

the Muscowequan I.R. No. 85. The original cemetery was closed in 1930, with the 

construction of a new school building and – similar to Fort Providence in the 

previous example – a second graveyard was opened approximately 2.5 km 

away.162 As funding was always precarious the churches were perpetually 

closing, expanding, and moving schools to new sites, while maintaining the same 

catchment area – usually within several kilometres of the original site – in an 

ongoing attempt to maximize enrolment and increase their per capita grants. 

Thus many schools have a history of multiple locations and associated multiple 

gravesites. If they were not deliberately ploughed over, as time passed the earlier 

cemeteries fell into disuse and fences and markers into disrepair. In this way 

many previously well-marked cemeteries became obscured on the landscape. 

At the Muscowequan school students of Cree, Saulteaux, Métis, and even 

European ancestry, as well as adults, were interred in the first graveyard163. The     

Spanish flu pandemic (1918-1920) hit the residential schools particularly hard 

and many graves at the Muscowequan site are thought to be attributable to 
                                                
160 Contract, 30 June 1997, File 28, DIAND Residential Schools Record Offices, Muskowekwan 
Residential School Box 56, Library and Archives Canada. 
161 "Report to Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development," 23 March 1993, File 28, 
Ottawa Muscowequan Box 23, IRS Historical Files Collection - Resolution Sector, Library and 
Archives Canada.   
162 W. H. Pope to Col. Jones, 6 October 1960, Vol 1, File 121/6-2, Edmonton Acc. E1997-98/318, 
Box 5, Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, Library and Archives Canada. 
163  "Report to Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development", 23 March 1993, Library 
and Archives Canada. 
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deaths during this period.164 After 1930, interments took place at the second 

cemetery.  

With construction of a new school and the establishment of a second 

cemetery, a number of graves were moved in 1935. Then in 1944, according to 

former students, the priest leveled the rest of the cemetery and removed the 

grave markers.165 Subsequently, a number of buildings associated with the school 

complex; a workshop, a kindergarten and nursery, and a grade school building, a 

garage, a tractor shed, a storage building and nine residences for teachers and 

staff were constructed by the Department of Indian Affairs on the site of the 

graveyard in the 1960s and 1970s.166 An examination of Figure 8 shows how later 

structures were built within the boundaries of the original cemetery site (in 

dotted outline at the back of the site).   

The federal government took administrative control back from the 

churches, in 1969167 including of the Muscowequan school, and over the next 

decade, an ad hoc advisory committee, made up of local band representatives, 

was established. By 1980, this board assumed managerial control over the 

Muscowequan Education Centre.168 The land the institution once stood on just 

off the reserve became part of lands owned by the First Nation.169  

As buildings now obscured the original burial ground, additional portions 

of the cemetery were impacted by construction with the installation of a new 

sewage line for the Muscowequan Education Centre in 1992. Over three days in 

July 1992, heavy earth moving machinery disturbed 19 of the graves170. 

 

                                                
164 Ibid. 
165 Ibid. 
166 Ibid. 
167 Ibid. 
168 Ibid. 
169 Ibid. 
170 Ibid. 
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Figure 8 Sketch of cemetery location Muskowekwan, Box 14, File 34, DIAND. Modifications 
Credit: Simon Solomon, (2012). 

 

The community was deeply disturbed by this discovery and the band 

council demanded that Indian Affairs halt further construction of the line. Later 

that year, Western Heritage Services Ltd. was employed to conduct a ground 

penetrating radar survey in an effort to locate further graves and identify the 

cemetery boundaries. By this time the disturbance was too great and the 

company was unable to determine the exact location of the graveyard.171 The 

community commissioned a monument in 1996 to commemorate the unmarked 

cemetery, and plans were made for the removal of existing buildings. This site 

has seen considerable disturbance over the past 6 decades. As of 2011 it sat as an 

unmarked field on the Muscowequan reserve (Figure 9). More recently 

                                                
171 Ibid. 
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community members working with researchers at the University of Regina have 

begun renewed efforts to research the history of unmarked graves at this school. 

 

 

Figure 9. Cemetery at the site of Muscowequan IRS. Credit: Connie Walker, (2012). 

 

St John’s Indian Residential School Cemetery, Chapleau, Ontario   

Brief History  

The Chapleau Indian Boarding School was located on a 62-hectare tract of 

land north of the town of Chapleau that was granted to the Anglican Church by 

the Department of Indian Affairs. The new school began accepting students in 

January 1907 172 (Figure 10). By 1908, within six months of opening its door, 

seven of the 31 students in attendance had died. The school was temporarily 

                                                
172 St. John’s Indian Residential School, Chapleau, Ontario, Photo Album, ed. Edward G Sadowski 
(Sault Ste Marie: Algoma University College (Draft Copy), 2005), 4. 
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closed due to illness in June. But by July, another student had died, with 

tuberculosis  

 

Figure 10. Class of 1908, the first students at the Chapleau Indian Boarding School (DIA 
School Files RG10 Vol. 6191 File 462-1 part 1). 

 

suspected in all eight deaths.173 DIA official Martin Benson wrote to the Deputy 

Superintendent General in September saying he thought “the excessive death 

rate at this school should be enquired into”, noting that there was no record that 

medical examinations had been conducted on any of the students prior to 

admission. He recommended that the Indian Agent see to it that a “medical 

                                                
173 Letter, 2 July 1915, Vol 6191, File 462-1 pt 1, Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, RG 
10, Library and Archive Canada. 
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man” examine all the students and discharge any found unfit.174. Nevertheless, 

enrolment increased apace, so that by 1914 with close to 50 students, the school 

was considered beyond its capacity by the Department’s own standards and new 

accommodations were needed. The Church was given funds and a second tract 

of land, this time 277 hectares for a new school building with a capacity of 100 

students. St. John’s Indian Residential School was built some distance from the 

first school 3 to 4 km south of the town of Chapleau. St. John’s IRS opened in 

1921, and the Chapleau Indian Boarding School closed and then burned down in 

1924175.  

The second school operated at full capacity for the duration of its 

operation until it closed in 1948.176 Given the early deaths discussed above; it’s 

likely that a cemetery associated with the Chapleau Indian Boarding School 

operated between 1907-1921. Although its location is currently unknown it is 

probable that it is located on the tract of land granted to the original school. A 

later cemetery associated with St. John’s IRS came into use after the new school 

opened in 1921 and is better documented.177. Louise Tremblay Etter, a local 

Chapleau researcher, has recorded more than 70 student deaths over the period 

of operation for both schools.178  

Mike Cachagee, a member of the Chapleau Cree First Nation, attended St 

John’s IRS. He is the acting Executive Director of the National Residential School 

Survivors Society. He has reported that students dug some of the graves in this 

cemetery. He vividly recalls, "children burying children" at the graveyard 

                                                
174 Letter, 4 September 1908, Vol 6191, File 462-1 pt 1, Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, 
RG 10, Library and Archive Canada. 
175 Auger, Indian Residential Schools in Ontario, 140-43. 
176  "St John's School - Chapleau, ON," Anglican Church of Canada,  accessed 14 June 2017  
http://www.anglican.ca/relationships/trc/histories/st-johns-chapleau  
177 Auger, Indian Residential Schools in Ontario, 138. 
178 Louise Tremblay Etter. St. John’s Residential School Deaths 1915—1938 Unpublished document 
on file, Truth and Reconciliation Commission, 2012, Memorandum, 12 Septemeber 1960, Vol 1, 
File 411/36-7-15, Box X, 52-121, National Capital Regional Service Centre, Library and Archives 
Canada. 
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attached to this residential school. “The image of older boys digging graves and 

carrying caskets at St. John's residential school, in Chapleau, northern Ontario, 

haunts Cachagee”.179 Children were often sent home once they became ill so it is 

likely that some students are interred in cemeteries on the nearby Chapleau Cree 

reserve, the Brunswick House IR No.76B, and in other nearby First Nations 

communities. Upon its closure, most pupils were transferred to the residential 

schools at Moose Factory and Sault Ste. Marie.180 Once St. John’s closed in 1948, 

the graveyard fell out of use.  

The property was eventually sold and the site was cleared.181 A letter 

written by Indian Agent F. Matters in 1940 refers to “the St. John’s Indian 

Residential School burial ground.”182 However, a memorandum written in 1960, 

twelve years after the closure of St. John’s IRS, refers to the same cemetery as the 

“Chapleau Ojibway Cemetery.”183 The name change indicated that the IRS 

cemetery had also changed ownership, and reflected the fact that once the 

schools closed and the Churches had withdrawn, the federal government gave 

little consideration to the schools’ religious denominations as they impacted 

communities. The cemetery site had been allocated as reserve land to the 

traditionally Catholic Chapleau Ojibway First Nation, although the Anglican 

Chapleau Cree community had been the main source of students for the school, 

thereby further alienating the community from the cemetery, in which their 

relatives were interred. 

During the summer of 2012 TRC archaeologists located, surveyed, and 

mapped the cemetery associated with St. John’s IRS in a wooded area located on 

                                                
179 "More Survivor Interviews Needed," vlex.com, last modified 29 August 2009  
http://ca.vlex.com/vid/more-survivor-interviews-needed-65611635. 
180 "St John's School - Chapleau, ON," Anglican Church of Canada. 
181  "St John's School - Chapleau, ON," Anglican Church of Canada.  
182 Letter, 29 October 1940, Vol 6193, File 462-13 pt 1, Department of Indian Affairs Canada, RG 
10, Library and Archives Canada. 
183 Memorandum, 12 Septemeber 1960, Vol 1, File 411/36-7-15, Box X, 52-121, National Capital 
Regional Service Centre, Library and Archives Canada.. 
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the Chapleau Ojibway Indian Reserve No. 74A. The dimensions were inferred 

from the remains of a wooden fence, which appeared to surround most of the 

graveyard at some point in the past (Figure 11). A number of small tin grave 

markers assumed to be DIA standard issue (personal communication, Mike 

Cachagee) were located and can be seen in Figure 12. 

 

 

Figure 11. Fence remnants of the cemetery associated with St. John’s IRS. Credit: Alex Maass, 
(2012). 

 

Until recently, as can seen above, the cemetery near St. John’s IRS was badly in 

need of restoration. The lack of formal boundaries had resulted in further 

disturbance to the graveyard; Mike Cachagee noted that a local snowmobile club 

had a trail running though the cemetery: 

You go back to the cemetery and it's sad. You think of your own years in 
that school and you think the church can't even look after these 
cemeteries," said Cachagee, who says when he returned to the cemetery a 
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number of years ago it was to find the local snowmobile club cutting a 
path through the unmarked graves. "People have traveled 800 or 900 km 
to visit the graves of their relatives and they couldn't find them. They 
were all grown over. All you could see there were indentations and 
mounds."184 
 

 

Figure 12. The front side of a tin grave marker, the decedent’s information was likely recorded 
on a piece of material inserted behind a glass window (broken on this example). Credit: Alex 
Maass, (2012). 

Discussion and Conclusion 

This chapter has examined the cultural divide between Christian and 

Indigenous burial practices and the longstanding federal policy of burying 

children near their schools rather than returning the bodies of deceased students 

to their home communities. Expedience and financial considerations were seen to 

take precedence over concern for the needs of families in the face of the loss of a 

                                                
184 Mike Cachagee, of the Chapleau Cree First Nation, interview in "More Survivor Interviews 
Needed," vlex.com. 
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child. Further, these practices illustrate, in combination with the three case 

studies presented here, that authorities gave no thought to the preservation or 

conservation of IRS burials grounds once the schools had closed. Attempts to 

decommission school cemeteries after the bodies of teaching and religious staff 

had been exhumed and reburied elsewhere by the churches that managed the 

schools, further illustrate their failure to recognize Indigenous family structures 

as legitimate and therefore worthy of the same respect their own members 

deserved.  

Nevertheless, for the communities whose relatives are buried in them 

these places retain spiritual importance. Whether as a result of neglect, or a 

concerted effort to obscure their presence on the landscape, unmarked IRS 

cemeteries never become completely lost as long as they continue to have 

resonance for the families and the larger community that sent generations of 

their youth to these schools.  

 



CHAPTER SIX 

Commemoration and Cemetery Restoration Initiatives 

 

Introduction 

As shown in the previous chapter many previously marked cemeteries 

have been lost or fallen into disrepair since the closure of the schools beginning 

in the 1970s. More recently a growing number of communities in all parts of the 

country have taken the opportunity to use commemoration funding available 

through the TRC to initiate cemetery recovery and restoration projects.  In the 

following chapter a series of restoration initiatives and ceremonies are discussed 

to illustrate both the heritage value and meaningful healing power of 

commemoration for Indigenous communities who are coming to terms with the 

traumatic effects of residential schooling.  

This series begins with the St John’s school in Chapleau discussed at the 

end of the last chapter and goes on to examine recovery work at Red Deer IS and 

restoration at File Hills IRS, as well as efforts to save the Regina IRS from 

development. In each case the work has been initiated and led by the 

communities whose children are buried, largely in unmarked graves, in the 

cemeteries in question. Often these initiatives have involved the coming together 

of several neighbouring groups and travel from more distance communities was 

often also required, as it was not unusual for the Department of Indian Affairs 

(DIA) to send children great distances from their home communities to attend 

the schools. 

 

Commemoration 

The prime motivation for the restoration, then, is always the need to put 

right past neglect, and dishonor, and to acknowledge the loss families and 

communities experienced through multiple generations. In the cases that follow, 
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the cemeteries have been identified and their presence re-established on the 

landscape, but individual graves often remain unmarked, (with some notable 

exceptions - Shingwauk IRS). This is because the work of naming and recording 

the dead and relocating the cemeteries has, by necessity, proceeded along two 

separate tracks since in most cases a burial location was never recorded to 

accompany the record of death when that is available at all.185 So while the 

magnitude of the numbers of deaths is beginning to be understood for individual 

schools, the burial location of many of those individual deaths remains unknown 

until further remote sensing or other research can be carried out. 

Restorations are marked by a ceremony to bring the children home and to 

feed and feast them according to the Indigenous traditions of individual 

communities. Even when there is no physical cemetery to commemorate, in the 

cases where the location of unmarked graves is still unknown, communities 

sometimes hold these ceremonies at former school sites or in their community 

halls to bring a sense of resolution and reconciliation to their members. In the 

period after 2011, such events could be supported under the Indian Residential 

School Settlement Agreement. As a component of the settlement agreement the 

TRC administered a commemoration fund of 20 million dollars between 2011 

and 2014.186 Individual Survivors, Indigenous communities, and reconciliation 

advocacy groups were invited to apply for funds to hold statement gathering or 

commemoration events of various kinds or support specific projects that could 

include cemetery site restoration and honouring ceremonies.187  

                                                
185 "Record of Registration of Death form," Vol 6331 File 660-23 pt 1, RG 10, National Archives of 
Canada. 
186 "Indian Residential School Settlement Agreement," IRSSA,  accessed Jan 15, 2015  
www.residentialschoolsettlement.ca/schools.html. 
187 Cooper-Bolam, "Healing Heritage." 
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St John’s Indian Residential School Cemetery, Restored  

The Chapleau Cree community received restoration funding from the 

TRC in the summer of 2013, and with assistance from the Ontario Provincial 

Police, Search and Rescue Unit (arranged through the Ontario Coroner’s office), 

unmarked graves at this site were identified and marked once more (Figure 13 

and 14). The site was cleared of brush and fenced (Figure 15), with markers laid 

at individual graves. A monument was erected with the names of the students 

and a commemoration ceremony was held to honour the children buried there.188 

Nishnawbe Aski Nation Deputy Grand Chief Alvin Fiddler, Chapleau Cree First 

Nation Chief Keeter Corston, and First Nation community members took part.  

 

 

                                                
188 "Remembering the Children: Commemoration 2012-2013 - Project Descriptions," Department 
of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, last modified 2013  http://www.aadnc-
aandc.gc.ca/eng/1370974253896/1370974471675. 
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Figure 13. Recording a grave location in 2012 before gravesite restoration. Credit: Alex Maass, 
(2012). 

 
 
 
 
 
At the ceremony, Deputy Grand Chief Fiddler said:  

It is critical that the unmarked burial sites of these and all residential 
school children be found and the remains be put to rest in an appropriate 
and respectful manner…The identification and acknowledgement of these 
and other unmarked gravesites are a sad but very important part of the 
healing process to help First Nations overcome the devastating legacy of 
the Indian Residential School system.189  
 

 

                                                
189 Wawatay News 40, no. 33 (August 22, 2013). 
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Figure 14. Permanent marker placed in front of original tin marker. Credit: Jane Luhtasaari, 
2012. 

 

United Church Reconciliation Initiatives  

As with the cemetery at St. John’s IRS in Chapleau, for the most part school 

cemeteries were informal, they were not registered, and they had no legal status. 

There were, therefore, few protections to prevent previously marked cemeteries 

from being decommissioned by school authorities when the school was moved, 

or when the land was sold after the school closed, as was the case with the 

unmarked burial ground discussed above at the Muscowequan IRS in Lestock, 

Saskatchewan. 

 

 

Figure 15. St John’s IRS, Chapleau, after restoration in 2013. Credit: Jane Luhtasaari, (2013). 

 

In this case the cemetery came to light some years later when the 

Department of Indian Affairs was laying down drain tile for construction 

upgrades on the reserve. Although the construction was subsequently halted, 

many graves were disturbed at this time. 
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While historic examples of decommissioning of school cemeteries were 

not uncommon, there have also been attempts, notably by the United Church of 

Canada, to work with Indigenous communities and their members in local 

congregations near the former sites of schools the Church administered to find 

and honour the descendant families of deceased students. The next two examples 

are cases in point: the Red Deer Indian Industrial School and the File Hills Indian 

Residential School. 

 

 

Figure 16. White Whale Indians (now Paul First Nation) visit with their children at Red Deer 
Industrial School, 1910. They had travelled over 100 miles, walking most of the way, to reach 
the school. Credit: The United Church of Canada Archives, Toronto (93.049P/861N). 

 

Red Deer Industrial School, Red Deer, Alberta  

From 1893 to 1919, the government-owned Red Deer Indian Industrial 

School was operated by the Methodist Church of Canada, serving a Methodist 

Indian constituency from northern Alberta reserves. At the request of the Church 

and in agreement with the government, Red Deer was closed in 1919. A cemetery 

in conjunction with the school and mission was established about 1893 on the 

nearby banks of Kinickinik (Sylvan) Creek. 
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In 2008 the consulting firm Alberta Western Heritage undertook an 

archeological assessment in advance of a proposed subdivision development 

located on a parcel of land within 500 m of the original site of the Red Deer 

Indian Industrial School. The school, established in 1892, (Figure 16) was 

associated with a known but unofficial cemetery, which had been in regular use 

until the school closed in 1919. Once a public road allowance, the site had 

devolved into a private land holding. 

Although this cemetery was recorded as an archaeological site in the 

province of Alberta, the location had never been confirmed. Using a combination 

of archival research, historical air photo analysis and informant interviews 

Western Heritage established the most likely location of the cemetery to be 1 km 

to the northeast of its recorded location. The brush was cleared (Figure 17) and a 

site inspection conducted revealing at least 20 elongated ground depressions in 

an area approximately 15 m x 20 m although historical records indicate a total of 

50 interments are possible at this location.190 

The archaeologists at Alberta Western Heritage related that while on-site 

inspecting the cemetery area, the landowner produced four wooden grave 

markers that had been removed from this location some years earlier. The 

headboards are marked with faded engravings, bearing some names, initials and 

dates. They are made of wood with slightly rounded corners in the shape of 

stone grave markers, and appeared to have rotted away from their positions at 

the head of a grave (Figure 18). These headboards were subsequently placed on 

permanent display in the Red Deer Museum in a ceremony and procession 

through the streets of the town of Red Deer (Figure 19).191 

                                                
190 Steve Garcin and Terrance Gibson, "Permit 2008-395: An Investigation of the Red Deer 
Industrial School Cemetery in the Vicinity of the Moore Meadows Subdivision Development, Red 
Deer, AB.," (Unpublished report by Alberta Western Heritage Inc. to EXH Engineering/Genivar, 
Red Deer, Alberta, 2008). 
191 Erin Fawcett, Red Deer Express July 6 2011. 
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Concurrently, the local congregation of the United Church of Canada in 

Red Deer learned of the cemetery’s existence and began work with the Métis and 

First Nation descendants of former Red Deer students, in a gesture of 

reconciliation, to research the history of the school and protect the cemetery. 

Over the summer of 2009, local church members formed a working group and 

began to make contact with the First Nations and Métis communities that had 

sent students to the school. Later that year, with the landowner’s permission, 

representatives of a number of local Indigenous communities visited the 

cemetery for the first time. They began to plan a series of four annual ceremonies 

to free the spirits of the children, and bring them home. 

 

Figure 17. This photo shows the condition of Red Deer Cemetery in 2008, after brush clearing, 
with several depressions visible in the foreground. Credit: Western Heritage, (2008).  

 

Subsequently the Remembering the Children Society was formed to 

continue to work for the preservation of the cemetery, and to share the history 

and legacy of the school. With the assistance of the United Church, the Society 
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published guidelines to assist others who might undertake similar 

commemoration projects.192 

 

 

Figure 18. One of four wooden headboards removed from the Red Deer Cemetery many years 
earlier and curated by the Moore family. Credit: Western Heritage, (2008). 

 

 

 

                                                
192 Cecile Fausak, Remembering the Children: Guidelines for Initiating Projects Involving Indian 
Residential School Cemeteries and Unmarked Burials (Edmonton: Remember the Children Working 
Group, 2011). 
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Figure 19. Drummers lead the procession in 2011 to take the grave markers to the Red Deer 
Museum and Art Gallery. Credit: The Remembering the Children Society, (2011). 

 

File Hills Indian Residential School, Saskatchewan  

The File Hills Indian Residential School dates from an earlier day school 

first opened in 1884 by the Presbyterian Church in a small building erected on 

the Little Black Bear Reserve of Treaty No. 4. Low attendance and the Riel 

uprising brought the temporary closing of the school. The new residential school 

was constructed ca. 1888, by the Presbyterian Mission Board with assistance from 

the Department of Indian Affairs (DIA), which owned the buildings. The new 

school was adjacent to the File Hills Agency buildings outside Okanese Reserve, 

about 120 km northeast of Regina, Saskatchewan. The original school was 

replaced with a newer structure in 1910.193 It was operated by the Women’s 

Missionary Society of the Presbyterian Church and, after 1925, by the United 

Church of Canada. In 1897, the Reverend George Flett, later followed by his wife 

                                                
193 "Brief Administrative History of the Residential Schools & the Presbyterian Church in 
Canada’s Healing and Reconciliation Efforts," Presbyterian Church in Canada Archives,  accessed 
15 Jun 2017  
http://www.stjameschatham.com/Truth_and_Reconciliation_Resources_files/Administrative%
20History%20of%20Residential%20Schools.pdf. 8. 
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Mary in 1912, were both “buried in the Indian cemetery behind the church that 

they had established.”194  

During a visit to the cemetery in April 2012, two Okanese community 

members who attended File Hills from the mid-1940s stated most of the children 

interred there came from Northern Saskatchewan as local children were buried 

in cemeteries on the surrounding reserves. They believe there are 12-14 graves at 

the cemetery, including adults.195  

The cemetery is located on Okanese Indian Reserve No. 82, 400 m to 800 m 

from the former residential school site on the Okanese reserve, near several 

sundance lodges extant in April 2012. There may have been a white picket fence 

surrounding the cemetery in the 1920s, but it had disappeared by 2012. The site 

is low lying and prone to flooding. In June of 2012 as the spring run off had been 

very heavy, the low-lying site was underwater and remained so for most of the 

summer.196 

By August 2013 at the second Remembering the Children feast on the 

Okanese First Nations reserve, the File Hills IRS cemetery has been completely 

recovered and restored although exact burials locations remained unknown and 

boundaries – marked with a new fence – had been arbitrarily established (Figure 

20).  The community had built a road into the cemetery where only a trail had 

existed previously. They moved 4 large stones, which had been found on the old 

trail into the area, to the two entrances to the cemetery.  They cleared the area, 

built the fence and erected 32 crosses, large and small, over the course of the 

summer months in 2013 in time for the August commemoration, attended by 

close to 90 former students and their relatives. 

                                                
194 Alvina Block, "George Flett, Presbyterian Missionary to the Ojibwa at Okanase," Manitoba 
Historical Society 1999. 
195 Cecile Fausak, 24 April 2012, Personal communication to author. 
196 Alex Maass, "Field Notes" 24 April, 2012, Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada 
Archives. 
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The Elders had no desire to disturb the gravesite by doing a ground 

search. They had agreed to erect 32 white crosses to mark 32 graves based on 

local accounts of school deaths and had also heard stories that parents requested 

to be buried with their children, and so had erected several larger crosses to 

represent the adults. They had determined the location of the fence by memory. 

No ground penetrating radar study (GPR) was conducted or desired. The need 

for an exact site boundary had less importance than the need to mark and 

commemorate the lost children that lay in that general area. Further ceremonies 

were planned for the following years.    

 

 

Figure 20. File Hills IRS Cemetery after restoration. Credit: Cecile Fausak, (2013). 

 

Regina Industrial School, Regina, Saskatchewan 

Another example is the little cemetery on the outskirts of the City of 

Regina, formerly associated with the Regina Industrial School (IS). It drew local 
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municipal attention in 2012 in light of proposed development by the new private 

landowners; development that might have seen it disturbed and perhaps 

destroyed. Fortunately the city’s Heritage Committee with help from a professor 

at the Canadian Plains Research Center at the University of Regina worked to 

save this cemetery from land development. 197 And in collaboration with local 

First Nations and the private landowners they have been able to raise support for 

its preservation.198  

The Regina Industrial School was in operation from 1891-1910,199 when it 

became the Regina City Jail in 1911, and then in 1919, the Boys Detention House 

at Wolseley was moved into the vacant building.200 The structure housed the 

province’s delinquent and dependent youth until it burned down in 1948.201 

Today the Paul Dojack Youth Detention Centre sits on the land formerly 

occupied by the school.202 The small cemetery, approximately 33 by 18 meters, 

sits on what was the northwest corner of the school’s farm land: as of June 2012, 

when the site was surveyed it was still demarcated by an old wooden fence.203 

There may be 35-40 graves, two of the graves belong to Marjorie and James 

Sinclair, children of J. A. Sinclair, the second principal of the school. 204  

                                                
197 David McLennan, Cemetery2.ppt (University of Regina: Canadian Plains Research Center, 
2012). 
198 Micki Cowan, "Regina residential school cemetery gets provincial heritage status," CBC News 
Jul 26, 2017. 
199 "Brief Administrative History of the Residential Schools & the Presbyterian Church in 
Canada’s Healing and Reconciliation Efforts," Presbyterian Church in Canada Archives, 9. 
200 "Background Information: Regina Indian Industrial School," City of Regina,  accessed 15 June 
2017 
http://reginask.iqm2.com/Citizens/Detail_Communication.aspx?ID=7548&highlightTerms=Re
gina%20Indian%20residential%20school%20cemetery. 
201 Ibid. 
202 Ibid. 
203 Ibid. 
204 Ibid. 
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By 1921, the cemetery associated with the school had fallen into 

disrepair.205 The fence, that had once surrounded the graveyard, was destroyed 

by a prairie fire, and the cemetery itself may have become part of the adjacent 

field. Cattle trampled the site, knocking over crosses and flattening the mounds 

of the individuals interred there. In 1921, the cemetery was federally owned land, 

and the Presbyterian Women’s Missionary Society of Canada wrote to the DIA 

with a request to have it transferred to the Presbyterian Church206. However this 

request seems to have gone unheeded. Originally a prairie environment, (Figures 

21 & 22) the site was potentially threatened by the development of a 4-lane 

twinned highway until receiving heritage designation by the City of Regina in 

2017.207   

                                                
205 Presbyterian Women's Missionary Society to W. M. Graham Mrs McAra, Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs, 14 November 1921, Vol 3927, File 116,836-1C, Department of Indian Affairs and 
Northern Affairs, RG 10, Library and Archives Canada. 
206 Ibid. 
207 Cowan, "Regina residential school cemetery gets provincial heritage status." 
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Figure 21. Regina school cemetery seen in the relation to the road in 2012. Credit: David 
McLennan, (2012). 
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Figure 22. Regina school cemetery with fence in 2012. Credit: David McLennan, (2012). 

Discussion and Conclusion 

In all except one of the short cases studies presented above First Nation 

communities have undertaken projects that document and restore IRS burial 

grounds on their own initiative. In so doing they have begun to reverse the trend 

that has seen these sites be allowed to deteriorate for decades by the churches 

and the federal government. The exception is the Regina school, which being 

more urban initially came to the attention of the City of Regina Heritage 

Committee due to a development proposal. However the local First Nations 

quickly became involved once they were aware of the situation.  Each of these 

initiatives also involved the coming together of neighbouring groups acting as 

one.  

As referenced in the introductory chapter to this thesis, the TRC allocated 

20 million in funding that it had available for commemoration over two years of 
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its mandate in 2012 and 2013. National and regional Indigenous organizations, as 

well as many individual communities in every part of the country, applied in 

almost 100 separate commemoration initiatives, resulting in a nation-wide 

Indigenous effort to memorialize and commemorate every aspect of the 

Indigenous experience in Canada208.  

A small number of these projects involved research to identify community 

members who had died as students at the schools and/or cemetery restoration 

combined with ceremonies to honour the dead. As with the case studies 

described above, communities sought to recover the physical place of the burial 

ground even though the names and exact locations of those buried there may be 

unknown. And even though it may also not be possible to know exactly how 

they may be related to the individual children buried there. The File Hills 

cemetery is a case in point. Here the option of a non-invasive ground penetrating 

radar study was unwanted. For these Elders it is less important to know exactly 

where the individual graves are, than it is to honour all the children buried there 

and to re-establish a physical and spiritual presence on the landscape. Clearly, 

some individual families and friends want to know the exact location of lost 

loved ones. This is the dichotomy between the individual need for closure and 

the collective need for memorialization. In a broader context the motivation for 

restoration and memorialization serves both the individual need to acknowledge 

the loss and the collective community need to honor the residential school 

experience. 

                                                
208 Commemoration 2012-2013 - Project Descriptions. Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada. 
http://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1370974253896/1370974471675. Accessed March 2018.  





CHAPTER SEVEN 

Working Towards Reconciliation: the Kuper Island School 

The Penelakut Experience 

In 1997, the Penelakut people held a memorial ceremony209 at the site of 

the former Kuper Island residential school to mark the beginning of a spiritual 

journey. Twenty years after the school closed, they had begun coming to terms 

with the deep physical and the spiritual impact that resulted from school 

experiences like the one the Penelakut community had at the Kuper Island IRS. 

They brought photographs of lost family members, former students of the 

school, and laid them out with class photos and other memorabilia on long tables 

out of doors. They filed past, stopping to look at the photos and remember. They 

came down a wooded trail, passed the former school site in a long line, and 

walked to the to the dock carrying flowers to throw in the water. One former 

student spoke about his friends on the school soccer team; 16 boys were chosen, 

only 4 were living in 1997, and all the others had died violent deaths in car 

accidents or of drug overdoses. All had been sexually abused by the Christian 

brothers at the school. It left him deeply disturbed and wondering what had 

been different about him - why had he survived? Standing together, singing and 

drumming, they threw the school’s engraved cornerstone off the dock into the 

sea.   

 

 

 

 

                                                
209 The following passage is based on a 1998 video produced by the National Film Board of 
Canada. “Kuper Island: Return to the Healing Circle”, Gumboot Productions, 1998. http://onf-
nfb.gc.ca/en/our-collection/?idfilm=33548 Accessed March 2018. 
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Later that day, speaking to a room of IRS Survivors in the Penelakut 

community hall Chief Phil Fontaine said: 

Everything we heard, everything we learned, about our community and 
about our people was negative. The only way we were going to succeed 
was to become like them, to acquire their values, to accept their spiritual 
beliefs, their spirituality, to speak their language.  
 
And that’s what the residential schools were all about. They were 
designed to assimilate our people into the mainstream. And they 
understood that the best way of doing that was to remove us from the 
influence of the family. That’s why they put us away for 10 months of the 
year. That’s why they denied us our language, our culture, our 
spirituality.  
 
And it was at terrific cost to our people. And we are still paying the price 
today, we are paying the price today, and we will continue to pay for 
sometime to come. Unless – and I say unless – our leaders decide that 
healing is so critical to the future of our people, and that healing means 
coming face to face with the whole residential school experience.210 

  

Twenty years later that healing journey is ongoing. The following chapter 

discusses one aspect211 of the Penelakut community’s continued determination, 

as Chief Fontaine expressed, to come “face to face” with the high cost of their 

residential school experience. It begins with a brief history of the school and 

discusses something of what is currently understood about the high rate of death 

over the school’s 85-year history. And it describes a collaboration that ultimately 

led to remedial work at a small IRS cemetery near the former school site. That 

                                                
210 Ibid. In 1990, as head of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs, Phil Fontaine was the first 
prominent Indigenous leader to speak publically about the sexual abuse he had experienced at 
residential school and to begin to frame the IRS experience in its assimilationist context. He was 
followed by a flood of disclosures by former IRS students of sexual and physical abuse. In 1997 
he was elected National Chief of the Assembly of First Nations (AFN). Under his leadership the 
AFN began negotiations with the churches and the federal government for a settlement for IRS 
Survivors. He became a primary architect of the IRS Settlement Agreement, which included the 
TRC. 
211 As previously described (see preface) I continued to work with the Penelakut community 
along with several colleagues who volunteered their time after the formal work of the 
Commission wound up. 
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work began in 2012, at the mid-point in the Commission’s mandate while I was 

employed there, and continued, with the aid of colleagues at the University of 

British Columbia and the University of Victoria, once the work of the 

Commission wound up.  

 

History of the Kuper School 

Long before the arrival of the Department of Indians Affairs or the 

Catholic Church, the Hul'qumi'num people of this area had lived on this, and 

nearby islands, in the protected waters of the Salish Sea off the west coast of 

British Columbia (BC), for thousands of years (Figure 23). The Indigenous 

villages on Penelakut Island, formerly Kuper Island, are some of the oldest 

continuously inhabited village sites on the Northwest Coast.212 And for the most 

part, they were still inhabited when the Department of Indian Affairs established 

the Kuper Island residential school on the island in 1890, under the management 

of the Diocese of Victoria. The land grant to the Catholic Church was 90 acres; a 

total of 80 acres was brought under cultivation over the ensuing years. At its 

most expansive the school consisted of twenty buildings covering most of 

Telegraph Bay on the southwest side of the island. 213  

Father Gustave Donckele, a local diocesan priest, whose grave we would 

later find, was involved from the earliest years as priest and principal of the first 

school. The Sisters of St. Ann arrived in 1891. They taught both girls and boys, 

thus allowing girls to attend the school as well. They also nursed the sick and 

dying, and oversaw the domestic aspects of running the school. 214 Fr. Donckele 

                                                
212 Penelakut Tribe, “History,” accessed March 2018 http://www.penelakut.ca. 
213 Sister of St Ann, Finding Aid, “Kuper Island Indian Residential School and Convent Series-39 
1890-1974.” On file Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada. See also V. J. McNally, The 
Lord’s Distant Vineyard: A History of the Oblates and the Catholic Community in British Columbia 
Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, (2000), 154. 
214 Ibid. V. J. McNally, 154-6. 
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retired in 1907 and died the same year; he was buried on the island in a small 

cemetery near the school215. 

 

Figure 23. Penelakut Island in the Salish Sea, Northwest Coast of British Columbia. Google 
Maps, (2014). 

 

A new school was built in 1915 to replace the 1890 building, so as to 

accommodate an increased number of students. It would be the cornerstone of 

this building that the Penelakut people threw into the sea during the memorial 

ceremony in 1997. A series of Catholic entities managed the school throughout its 

history until 1975, when the Sisters of St. Ann left and the school was closed. The 

Kuper Island Indian Residential School was torn down just three years later on 

29 October 1978.216 

                                                
215 Ibid. V. J. McNally, 154-6. 
216 Ibid. V. J. McNally, 154-6. 
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Today nothing remains of the original building or the many outbuildings 

associated with the school, except for a few flights of concrete stairs and a metal 

railing leading up a small slope opposite the government wharf (Figure 24). After 

the IRS building and related outbuildings were removed, new construction was 

erected on the site of the former school.  

 

Figure 24. View east from government wharf with remaining concrete stairs and metal railings 
at the former Kuper Island IRS. Credit: Kristina Bowie (2012). 

 

School Deaths and Burials 

The Kuper Island IRS had one of the highest recorded numbers of deaths 

of any school in the residential school system nation-wide. The TRC Missing 

Children and Unmarked Burials project recorded 167 student deaths during the 

85 years of the school’s operation between 1890 and 1975.217 This is unlikely to be 

a full accounting of all the deaths that occurred at Kuper Island because, as with 

the other schools, no systematic method of record keeping was maintained or 

                                                
217 “Kuper Island IRS Cemetery Background Report”, unpublished report on file Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission of Canada (2013). 
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compiled by government officials. However the Sisters of St Ann kept their own 

records of the sick and deceased for the Kuper Island school and for the other 

schools where they served218. It is likely that, we see a higher rate of death for 

this school because of these records. Despite this fact very little documentation 

was found in the records on the burial location for any of these children. Of those 

167 deaths, information pertaining to a place of burial was found for only four 

children and these were passing references in journals or letters rather than exact 

locations.219  

As discussed above, the government of the day had a long-standing policy 

not to return the bodies of children to their home communities, but rather to 

bury them in nearby cemeteries, often on the school grounds. Indeed, some of 

the site plans for the schools included cemeteries, indicating that they were laid 

out at the same time the schools were being designed and built. Given this, it was 

reasonable to assume that for the most part the children who died at the Kuper 

Island residential school were buried near the school site itself. On occasion, 

when the home community was accessible by boat, parents were notified and 

able to retrieve their children’s remains to bury them in their home communities. 

Particularly at the Catholic schools like Kuper Island, a student’s funeral could 

become a school event. In a letter from 1900, Father Donckele describes the 

funeral procession for an unnamed female child who died from injuries after 

accidently falling from a wagon. The school children marched her coffin down to 

                                                
218 Sisters of St Ann, "Sick Children Table", recording deaths of students at Kuper IRS, 
unpublished report on file Truth and Reconciliation Commission, (2012). 
219 Letter, 24 January 1906. FA 10-1, File N/A, Perm. Vol. 1346, Reel C-13916, Cowichan Agency – 
Incoming Correspondence re. Kuper Island Industrial School, 1891-1907. Department of Indian 
Affairs and Northern Development, RG10, Library and Archives Canada; See also Sisters of St 
Ann, "Sick Children Table", unpublished report on file Truth and Reconciliation Commission, 
(2012). 
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the wharf opposite the school where it was placed into a canoe and taken off the 

island by her relatives for burial.220 

 

Working with the Community 

In the spring of 2012, during one of a series of large national gatherings 

held by the TRC in Vancouver, BC, Elders from the Penelakut community 

approached the Commission with their concerns about unmarked graves 

associated with the Kuper Island school. Elder James was a former student of the 

school, and was concerned that some of these graves appeared to be eroding 

from a bank above the beach front near the former school site221. She was 

directed to the Missing Children and Unmarked Graves Project at the TRC for 

assistance. Later that fall, in October 2012, two TRC archaeologists travelled to 

Penelakut Island to investigate the site. That day we visited a location not far 

from the foundations of the former school (Figure 25) in a highly disturbed area  

 

                                                
220 "Letter, 28 August 1900," Vol. 1346, Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, 
RG10, Library and Archives Canada. 
221 Florence James. Personal communication with the author, Kuper IRS site visit. October 25, 
2012. 
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Figure 25. View of the former Kuper Island IRS fronted by the government wharf. Credit: 
Deschatelets Archive Photo Project, modifications, Kristina Bowie, (2012). 

 
just above the beach, south of the present day government dock. Elder James 

knew there had been headstones at this location when she was student at the 

school and remembered seeing them as a child, but past logging activities and 

the more recent construction of a house at this location had obscured the ground 

surface and with it, any evidence of a cemetery plot there. 

While the first visit to the island to meet with Elder James occurred in 

2012, the Commission’s research was completed before it was possible to fully 

address her concerns. Subsequently, with colleagues from the University of 

Victoria and the University of British Columbia, we continued the work with the 

Penelakut community to assist with the identification of unmarked school 

burials. In particular, colleagues from the University of British Columbia’s 

Archaeology Lab contributed their time and expertise, and also provided access 

to UBC’s ground penetrating radar (GPR) equipment. 

Over a period of eighteen months, and before commencing any ground 
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penetrating radar work, a series of meetings were held at the request of the 

community, initially to meet with Elder James as discussed above, and then with 

the Elders’ Committee at the invitation of Elder James, and former Chief, Jillian 

Harris, in November 2013. On that day we also met with the committee Chair, 

and other members of the Elders’ Committee to discuss how the work might 

proceed. Immediately before commencing the GPR investigations we visited the 

island again in April 2014 to meet with Chief Earl Jack Sr. and to explain what 

the work would entail and receive his permission to begin.  

These important preliminary meetings built trust and set the tone for how 

the work would proceed. Subsequently, we returned to the site later that month 

to conduct the first phase of the ground penetrating radar work. Following 

further discussion with the Elder’s Committee to identify several sites of 

immediate concern, work began at the place Elder James had identified on our 

first visit to the island in the fall of 2012. Although this small cemetery had 

become completely obscured, so that no indication remained that a cemetery had 

ever existed there, the location of this site and other unmarked burials in the 

vicinity of the former school had remained clear in the memories of the Survivors 

of the Kuper Island residential school.  

In 2014 this small cemetery, situated immediately southwest of the former 

school site, was overgrown with bramble and grasses. An abandoned house 

construction immediately to the east had left construction debris over portions of 

the area. And previous logging activity had resulted in the introduction of 

discarded pieces of logging equipment. Considerable vegetation had grown up 

and the site needed much effort to clear and prepare it before the GPR work 

could begin. Many community members were involved with this work. The 

Elders sent members of the boys’ soccer team to help clear the site (Figure 26).  
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Figure 26. Penelakut boys helping with ground penetrating radar investigation. Credit: 
Kristina Bowie (2014). 

 
The youth arrived at the site on their bicycles with tools of various kinds; they 

cut brush and later helped operate the GPR equipment. A member of the Elders’ 

Committee brought his backhoe and helped to cut the larger brush with his chain 

saw (Figure 27). Elder James smudged222 the site before work began, and then 

stayed to watch over the proceedings and provide guidance while we worked 

(Figure 28).  

 

                                                
222 Smudging is ceremonial ritual used to purify or cleanse the soul of negative thoughts or clear 
negative energy from a location. 
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Figure 27. Penelakut member with backhoe and Elder James overseeing. Credit: Kristina. 
Bowie, (2014). 

 
Three days work eventually revealed a small cemetery plot with a low 

stone border dating to the early 1900’s (Figure 29). Several small stone crosses 

were uncovered along with a clearly engraved headstone belonging to Father 

Donckele, the priest and principal in charge of the school for seventeen years 

until 1907. Historical records indicate that he died in the same year he retired and 

was “buried in the little cemetery on the school ground.” 223 

 

                                                
223 Ibid., V. J. McNally, 154. 
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Figure 28. Elder James examining the smaller crosses; the low stone border of the plot is now 
visibly outlined. Credit: Kristina Bowie (2014). 

  

While this small cemetery appears to contain the burials of school staff, 

what little archival documentation there is indicates that students were also 

buried here. The school records kept by the Sisters of St Ann show that at least 

two children, a young girl who died of a sudden illness on September 3, 1922, 

and a boy, who died of meningitis March 3, 1924, were buried ‘in our little 

cemetery’.224 This is the extent of the locational information recorded for any of 

the student burials. However a 1948 electrical plan reveals an old chapel on the 

school property225 with an associated cemetery. The illustration reveals the 

chapel’s location in relation to the school although neither the school buildings 

                                                
224 Sisters of St Ann, "Sick Children Table", unpublished report on file Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission, (2012). 
225 Electrical Plan, "Plan 0 Site Plan for Proposed Electrical 1959-1961," June 1958, Kuper Island 
Indian Res. School – Electrical, Acc. # 1984-85/316, FA 10-136, File 988/6-1-885-5, pt. 2.  
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nor the chapel were extant in 2012. Nevertheless this is most likely the cemetery 

in which Principal Donckele and the students described above were buried. 

As predicted, several days of ground penetrating radar survey produced 

evidence of a number of graves. As well as the marked burials belonging to the 

early school staff, a number of smaller unmarked burials, likely belonging to 

children, were identified in rows behind them. 226 The details of these burials 

remain confidential to the Penelakut people.  

                                                
226 Jillian Harris, Alex Maass, and Andrew Martindale, Practising Reconciliation. Reflections of 
Canada, Illuminating our Opportunities and Challenges at 150+ Years. (Wall Institute for 
Advanced Studies. 2017), 16. 

 

 

Figure 29. Father Donckele’s headstone, along with smaller stone crosses thought to mark the graves 
of female teaching staff, visible in the centre of the photograph. Credit: Kristina Bowie (2014). 
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The Holistic Approach  

Elder Harris has expressed what First Nations and other Indigenous 

people have repeatedly told us about learning to collaborate respectfully in the 

work we wish to do with others: 

…scientists need to be able to see what we see. This is cultural safety 
and it points to cultural competency on the part of the officials and 
scientists who want to help us. Community members, especially 
traditional ritualists, must be a part of the plan to embark on this 
search journey; every tribe has a way in their traditions to deal with 
death, and officials and scientists must come to terms with these local 
approaches in order for the work to be done in a whole and 
satisfactory way.227 

 
The work colleagues and I assisted with on Penelakut Island is a small 

contribution, conducted in a mindful way that attempted to follow cultural 

protocols, and remain conscious of the relationships that are the basis of any such 

work. But it is one cemetery, at one school. Approached in this way, the task 

seems overwhelming if one considers that small cemeteries like this one exist in 

almost every part of the country, in every place a residential school existed. 

Survivors are aging and families are still waiting to know where their relatives 

are buried. As I argue above, and as the TRC Calls to Action intended, a more 

comprehensive solution is required.  

And there is, in fact, a model at hand that has good application in the IRS 

context, if the political will to implement it can be brought to bear. Nanilavut is a 

unique initiative that was developed to address a similar injustice: that of Inuit 

evacuations to tuberculosis sanatoriums during the 1940s through the 1960s. The 

evacuations were carried out in response to epidemic rates of tuberculosis among 

the Inuit population in some of the most remote parts of Canada. Nanilavut, 

                                                
227 Ibid. 15. 
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“Let’s Find Them” in Inuktitut, is an initiative of the Government of 

Nunatsiavut, (which is an autonomous region claimed by the Inuit of 

Newfoundland and Labrador) in partnership with the Government of Canada. 

The program 228 is an example of what can be done in a similar context, although 

perhaps on a smaller scale, to recover, remediate and reconcile past wrongs. The 

Nanilavut Multi-Stakeholder Working Group on Inuit Graves began in 2008 with 

a mandate to compile all available records on Inuit patients from Inuit 

Nunangat229, in response to a growing demand by Inuit families for information 

about long disappeared relatives. The initiative has been in development for 

almost ten years and is slated to launch in 2018. It was set up to find death and 

burial information for Inuit families whose relatives were taken away to 

hospitals many kilometres to the south for tuberculosis treatment in the 1940s, 

50s, and 60s. As with the residential schools, patients who died in these 

institutions were never sent home; rather they were buried in small cemeteries 

near the hospitals. A large number of Inuit, both children and adults, succumbed 

to the tuberculosis epidemic of the early part of the twentieth century. The 

number of cases amongst the Inuit increased dramatically in the 1940s and many 

were taken onto medical ships that arrived in their coastal communities to 

conduct examinations. If infection was suspected they could be transported 

south to larger centers for treatment, often without the opportunity to leave the 

ship to let family members know where they were going. Family members in 

turn were not informed of these departures and for many years were unable to 

obtain information on relatives who had been sent for treatment. A database was 

developed and is housed at the Department of Indigenous and Northern Affairs 
                                                
228 Michele LeTourneau. Federal apology expected to accompany Nanilavut launch. Nunavut 
News, March 10, 2018. http://nunavutnews.com/nunavut-news/federal-apology-expected-to-
accompany-nanilavut-launch/. Accessed March 2018. 
229 “Inuit Nunangat is the homeland of Inuit of Canada. It includes the communities located in 
the four Inuit regions: Nunatsiavut (Northern coastal Labrador), Nunavik (Northern Quebec), the 
territory of Nunavut and the Inuvialuit region of the Northwest Territories.” Taken from: 
http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/ref/dict/pop149-eng.cfm. Accessed March 2018. 
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Canada. Currently it contains records for 4,500 230 Inuit men, women and 

children who were taken south for treatment. While not all records are complete, 

many provide information on family members. Information that is now available 

for the first time since their relatives last saw them. Through the Nanilavut 

Working Group, each Inuit region has access to the database and has been 

funded to hire staff able to co-ordinate requests from family members for 

information on the whereabouts of specific individuals and their probable place 

of burial. As the distances are so great for Inuit travelling from northern 

communities to the southern parts of the country, funding is also provided to 

allow family members to make the trip to these burial locations.231  

It was this program that allowed Therese Ukaliannuk, in the example 

discussed in the Introduction to this thesis, to track her daughter, Marieyvonne, 

to a small Quebec cemetery 50 years after she was buried there. Although the 

Nanilavut database does not contain the names of every Inuit person taken south 

for treatment and some will likely remain missing, the research compiled in this 

database is the first of its kind in Canada, and the first to attempt to match 

Indigenous families with information about the burial sites of relatives who went 

missing as a result of actions of the federal government. And it will help to bring 

a sense of closure to many. 

A second phase of the project has been discussed to address restoration 

and commemoration of the cemeteries themselves.  Interestingly, archaeologists 

working for the Inuit regional governments referenced above, have been 

involved in this project from the start, including through the research phase and 

gathering of archival documentation, and the development and administration of 

the database. They have played an important role in facilitating the work 

                                                
230 Bob Weber. Database to offer answers for relatives of Inuit taken south for tuberculosis 
treatment. The Canadian Press, published Sept 24, 2017. 
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/database-to-offer-answers-for-relatives-of-
inuit-taken-south-for-tuberculosis-treatment/article36376511/. Accessed March 2018. 
231 Ibid. 
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required to locate the cemeteries where Inuit patients were buried. They will also 

be involved in the second phase of restoration and identification of individual 

burial plots.232  

There are some aspects of the IRS system that would make the Nanilavut 

example more complex to apply. For example, unlike the small unofficial burial 

grounds associated with the residential schools, which have in many cases left 

only ephemeral remains on the landscape, in most cases the hospital cemeteries 

associated with the sanatoriums where Inuit patients were buried were created 

later in time, and therefore were more formal and remain extant. Even so, as we 

saw in Therese Ukaliannuk’s case, the graves within the cemetery grounds may 

be unmarked. Nevertheless, this model meets many of the criteria set out in the 

TRC Calls to Action; most importantly it is broad in scope and application, and 

that makes it a good one for addressing the missing children of the IRS 

residential schools as well. 

                                                
232  Personal communication Jamie Brake, Archaeologist, Nunatsiavut Government to Alex Maass 
February 2018. 





CONCLUSION 

Mechanisms of Reconciliation 

Canadians	must	do	more	than	just	talk	about	reconciliation;	we	must	learn	
how	to	practise	reconciliation	in	our	everyday	lives	–	within	our	families,	and	
ourselves	and	in	our	communities,	governments,	and	places	of	worship,	schools,	
and	workplaces.	To	do	so	constructively,	Canadians	must	remain	committed	to	
the	ongoing	work	of	establishing	and	maintaining	respectful	relationships.	233	

 

The country has acknowledged, and the Prime Minister has made a 

formal apology for, a policy of residential schooling that was an integral piece of 

a larger assimilationist policy of the Canadian government; one that set out to 

undermine Indigenous family structures by separating children from the 

influence of their parents. In so doing they undermined the stability of 

communities and contributed to undermining the governance structures that 

Indigenous peoples had lived by for thousands of years. This ultimately 

contributed to the deep economic and social dysfunction that Indigenous 

communities continue to rebuild from in the present day. The IRS Settlement 

Agreement compensated Survivors for harms to the living and provided a truth 

finding and reconciliation process for those who survived the experience. What it 

has not yet dealt with, what remains unfinished business, is the fact of unknown 

deaths and unmarked burial sites in every part of the country. Survivors and 

their families continue to seek closure for this unresolved piece of the school 

experience. 

In its final report the Canadian TRC has defined the legacy of the IRS 

experience for Indigenous Canadians as one of cultural genocide. The Canadian 

                                                
233 Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, Canada's Residential Schools: Reconciliation. 
The Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, Vol 7 (Winnipeg: Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission of Canada, 2015). 17. 
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commission has not gone so far as to define it genocide as set out in the Genocide 

Convention, although as we have seen in the case of the Australian commission, 

other assessments have taken a different view. However, there are complex 

considerations to be mitigated in naming the IRS system physical genocide; most 

particularly in proving intent – and circumstances differed in each of the 

countries engaged in residential schooling for Indigenous children. Nevertheless 

this was an assimilationist project on a grand scale, and it was a central 

component of the larger colonial context, which was directed at the whole of the 

Indigenous population in Canada. 

Further, international courts have determined that cultural factors at work 

in a given environment can set the conditions that result in genocide as defined 

by the Convention. Thus the IRS experience can be understood as one in which 

children were deliberately separated from their parents, in a conscious, policy-

driven effort by the Canadian state to assimilate those children and undermine 

Indigenous family and community structures, in some cases leaving entire 

villages effectively childless for periods of time. The social and economic impact 

of that legacy continues to reverberate in Indigenous communities across the 

country.   

In this thesis I have attempted to set out a comprehensive process for 

implementing TRC Calls to Action 73-76 in a way that provides a sense of 

resolution and closure, if not healing, for IRS Survivors. The process also 

discusses a pathway for the rest of us who would reconcile with Indigenous 

people. The approach I outline covers; Canada’s legal obligations, provides an 

archaeological methodology, looks at the state of current research and identifies 

gaps, and sets out what needs to be accomplished to provide surviving families 

with clarity on the whereabouts of deceased relatives’ human remains. And it 

demonstrates that Indigenous communities have consistently pursued remedies 

and commemoration in ways that respond to their own protocols and need for 

ceremony. 
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To do this, I set out to elucidate Canada’s obligation to the relatives and 

descendant families of deceased residential school students, by describing 

Canada’s legal and political obligations. I explored how IRS Survivors are 

addressing their needs for commemoration and healing in culturally defined, 

community based ways. And I discussed approaches to further address 

commemoration in the context of an archaeological methodology that employs a 

comprehensive multi-disciplinary and community-driven approach. This can in 

part be achieved by understanding the work we do as archaeologists in the 

context of the larger project in support of families’ need for culturally 

appropriate commemoration, and by recognizing these burial sites as spiritually 

significant. And by understanding that, as non-Indigenous Canadians, we also 

have an interest in pursuing our own goals for reconciliation. 

I began in Chapter Two by locating the issue of IRS cemeteries and 

unmarked graves in the context of the international human rights arena, and in 

that context I argued that the Government of Canada has, as yet, unfulfilled 

obligations to IRS families that are set out in the UN Declaration on the Rights of 

Indigenous Peoples. Using Kurt Mundorff’s234 approach to Article 2(E) on 

forcible child transfer, I explored how the UN Convention on the Prevention of 

Genocide may be applied in the broader IRS context to provide the impetus to 

move ahead rapidly with the work of identifying and informing families of IRS 

burial locations. 

In Chapter Three, I argued for an appropriate methodology, which draws 

on a model Carolyn Sturdy-Colls235 has developed in her work on holocaust 

archaeology. For example, understanding residential schools in the context of the 

large tracts of land they sometimes encompassed is a useful approach for 

discovering the locations of cemeteries within that larger landscape. This may 

                                                
234 Mundorff, Harvard Journal of International Law 50, no. 1 (2009). 
235 Sturdy-Colls, Holocaust Archaeologies Approaches and Furture Directions.. 
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involve looking at the schools as the centre of an expanding complex of 

buildings, fields and roadways. I argued for the importance of in-depth desk-

based investigations including extensive archival research and described the 

opportunities of the large document collection held at the National Centre for 

Truth and Reconciliation236. It is useful for example in researching individual 

schools, to map the school and all known nearby historic cemeteries in concentric 

circles within a defined walking or driving distance to identify possible locations 

for school burials. In short it is relevant to understand the schools in the context 

of broader human settlement pattern, as many of these schools were establishing 

themselves in the 1880s on large, previously unoccupied tracts of land in remote 

areas of the country. Finally, it’s important to understand that archaeology is a 

tool that we can put in the service of Indigenous communities. And using that 

tool, in collaboration with Indigenous peoples, we can seek mechanisms for 

remediation that may advance the possibility of reconciliation.  

In Chapter Four I discussed the context and pace at which documents 

arrived at the TRC and were incorporated into the collections at the National 

Centre for Truth and Reconciliation. I described the mandate of the Missing 

Children research at the TRC and briefly described the status of that research, 

setting out what is currently known about the location and condition of many 

IRS cemeteries and unmarked burials. It is important to understand the status of 

this research to date, so to build on the work that has already been done.  

In the last half of the thesis, in Chapters Five, Six and Seven, I presented a 

series of cases studies, which provided an overview of the current status and 

condition of some of the better documented sites in a representative cross section 

of the country. I also set out to examine a number of recent examples of 

restoration and commemoration initiatives, and explored these as examples of 

best practice in the context of a community-driven research model. In doing this I 

                                                
236 National Centre for Truth and Reconciliation. https://nctr.ca/map.php. 
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demonstrated that Indigenous communities have taken the lead on the work to 

identify and commemorate lost and unmarked IRS burials, using the ceremonies 

and protocols they define, as these have meaning for them. 

The case studies illustrate that the cultural divide between Christian and 

Indigenous burial practices has left Indigenous families with a strong sense that 

these burials were not conducted properly and that their deceased ancestors 

remain unresolved. It becomes clear that authorities gave little thought to the 

preservation or conservation of IRS burials grounds once the schools had closed. 

The longstanding federal policy that resulted in children being buried long 

distances from their families and home communities has meant that families and 

communities have been physically, as well as spiritually, alienated from their 

deceased relatives. While in contrast, because of the policy of deliberately 

sending children to schools long distances from their homes, some other 

communities find that they are situated near to a school cemetery containing the 

remains of deceased children they may have no direct relationship to, but which 

they nevertheless feel a need to care for.  

The churches that managed the schools attempted to decommission some 

school cemeteries – after the bodies of teaching and religious staff had been 

exhumed and reburied elsewhere. This further illustrates the attitude that 

Indigenous family structures were not legitimate and need not be recognized; an 

attitude that has contributed to the current situation in which cemeteries 

continue to become obscured, and burials that may have been previously marked 

lose their identifying characteristics. In the cases studies presented in Chapter Six 

Indigenous communities have undertaken projects that document and restore 

IRS burial grounds on their own initiative. In so doing they have begun to 

reverse the trend that has seen these sites allowed to deteriorate for decades by 

the churches and the federal government. In response to the dislocated nature of 

the cemeteries, as just described above, each of these initiatives also involved the 

coming together of neighbouring groups acting as one so as to include all the 
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communities that sent their children to a particular school. TRC commemoration 

funding led to almost 100 separate initiatives, resulting in a nation-wide 

Indigenous effort to memorialize and commemorate every aspect of the 

Indigenous experience in Canada237. A small number of these projects involved 

cemetery restoration combined with ceremonies to honour the dead. 

Communities sought to recover the physical place of the burial ground even 

though the names and exact locations of those buried there may be unknown. 

And even though it may not be possible to know exactly how they may be 

related to the individual children buried there.  

Lastly, in Chapter Seven I discuss the work colleagues and I have been 

doing in collaboration with the Penelakut community on the Northwest Coast of 

BC. This community has long been on a healing journey to resolve their IRS 

experiences including the deaths of many children over a number of decades. As 

archaeologists we can assist in endeavors such as this one by employing a model 

of community-led, community-driven approaches. This small project may be 

seen as an example of the use of a set of culturally mediated best practices that 

archaeologists can employ while working collaboratively with Indigenous 

communities. These may include: taking the lead from the community by 

engaging early on with members and leadership, working collaboratively 

throughout with community members, being and staying communicative while 

in the field and during post-field work, staying current and using up-to date 

non-invasive field methods, which will almost always be preferred by 

communities, and being open to working with Indigenous cemetery workers, 

and ritualists based on the understanding that cemetery sites have spiritual 

significance that continues into the present day.  

                                                
237 Commemoration 2012-2013 - Project Descriptions. Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada. 
http://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1370974253896/1370974471675. Accessed March 2018.  
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At the end of this chapter I discuss the usefulness of the Nanilavut project, 

as an example of a larger undertaking that is a good model to be considered in 

the work that remains to be completed to implement the TRC Missing Children 

Calls to Actions as set out in the introduction to this thesis. This ten-year project 

was the result of political will and commitment on the part of all those involved 

and its application in the IRS context will require the same level of determination 

and commitment.   

In a broader context the motivation for restoration and memorialization 

serves both the individual need to acknowledge the loss and the collective 

community need to honor the residential school experience. Many cemeteries are 

in remote locations and the communities whose relatives are buried in them may 

be hundreds or even thousands of kilometres away. Even so, for the families 

whose relatives are buried in them, and for communities generally, whether or 

not they are directly related to the children buried in a nearby cemetery, these 

places retain spiritual importance. Marked or unmarked, IRS cemeteries will 

continue to have a presence on the landscape because they have resonance for 

the affected families and the larger Indigenous community as a whole. 
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APPENDIX: 1 HANSARD 

 
CANADA 

House of Commons 

Debates  

 
VOLUME 141   

 

l   NUMBER 139   
 

l   1st SESSION   
 

l   39th PARLIAMENT   
 

 

OFFICIAL REPORT (HANSARD) 

Tuesday, April 24, 2007 

Speaker: The Honourable Peter Milliken 

Aboriginal Affairs 

 

Mr. Gary Merasty (Desnethé—Missinippi—Churchill River, Lib.):   
    Mr. Speaker, the sad legacy of the residential school era is well known to most 
Canadians, except for the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development who 
believes these schools were simply set up to educate. 

 

     In fact, they were not. They were set up to assimilate a people against their will. They 
were places of disease, hunger, overcrowding and despair. Many children died. In 1914 a 
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departmental official said “fifty per cent of the children who passed through these schools 
did not live to benefit from the education which they had received therein”. Yet, nothing 
was done. 

 

    I ask the Prime Minister again, would he please apologize to the residential school 
Survivors? 

   (1450)   

 

Hon. Jim Prentice (Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development and 
Federal Interlocutor for Métis and Non-Status Indians, CPC):   
    Mr. Speaker, I intend to fully proceed with the implementation of the residential school 
agreement which was concluded on May 10, 2006. 

 

    In the time since that date, there has been an approval by the court of this agreement 
and 10,310 individuals have received advance payments. A truth and reconciliation 
commission is being set up.  

 

    I intend to continue to fully implement the terms and conditions of what I consider to 
be a fair, honourable and generous agreement. 

 

Mr. Gary Merasty (Desnethé—Missinippi—Churchill River, Lib.):   
    Mr. Speaker, above all else, I stand for these children, many of whom buried their 
friends, families and siblings at these schools. 

 

    Last year the Prime Minister complimented aboriginal British colonial policies as the 
most generous of the period. Today we are fortunate our children do not have to suffer 
what aboriginal children endured through these supposed generous policies of the 
residential school era, of which the Prime Minister is such a big fan. 

 

    I ask that we all think about this for a moment as we go forward and think about what 
is really fair. Will the Prime Minister commit to the repatriation of the bodies and an 
apology to the residential school Survivors? 
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Hon. Jim Prentice (Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development and 
Federal Interlocutor for Métis and Non-Status Indians, CPC):   
    Mr. Speaker, the hon. member goes too far in his question. 

 

    I spoke to the media about this subject on Friday. I will say now what I said then. I 
have three daughters myself. The thought of losing any of them is unimaginable. The 
thought that they would go away to a school and never return is something I cannot even 
contemplate. 

 

    We will get to the bottom of the disappeared children. The truth and reconciliation 
commission will hear much about that. I have instructed our officials to look into that and 
to work with oblate records of the churches to get to the bottom of this issue, and this 
sad chapter in our history. 
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MISSING CHILDREN & UNMARKED BURIALS: 
RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
This paper was prepared by a Working Group of multi-party representatives under the direction of the 
Interim Executive Director of the TRC. Its primary objective was to explore options and make 
recommendations to the TRC Commissioners on undertaking research into the issue of Missing Children 
and Unmarked Burials. 

 
ISSUE: 
As part of its examination into the history of Indian Residential Schools (IRS), it is 
recommended that the Truth and Reconciliation Commission undertake specific 
research into the history of children who died or went missing while in the care of 
IRS officials. 
 
OBJECTIVE: 
As part of its five year mandate, the TRC is required to prepare a report on the 
history and legacy of the IRS experience. One significant aspect of this history 
should include an examination of student deaths in, and disappearances from, 
the residential schools. Recent media reports describing the extent of the issue 
and the ongoing suffering it causes Survivors and their families demonstrates the 
need for a thorough examination of what has come to be called the “Missing 
Children” issue. Research into Missing Children will work within the TRC’s 
broader research plans and objectives, while still providing Canadians with a 
timely response to this highly sensitive issue. 
 
SCOPE: 
Research into Missing Children will consider four fundamental questions: 

1. Who and how many IRS students died? 
2. What did IRS students die from? 
3. Where are they buried? and 
4. Who went missing? 

While the first three questions are fairly narrow in their conceptual scope, the 
fourth question is understood more broadly to include those children who entered 
an IRS but did not return home to their families. 
Similar to other historical research that will be undertaken by the TRC, research 
into the Missing Children issue will cover the entire period of IRS operations. 
The research must consider all relevant documentation currently housed in 
federal government, church and parish holdings. Where possible, research will 
consider relevant supplemental material that may be found in the archival 
holdings of non-signatory parties such as provincial and municipal governments, 
community and private archives. 
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In addition to the text based documentation, Missing Children research will 
include the collection of oral history and will explore the possibility of cross 
referencing oral information with archival documentation in the hope of providing 
further detail into particular incidents of death or disappearance. 
 
MANDATE: 
• The TRC Mandate (Schedule “N” of the Indian Residential Schools 
Settlement Agreement) offers the following provisions for undertaking historical 
research: 
1. The TRC will “identify sources and create as complete an historical record as 
possible of the IRS system and legacy.” [Section 1(e)]; 
2. The TRC shall “employ interdisciplinary, social sciences, historical, oral 
traditional and archival methodologies for statement-taking, historical fact finding 
and analysis, report-writing, knowledge management and archiving.” [Section 
3(a)]; 
3. The TRC will present a “report on historic findings and recommendations 
within two years of the launch of the Commission with the possibility of a six-
month extension.” [Section 8(b): Two-Year Timeline]; 
4. “The Commission shall conduct such research, receive and take such 
statements and consider such documents as it deems necessary for the purpose 
of achieving its goals.” [Section 9]; 
5. “Canada and the churches will provide all relevant documents in their 
possession or control to and for the use of the TRC… subject to and 
incompliance with applicable privacy and access to information legislations, and 
except for those documents for which solicitor-client privilege applies and is 
asserted.” [Section 11]; 
6. “Canada and the churches are required… to provide access to their archives.” 
[Section 11]. 
7. “A research centre shall be established, in a manner and to the extent that the 
Commission’s budget makes possible. It shall be accessible to former students, 
their families and communities, the general public, researchers and educators 
who wish to include this historic material in curricula” subject to applicable 
privacy legislation. [Section 8(b): Five Year Timeline; Section 12]; 
 
• While the TRC Mandate offers considerable scope for undertaking historical 
research, it’s ability to undertake formal investigations is limited. The Mandate 
specifically states that the TRC: 

1. Shall not hold formal hearings, nor act as a public inquiry, nor conduct a 
formal legal process [Section 2(b)]; 
2. Does not possess subpoena powers [Section 2(c)]; 
3. Cannot compel participation in any of its activities [Section 2(c)]; 
4. Cannot identify a person without their express consent [Section 2(j)]; 
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5. Cannot make findings or express conclusions regarding the misconduct of any 
person unless such findings or information has already been established through 
legal proceedings, by admission or by public disclosure [Section 2(f)]; 
6. Cannot make any reference in any of its activities, report or organization 
unless such findings or information has already been established through legal 
proceedings, by admission or by public disclosure [Section 2(f)]. 
 
ANALYSIS: 
Overview: 
• Questions into incidents of death and disappearance in the residential schools 
were raised publically in early 2007, although Survivors and their supporters 
have been concerned with these issues for many years. 
 
• In response to questions tabled in the House of Commons, Minister Jim 
Prentice (former Minister to the Office of Indian Residential Schools 
Resolution Canada, IRSRC) asked Mr. Bob Watts, Interim Executive Director for 
the TRC, to form a Working Group to examine the issue and explore options for 
further research. 
 
• The Working Group is comprised of representatives from major national 
Aboriginal organizations, a national organization representing former students of 
Indian Residential Schools, the churches, and the federal government. 
 
• The Working Group also engaged the expertise of Professor John Milloy who 
was the Chief researcher for the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples on 
issues pertaining to the history of the Indian Residential Schools. He is also the 
author of A National Crime: Canadian Government and the Residential School 
System, 1876-1986, (Winnipeg, 1999). 
 
• The Working Group met on a regular basis throughout the summer/fall of 2007 
and the winter of 2008. During the course of its discussions, the Working Group 
identified the key questions and priorities which should govern research into the 
Missing 
Children issue. It emphasized the need for research to be comprehensive, 
professional, timely, and sensitive to the needs and concerns of Survivors and 
their families. 
 
• Members of the Working Group stressed that research on Missing Children 
must go beyond a statistical study of deaths in the schools; it should include all 
students who entered the IRS system but never returned home. This would 
include students who ran away or who were transferred from an IRS to a different 
school, hospital, foster home, adoptive home or any other form of institutional 
care without their parent’s knowledge. It was recommended that 
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researchers might also explore how the absence of children during the school 
year had an impact on both families and communities as well as instances where 
children were so transformed by their IRS experience that their true spirit was 
forever lost. 
 
• In considering the multiple meanings of “missing”, it became clear that a 
comprehensive examination of this issue should include a thorough review of 
available historical records and information obtained through statement taking 
regarding deaths and disappearances. 
 
Key Considerations: 
Any approach to historical research conducted by or on behalf of the TRC must 
take into account the following key considerations: 
 
1. Independence: 

• Although it is a government body, the TRC will operate as an independent 
entity separate from the parties to the Settlement Agreement. 

• The integrity of the TRC’s research process will be defined in part by the 
ability of the TRC to maintain its independence from Canada and the 
churches. 

 
2. Timelines: 

• The TRC is required to submit its report on the history and legacy of the 
IRS system two years after the official launch of the TRC. 

• This does not preclude the possibility of further research being undertaken 
throughout the duration of the TRC’s five-year mandate. 
 

3. TRC Mandate: 
• The TRC’s research methodology must respect the Principles and terms 

of the TRC Mandate while ensuring the highest ideals of scholarly integrity 
and cultural sensitivity. 

4. Legislative Requirements: 
• The federal Privacy Act defines how federal departments collect, use, 

disclose and store personal information. 
• Many historical documents and all oral testimony contain information of a 

personal nature. Consequently, the TRC will need to establish appropriate 
safeguards to ensure the security of the documentation it collects. 

5. Statement Taking: 
• All members of the Working Group have stressed the critical importance of 

meeting with Survivors and listening to their accounts of children who died 
or disappeared while attending an IRS. 
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• All TRC statement taking initiatives must provide appropriate health 
supports to all those who volunteer to disclose personal information. 

 
6. Historical Documents: 

• Canada and the churches have committed to providing the TRC with 
access to their archives along with all relevant documents in their 
possession or control subject to applicable privacy legislation. 

• Researchers engaged in the Missing Children project will require access 
to the archives of Canada and the churches. 

• Protocols for undertaking archival research will be established by the TRC 
in consultation with Canada and the churches. 

 
7. Access to Information: 

• During the course of its mandate, all information collected by or on behalf 
of the TRC will be accessible to the public in accordance with the Access 
to Information and Privacy Acts. 

• With the establishment of the TRC’s National Research Centre, material 
created or received by the TRC mandate will be available to former 
students, their families and communities, the general public, researchers 
and educators, subject to applicable privacy legislation and any 
recommendations by the Commission concerning the continued 
confidentiality of the records. 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
• Research into Missing Children and Unmarked Burials (to be known as the 

Missing Children Research project) comprises three distinct components: 
1. Information Collection 
2. Information Storage 
3. Information Analysis 

• It is recommended that the TRC appoint one dedicated staff member to oversee 
the Missing Children research project, coordinate the activities of research 
consultants, and facilitate consultations as needed with key stakeholders and 
partner organizations. 
• Additional staff and consultants will be brought on to the project as outlined 
below. 
 
1. Information Collection: 
• Research into Missing Children and Unmarked burials will rely on two primary 
sources of information: 
 
a) Historical Documents: 

• The TRC will work with the signatory parties to identify and collect relevant 
historical documents found in the archives of Canada and the churches. 
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• Operational requirements for document collection will be addressed by the 
 
TRC’s Document Collection plan. 
b) Personal Statements: 

• The TRC will undertake to collect personal statements from former IRS 
students, staff, church and departmental officials and anyone else who 
volunteers to disclose their direct or indirect knowledge of IRS operations, 
incidents and events. 

• Advisors to the Missing Children research project will develop questions 
pertaining to deaths and disappearances of IRS students to be included in 
the standard list of interview questions. 

• In addition to individual statement taking, it is recommended that the TRC 
highlight the issue of missing children and unmarked burials at one or 
more of its national events in order to raise awareness of this issue and 
encourage individuals to come forward with information. 

• It is further recommended that the TRC develop questionnaires to elicit 
information regarding Missing Children and unmarked burials from 
participants at TRC sponsored events. Such questionnaires should only 
be distributed where there are appropriate health supports. 

• Following the interview, TRC statement takers will flag testimony relating 
to Missing Children and unmarked burials. 

• Operational requirements for Missing Children statement taking will be 
addressed within TRC statement taking and national event planning. 

 
2. Information Storage: 
• Information collected via historical documents and personal statements will be 

recorded in a master database which will be made available to TRC 
researchers and research consultants. Hardcopy reproductions will be stored 
in the TRC record office in accordance with appropriate information 
management protocols. 

• Information of special relevance to the research of Missing Children and 
unmarked burials will be specifically identified within the database for easy 
access. 

• The research database will be developed by the TRC Research manager in 
consultation with an information management and technology specialist. 

• Operational requirements for information storage will be addressed within 
TRC document storage planning; however, requirements relating specifically 
to Missing Children and Unmarked Burials include: 
• One information and management and technology specialist to ensure 

that the TRC’s master database will support the inclusion of a Missing 
Children template and statement taking data. 

• Documents collected by or on behalf of the TRC as well as any 
documents created by the TRC will ultimately be stored in the TRC’s 
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National Research Centre: Material stored in the National Research Centre will 
be accessible to the public subject to applicable privacy legislation and “any 
recommendations by the Commission concerning the continued confidentiality of 
records”. [Schedule N, Section 12]. 
 
3. Information Analysis: 

• Information derived from historical documents and personal statements 
will form the basis of four distinct Missing Children research projects: 

 
a) Statistical Survey: 

• The statistical survey will aim to achieve a precise estimate of; 
o Total enrolment throughout the history of the IRS system; 
o Rates of infection; and 
o Rates and cause of death. 

• The statistical survey will be completed prior to, and in preparation for, the 
TRC’s two-year report. 

• Operational requirements for this project include: 
o One social historian trained in statistical analysis working under the 

direction of a TRC staff member; and 
o A database with date matching capabilities. 
 

b) IRS Operational Policies and Custodial Care: 
• This study will seek to understand the regulatory regime in which the 

schools operated with respect to the care of children including the 
provision of health services, policies on discipline, runaways, deaths and 
burials, as well as commentary on Departmental administration of 
regulations and church compliance with these regulations. 

• This study will also examine the degree to which school administrators, 
church and departmental officials and the government in general were 
aware of the phenomenon of schools deaths, disease and missing 
children. 

• Research and Analysis of this project will be completed prior to, and in 
preparation for, the TRC’s two-year report. 

• Operational requirements for this project include: 
o One professional researcher/writer working under the direction of a 

TRC staff member; 
o The researcher/writer will require access to all signatory archives 

(subject to privacy legislation); and 
o The TRC will provide administrative assistance and support where 

required. 
 

c) Unmarked Burials (& Commemoration): 
This study will seek to identify the location of cemeteries and gravesites in which  
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IRS students are believed to be buried. 
• Research will make use of oral testimony (obtained through TRC 

statement taking activities) and archival documents, including site maps 
and parish registries. Other research methodologies may be adopted as 
required in consultation with key stakeholders and partner organizations. 

• Once possible gravesites are located, the TRC will consult with the 
appropriate Band Council offices to determine if and/or how the 
community wishes to proceed with further research and commemoration. 

• Possible options for honouring the spirit of those who died include: 
o Visiting residential school sites where graves of Missing Children 

are located or the cemeteries near the schools where Missing 
Children could have been buried. 

o Conducting traditional ceremonies in those locations to ask the 
spirits of the Missing Children to return home to their communities. 

o Organizing Commemorative Feasts in the communities that have 
experienced Missing Children to welcome the spirits home. 
Invitations to the feast would be extended to as many community 
members as possible, which will support those who have lost 
children. This will help to initiate healing in the community. 

o Where no burial sites are found but deaths are believed to have 
occurred, traditional ceremonies may be conducted at the site of 
the residential school to request the spirits of the Missing Children 
to return home to their respective communities. Commemorative 
activities may also be held. 

Research for this project will aim for completion within the first two years of the 
launch of the TRC, but may continue as required over the full five years of the 
TRC mandate. 
Operational requirements for the research aspect of this study include: 

• The provision of one research consultant working under the 
supervision of a TRC staff member. 

• The consultant should be familiar with the methodologies associated 
with historical research and cultural/social archaeology. 

• Additional resources will be determined as the need arises. 
Operational requirements for the commemorative aspect of this initiative will be 
determined in accordance with the TRC’s plan for Commemoration activities. 
 
d) Specific Case Research: 

• When the TRC receives information of specific incidents where a student 
died or went missing, efforts will be made to identify the details of the case 
including the location of the burial site (if applicable). 

• Details of the project design will be established in collaboration with 
Canada and the churches under the auspices of the TRC’s Research 
Manager. 
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• Results of this research will be released to the family upon request and 
subject to applicable Privacy legislation. 

• Research will be undertaken as required throughout the five years of the 
TRC mandate. 

• Operational requirements for specific case research include: 
o A database with date matching capabilities; 
o One data analyst working under the auspices of a TRC staff 

member to record and match information. 
o Additional resources to be obtained as the need arises. 
o  

e) Future Research: 
• Upon completion of the TRC’s two year report, the Commissioners may 

consider recommendations for additional research to be undertaken 
during the remaining three years of the TRC mandate. Topics for 
consideration include: 

o Student transfers to other IRS 
o Hospitalization 
o Foster care and adoption 
o Community impacts 
o Spiritual distress 

• Operational requirements for future research projects will be outlined 
within the proposed recommendations. 

 
NEXT STEPS: 
o The TRC should form a working committee with Canada and the churches in 

consultation with partner groups to develop a common inventory of IRS 
records and to establish protocols for historical research and document 
collection. 

o The TRC should clarify protocols concerning Access to Information and 
Privacy pursuant to the establishment of the National Research Centre. 

o The TRC should explore methods of accessing relevant documents in non-
signatory archives. 

o The TRC should explore funding options and possible cost sharing 
arrangements pursuant to developing a formal budget for this project. 

 
 
Prepared by: The Working Group on Missing Children and Unmarked Burials 





APPENDIX 3. CEMETERY REGISTER - LIST OF SCHOOLS WITH 

CEMETERIES 

Province	 School	names	 Register	of	
Cemetery	and	
Burial	Sites	

Site	Visit	 Cemetery	
Reports	

	Alberta	Residential	Schools	 10	 1	 7	

AB	 1.       Assumption	(Hay	Lakes)	 	 	 	

AB	 2.       Blue	Quills	(Saddle	Lake	,	Sacred	Heart,	formerly	Lac	la	Biche)	 1	 	 	

AB	 3.       Crowfoot		(St.	Joseph's,	St.	Trinité)	 	 	 	

AB	 4.       Desmarais	(Wabisca	Lake	,	St.	Martins,	Wabisca	Roman	Catholic)	 1	 	 1	

AB	 5.       Edmonton	(Poundmaker,	formerly	Red	Deer	Industrial)	 1	 1	 1	

AB	 6.       Ermineskin	 1	 	 1	

AB	 7.       Fort	Vermilion	(St.	Henry's)	 	 	 	

AB	 8.       Grouard		(St.	Bernard's,	Lesser	Slave	Lake	Roman	Catholic)	 	 	 	

AB	 9.       Holy	Angels	(Fort	Chipewyan	,	École	des	Saints-Anges)	 	 	 	

AB	 10.    Joussard	IRS	(St.	Bruno's)	 	 	 	

AB	 11.    Lac	la	Biche	(Notre	Dame	des	Victoire,	predecessor	to	Blue	Quills)	 	 	

AB	 12.    Lesser	Slave	Lake	(St.	Peter's)	 	 	 	

AB	 13.    Morley	(Stony)	 1	 	 1	

AB	 14.    Old	Sun	 1	 	 1	

AB	 15.    Sacred	Heart	(Brocket)	 1	 	 	

AB	 16.    St.	Albert	(Youville)	 	 	 	

AB	 17.    St.	Augustine	(Smoky	River)	 	 	 	

AB	 18.    St.	Cyprian’s	(Queen	Victoria’s	Jubilee	Home,	Peigan)	 1	 	 	

AB	 19.    St.	Joseph's	Residential	School	(High	River	,	Dunbow)	 	 	 	

AB	 20.    St.	Mary's	(Blood,	Immaculate	Conception)	 1	 	 1	

AB	 21.    St.	Paul's	(Blood,	Anglican/Church	of	England)	 	 	 	

AB	 22.    Sarcee	(St.	Barnabas)	 	 	 	

AB	 23.    Sturgeon	Lake	(Calais,	St.	Francis	Xavier)	 	 	 	

AB	 24.    Wabasca	Anglican/Church	of	England	(St.	John's)	 1	 	 1	
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AB	 25.    Whitefish	Lake	(St.	Andrew's)	 	 	 	

	British	Columbia	Residential	Schools	 10	 6	 17	

BC	 26.    Ahousat	 	 	 1	

BC	 27.    Alberni	IRS		 1	 1	 1	

BC	 28.    Anahim	Lake	Dormitory	(September	1968	to	June	1977)	 	 	 1	

BC	 29.    Cariboo	(St.	Joseph's,	William's	Lake)	 1	 	 1	

BC	 30.    Christie	(Clayquot,	Kakawis)	 	 	 1	

BC	 31.    Coqualeetza		 1	 1	 1	

BC	 32.    Cranbrook	(St.	Eugene's,	Kootenay)	 	 	 1	

BC	 33.    Kamloops	 1	 1	 1	

BC	 34.    Kitimaat	 	 	 1	

BC	 35.    Kuper	Island		 1	 1	 1	

BC	 36.    Lejac	(Fraser	Lake)	 1	 	 1	

BC	 37.    Lower	Post	 	 	 1	

BC	 38.    Port	Simpson	(Crosby	Home	for	Girls)	 	 	 1	

BC	 39.    St.	George's	(Lytton)	 1	 	 1	

BC	 40.    St.	Mary's	(Mission)	 1	 1	 1	

BC	 41.    St.	Michael's	(Alert	Bay	Girls'	Home,	Alert	Bay	Boys'	Home)	 1	 	 1	

BC	 42.    St.	Paul's	IRS	(Squamish,	North	Vancouver)	 	 	 1	

BC	 43.    Sechelt	Residential	School	 1	 1	 	

	Manitoba	Residential	Schools	 5	 	 4	

MB	 44.    Assiniboia	(Winnipeg)	 	 	 	

MB	 45.    Birtle	 	 	 	

MB	 46.    Brandon	 1	 	 1	

MB	 47.    Churchill	Vocational	Centre	 1	 	 1	

MB	 48.    Cross	Lake	(St.	Joseph's,	Jack	River	Annex	–	predecessor	to	Notre	Dame	Hostel)	 	 	

MB	 49.    Dauphin	(McKay)	 	 	 	

MB	 50.    Elkhorn	(Washakada)	 1	 	 	

MB	 51.    Fort	Alexander	(Pine	Falls)	 	 	 	

MB	 52.    Guy	(Guy	Hill,	Clearwater,	The	Pas,	formerly	Sturgeon	Landing,	SK)	 	 	

MB	 53.    McKay	(The	Pas,	replaced	by	Dauphin)	 	 	 	

MB	 54.    Norway	House	United	Church	 1	 	 1	

MB	 55.    Notre	Dame	Hostel	(Norway	House	RC,	Jack	River	Hostel	 	 	 	

MB	 56.    Pine	Creek	(Camperville)	 1	 	 1	
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MB	 57.    Portage	la	Prairie	 	 	 	

MB	 58.    Sandy	Bay		 	 	 	

	Northwest	Territories	Residential	Schools	 7	 1	 6	

NT	 59.    Akaitcho	Hall	(Yellowknife	Vocational	School)	 	 	 	

NT	 60.    Aklavik	Roman	Catholic	(Immaculate	Conception)	 1	 	 1	

NT	 61.    Aklavik	Anglican	(All	Saints)	 	 	 	

NT	 62.    Deh	Cho	Hall	(Lapointe	Hall)	 	 	 	

NT	 63.    Federal	Hostel	at	Fort	Franklin	 	 	 	

NT	 64.    Fort	McPherson	(Fleming	Hall)	 1	 	 1	

NT	 65.    Fort	Providence	Boarding	Home	(Sacred	Heart)	 1	 	 1	

NT	 66.    Fort	Resolution	Residence	(St.	Joseph's)	 1	 	 1	

NT	 67.    Fort	Simpson	Anglican	(Bompas	Hall)	 	 	 1	

NT	 68.    Fort	Simpson	Roman	Catholic	(Lapointe	Hall)	 1	 	 	

NT	 69.    Fort	Smith	(Breynat	Hall)	 1	 	 	

NT	 70.    Fort	Smith	(Grandin	College)	 	 	 	

NT	 71.    Hay	River	(St.	Peter's)	 1	 	 	

NT	 72.    Inuvik	Roman	Catholic	(Grollier	Hall)	 	 	 	

NT	 73.    Inuvik	Anglican	Hostel	(Stringer	Hall)	 	 1	 1	

	Nova	Scotia	Residential	Schools	 1	 1	 1	

NS	 74.    Shubenacadie	 1	 1	 1	

	Nunavut	Residential	Schools	 	 	 	

NU	 75.    Chesterfield	Inlet	(Turquetil	Hall)	 	 	 	

NU	 76.    Coppermine	(Tent	Hostel)	 	 	 	

NU	 77.    Federal	Hostel	at	Baker	Lake/Qamani'tuaq	 	 	 	

NU	 78.    Federal	Hostel	at	Belcher	Islands	 	 	 	

NU	 79.    Federal	Hostel	at	Broughton	Island/Qikiqtarjuaq	 	 	 	

NU	 80.    Federal	Hostel	at	Cambridge	Bay	 	 	 	

NU	 81.    Federal	Hostel	at	Cape	Dorset/Kinngait	 	 	 	

NU	 82.    Federal	Hostel	at	Eskimo	Point/Arviat	 	 	 	

NU	 83.    Federal	Hostel	at	Frobisher	Bay	(Ukkivik)	 	 	 	

NU	 84.    Federal	Hostel	at	Igloolik/Iglulik	 	 	 	

NU	 85.    Federal	Hostel	at	Lake	Harbour	 	 	 	

NU	 86.    Federal	Hostel	at	Pangnirtung	(Pangnirtang)	 	 	 	

NU	 87.    Federal	Hostel	at	Pond	Inlet/Mittimatalik	 	 	 	
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	Ontario	Residential	Schools	 12	 6	 8	

ON	 88.    Bishop	Horden	Hall	(Moose	Fort,	Moose	Factory)	 	 	 	

ON	 89.    Cecilia	Jeffrey	(Kenora,	Shoal	Lake)	 1	 	 1	

ON	 90.    Chapleau	(St.	John’s)	 1	 1	 1	

ON	 90.	Cristal	Lake	High	School	 	 	 	

ON	 91.    Fort	Frances	(St.	Margaret's)	 1	 	 1	

ON	 92.    Fort	William	(St.	Joseph's)	 1	 	 1	

ON	 93.    McIntosh	 1	 	 	

ON	 94.    Mohawk	Institute	 1	 1	 1	

ON	 95.    Mount	Elgin	(Muncey,	St.	Thomas)	 1	 1	 1	

ON	 96.    Pelican	Lake	(Pelican	Falls)	 1	 	 		

ON	 97.    Poplar	Hill	 	 	 	

ON	 97.Stirland	Lake	High	School	 	 	 	

ON	 98.    St.	Anne's	(Fort	Albany)	 1	 	 1	

ON	 99.    St.	Mary's	(Kenora,	St.	Anthony's)	 1	 	 	

ON	 100.	Shingwauk	 1	 1	 1	

ON	 101.	Spanish	Girls'	School	(St.	Joseph's,	St.	Peter's,	St.	Anne's)	 	 1	 	

ON	 102.	Spanish	Boys'	School	(Charles	Garnier,	St.	Joseph's,	formerly	
Wikwemikong	Industrial)	

1	 1	 	

	Québec	Residential	Schools	 1	 1	 1	

QC	 103.Amos	(St.	Marc-de-Figuery)	 	 	 	

QC	 104.Fort	George	(St.	Phillip's)	ACC	only	 1	 	 1	

QC	 105.Fort	George	(St.	Joseph's	Mission,	Residence	Couture)	 1	 	

QC	 106.Federal	Hostel	at	George	River	 	 	 	

QC	 107.Federal	Hostel	at	Great	Whale	River	(Poste-de-la-Baleine,	Kuujjaraapik)	 	 	

QC	 108.Federal	Hostel	at	Payne	Bay	(Bellin)	 	 	 	

QC	 109.Federal	Hostel	at	Port	Harrison	(Inoucdjouac,	Innoucdouac)	 	 	 	

QC	 110.La	Tuque	 	 	 	

QC	 111.Point	Bleue	 	 	 	

QC	 112.Sept-Îles	(Seven	Islands	,	Notre	Dame,	Maliotenam)	 	 	 	

	Saskatchewan	Residential	Schools	 7	 4	 6	

SK	 113.Battleford	 	 	 	

SK	 114.Beauval	(Lac	la	Plonge)	 	 	 	

SK	 115.Cote	Improved	Federal	Day	School	 	 	 	

SK	 116.Crowstand	 	 	 	
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SK	 117.File	Hills	 	 1	 1	

SK	 118.Fort	Pelly	 	 	 	

SK	 119.Gordon's	 1	 	 	

SK	 120.Lac	La	Ronge	(see	Prince	Albert)	 	 	 	

SK	 121.Lebret	(Qu'Appelle,	Whitecalf,	St.	Paul's	High	School)	 1	 1	 1	

SK	 122.Marieval	(Cowesess,	Crooked	Lake)	 1	 	 1	

SK	 123.Muscowequan	(Lestock,	Touchwood)	 1	 	 1	

SK	 124.Onion	Lake	Anglican	(see	Prince	Albert)	 	 	 	

SK	 125.Prince	Albert	(St.	Alban's,	All	Saints,	St.	Barnabas,	Lac	La	Ronge)	 	 	 	

SK	 126.Regina	 1	 1	 1	

SK	 127.Round	Lake	 	 	 	

SK	 128.St.	Anthony's	(Onion	Lake	Roman	Catholic)	 1	 	 	

SK	 129.St.	Michael's	(Duck	Lake)	 1	 1	 1	

SK	 130.St.	Phillip's	 	 	 	

SK	 131.Sturgeon	Landing	(Predecessor	to	Guy	Hill,	Manitoba)	 	 	 	

SK	 132.Thunderchild	(Delmas)	 	 	 	

	Yukon	Residential	Schools	 1	 	 4	

YT	 135.Carcross	(Chooulta)	 1	 	 1	

YT	 136.Coudert	Hall	(Whitehorse	Hostel/Student	Residence		 	 	 	

YT	 137.St.	Paul's	Hostel	(September	1920	to	June	1943)	 	 	 1	

YT	 138.Shingle	Point	(Predecessor	to	All	Saints,	Aklavik)	 	 	 1	

YT	 139.Whitehorse	Baptist	Mission	 	 	 1	

YT	 140.Yukon	Hall	(Whitehorse/Protestant	Hostel)	 	 	 	

	 	 Register	of	
Cemetery	and	
Burial	Sites	

Site	Visit	 Cemetery	
Reports	

	TOTAL:	identified	cemeteries	and	burial	sites	 54 20 54 
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APPENDIX: 5 – Indian Residential School Map
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